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"... astonishing transparency ..."
"... stunning realism ..."
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"... models of insightful design
and exquisite execution ..."
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"... excelled at dynamics, transient fidelity,
and bottom-end impact ..."
Robert Harley - The Absolute Sound
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From £ 1795 to £57,995
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hysicists would

have us
believe that amuon is
anegatively-charged
fundamental particle,
first detected by Carl Anderson
in 1936. This is not to be
confused with the KEF Muon. a
115kg alloy obelisk supportir g
an array of its UniQ drivers in
what is quite possibly the finest
loudspeaker of the day.
Super-formed from sheets
of aluminium into asix-foot
cascade of curves, the Muon
represents an amalgamation
of Ross Lovegrove's inspired
aesthetic design with the

hi-finews
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
Every month, the Editor
cherry-picks products that
represent the very best
in cutting-edge home
entertainment technology

test program with achoice of
THE EXPERT PANEL
partnering hardware and diverse Hi-Fi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
range of music software. HiFi
in the audo business. Why? Because
News is the only magazine given we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.
the opportunity to reveal the
full technical story behind the
RICHARD STEVENSON
/-it'\*s rnuitichanne
Muon, and our definitive feature
specialist and token r'First Men on the Muon' begins
hippy haying edited aAV trade
-e
on p24. One small step for your
seven years
favourite hi-fi journal, one giant
leap for speaker-kind and an
KEITH HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
experience we'll not easily forget.
30 years. and edited
HiFi Answers for nine.
From one iconic product to
All our speaker reviews
another, the diminutive LS3 / 5A
are accompanied by
loudspeaker has emerged from
KH's measurements
afour-year absence under the
STEVE HARRIS
gentle guidance of the good
xeiy t.tie tc•,m 986
M202:

'The HiFi News team was given
exclusive access to apair of Muons at
KEF's Maidstone headquarters'
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PRODUCT

technical input of KEF's Senior
Acoustic engineer Andrew
Watson. Only 100 will be built
and, at £ 70,000 apair, possbly
only 100 enthusiasts around the
globe could afford to entertain
its company.
Nevertheless, the HiFi News
team was given exclusive access
to apair of Muon loudspeakers
at KEF's Maidstone headquar:ers
where we conducted our o\nn
fully independent listening arid

Outstanding: aproduct
that either represents the
pinnacle of sound or picture
quality within one of the
three Hi-F7 News price bands

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

folk at Rogers. You can discover
what our long-term devotee of
the BBC's miniature classic, Ken
Kessler, makes of the re-born
mini-monitor starting on p50.
One thing is for sure. If you live
in amansion or abroom closet,
the ingenuity of the industry's
best speaker engineers continues
to ensure that there'll always be a
box for the occasion.

ough to 2005. A
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audio and alove of jazz
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Sen
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Editor and almost
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for the renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'
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CHRIS BREUNIG
many years the Music
Editor of HF\i,
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knovviedge of classical
music brings an added
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Great sound or picture and,

THE No.1 FOR IN-DEPTH TESTING

ideally, great value - these

Not only does HiFi News have exclusive
access to alaboratory replete with
audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has

are the ingredients of a
Highly Commended product

designed world- class test solutions from
the award-winning Jitter Analyser to the
multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply do not appear anywhere else.
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THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
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In addition to our awards badges, the
sound/picture, features and build quality

of every product are condensed into
at-a-glance ratings on our colour-coded

.N.1 Mill WW1 MIMI
Ai 10

in

pie charts. Uniquely, our green segment
provides ameasure of product power
consumption. See p18 for full details.
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News
New products, events and
'Hi Fi Confidential', including Musical
Fidelity's revamped Al amp, anew
high- end phono stage from Nairn, a
brace of 1080p video projectors from
Planar Systems and atapered- line
speaker with areal twist

12 Bristol Show Blog

From tube amps to tasty LCDs,
Ken Kessler has the lowdown on
Bristol 2008, which celebrated its
21st anniversary with as many treats
for the eye as for the ear
16

FutureTech
[he digital hearth'. intelligent TVs and
all- in- one home cinema without awire
in sight... Barry Fox looks at trends
in the world of hi-fi and AV. Oh, and
what's all this talk of DCC7

OPINION & ADVICE
73

Music Reviews
New classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases reviewed by our
music specialists

80

Opinion
The audio and video hot topics of the
day, as explored by our columnists:
Barry Fox, Ken Kessler, Jon Thompson,
Steve Harris, Keith Howard and,
writing from the USA, Barry Willis

88

Sound Off
Our new-look letters page is the place
to air your comments, ideas and
questions on any audio or video topic.
Plus ' Way Back Then': KEF's Reference
105/3, reviewed in 1990

FEATURES
64

Hi-Fl@Home
From his father's Connoisseur
turntable to Conrad-Johnson amps
and Sonus Faber speakers, Steve Harris
discovers the magic of this reader's
system lies in some careful matching

94

Inside Story: HD wars
Barry Fox nails down the facts behind
HD DVD's demise and explains why
Blu-ray still faces challenges ahead

98

Investigation: Vinyl tech
Jim Lesurf looks at how stylus
profiling and tip mass design can help
overcome problems in vinyl replay

104 On Location: Spendor
It's aname synonomous with great
British speaker design and, as
Steve Harris discovers, engineering
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Rogers made far more than the most
coveted compact speaker in the
world. John Howes has the story
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DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
20

dCS Puccini
Andrew Harrison comes over all
operatic in the light of dCS' latest
composition - aCD player that
upconverts to asingle bitstream

24

KEF Muon
Named after an elemental particle,
the Muon is anything but small or
short-lived. This reference among
loudspeakers gets its first full technical
review with input from Ken Kessler,
Paul Miller and Richard Stevenson.
Keith Howard adjudicates

30

Luxman D-N100/AN100
The mini- sized CD player and amplifier
from audiophile favourite Luxman
turns out to have agenerous heart
says Ken Kessler

36

Group Test: CD players
Five of the very best E650-£850 CD
players are spun through their paces
by Richard Stevenson

„-)0-E850 CD PLAYERS

46

Marantz VP- 15S1
At half the price of its original VP- 12S
series of 720p projectors, this new
1080p model bursts onto the screen
with huge promise says Paul Miller

50

Rogers LS3 I5A
The diminutive mini- monitor is raised
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back into production by Rogers after a
four-year leave of absence. Ken Kessler
can't believe his luck

r

54

Audio Technica ATH 1A/1000
How do AT's range-toppers rate
against flagship rivals from Grado and
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Sennheiser? Keith Howard's heard
them all, and gives his verdict
57
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Atlas

57

Escient
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Musical Fidelity

Audio Technica

54

Harman Kardon
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Naim

Cairn
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Heco
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Philips
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materials technology comes under the

Cambridge Audio
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KEF
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Revo
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scrutiny of Andy Whittle
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36
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36

Curvi
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SAC
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dCS Limited
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Mimetism
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DIP
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Mordaunt-Short
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A new interconnect and loudspeaker
cable employing some very advanced
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Super Systems
The highest of high- end systems is
supplied this month by distributor
Absolute Sounds. Richard Stevenson
discovers that nothing will ever sound
the same again...
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New producrs and upcoming events...

TAPERED- LINE LOUDSPEAKER WITH A TWIST
A unique marriage between afull- range driver and a ' near- ideal'
tapered line is the claimed technology behind the eye-catching new
Curvi Model 1. Developed over aperiod of two years by Dr Chris Liauw,
asenior research fellow at Manchester Metropolitan University, the
Curvi's cabinet was partly inspired by the human form, and further
addresses any loss of bass with ahigh-performance compensation
network. Made from low- loss components such as Vishay thick-film
resistors and aheavy-gauge inductor, the design is said to enable the
speaker to provide perceptible output at 20Hz, and ' strong output'
down at 25Hz.
Its driver is Jordan's metal- coned full- range unit, selected for its
generous power handling and high sound level capability, with no
traditional crossover network to disturb its impulse response. The
Curvi Model 1stands 970mm tall and has aline length of 2.4m.
Twin M6-threaded inserts in the base of each foot will take a
range of after- market spikes. Finished in clear acrylic lacquer over
vertical laminations of birch plywood, the speaker will initially be

>>=

available exclusively from Practical Hi Fi Plus, in Warrington, for a
price of £ 3000.
Look out for an exclusive review of the Curvi 1in HFN soon.
Practical Hi Fi Plus, 01925 632179
Curvi Hifi, 0161 228 2853

ESCIENT VIDEO SERVERS

TWO NEW HOME MEDIA SERVER/PLAYERS
The ripping of DVD movies to ahome media server
is now an option on Escient's new range of Vision
hard disk audio/video servers. Said to be compliant
with the wishes of the DVD CCA ( Copy Control
Association), the licenser of DVD's proprietary
Content Scrambling System, and of the DMCA
(Digital Millenium Copyright Act), Escient can make
abit-for- bit copy of aDVD to hard disk. To do so, it
adds its own second layer of encryption over CSS,
to lock the film into the Escient system and ensure
it cannot be played elsewhere. As well as copying
the full disc, it can also strip out DVD trailers and
other unwanted pre- movie features. An all- in-one
server/player is available in two models: the VS100 and VS- 200, with 500GB and 1TB of storage
respectively, priced at £ 2999 and £ 3999.
Escient UK, 0 7 53 680023
vvww.escienteurope.com

KLIPSCH PALLADIUM P-39F
NEW HORN- LOADED FLAGSHIP LOUDSPEAKER
'The pinnacle of modern-day horn- loaded technology' is how Klipsch bills its
new flagship loudspeaker, the Palladium P-39F. This 3.5-way floorstanding
design has horn- loaded midrange and treble units overthree 9in bass drivers

Main Menu
L/1/L)..0 DPlaye ,

which utilise aluminium, Rohacell foam and Kevlar in their diaphragms. The

Movies

0.75in titanium dome tweeter is augmented with aTractrix horn, giving an
upper reach specification of 30kHz. In its own sealed enclosure the 4.5in
inverted aluminium mid driver is similarly configured, this time with a90

Music
Photos
Rhapsody
Setup

x60° acoustically-damped horn. The cabinet uses multiple laminations of
MDF, moulded to create arigid, inert structure up to 30mm thick. Arriving
here in late spring ( UK price to be announced) it costs 515,000.
TMS Distribution, 0845 0822454
www.klipsch.com
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MUSICAL FIDELITY Al
REINTRODUCTION OF A CLASSIC INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Musical Fidelity, until recently championing
the cause of several hundred watts of
amplification, has now announced the
reintroduction of its classic low- powered
Al integrated amplifier, rated at 30W.
The new 21st century version keeps
the same name as its 1984 forebear, and
asimilar casework style, but now uses a
small LCD display and press buttons to
select source and adjust volume. What's
more, the revamped amp now comes with

remote control. Build quality promises to
improve on the original, and the four line
inputs and MM phono stage are joined by
aUSB digital audio input.
Musical Fidelity admits that the Al is
limited in available power so when used
with average sensitivity speakers, falls into
the category of ' low quality' if judged by
the company's own System Diagnostic
slide- rule. To compensate, Musical Fidelity
recommends that the £ 999 Al amp is

upgraded with the company's 550K or
750K Superchargers, priced at £ 3000
or £ 5000 apair, respectively, describing
the potential of these combinations
'as extraordinary' while representing a
proper upgrade path. Conversely, says
the company, one might want to use the
Al with loudspeakers having asensitivity
above 92dB.
Musical Fidelity, 020 8900 2866
www.musicalfidelity.com

PHILIPS PLAYS THE GREEN CARD
INCREASED SALES WITH DECREASED ENERGY USAGE
Philips Electronics has announced a 33% increase in sales of its Green
Products in 2007, across its € 27 billion sales earnings. In the consumer
lifestyle sector especially, an increase of 91% in sales of ' green' products
has been recorded. One example of such a product is the company's
Cineos Soundbar all- in- one home theatre solution that is said to use 50%
less energy than similar components offered by competitors.
When it comes to display technology, the Philips 42PFP5532D/12
plasma TV is claimed to use 21% less energy and 29% less packaging
compared to the average of its closest commercial competitors.
The Dutch company's next EcoVision programme, which was
officially launched in September 2007, aims to double its percentage
of total green revenues by 2012 while also improving the
energy efficiency of offices and production
facilities by 25%.
www.philips.com

HIGHER PERFORMANCE
GREATER DETAIL CLAIMED FOR REVAMPED 6

To mark 40 years as aspeaker manufacturer
Mordaunt-Short has unveiled arevised version of
its Performance 6 loudspeaker [see Super Systems,
HFN Apr.I ' 08]. The main changes are the use of a
new polymer resin material for the cabinet and new
crossover PCB. A limited edition, the price is £ 4000.
Mordaunt-Short, 01753 680868
www.mordauntshort.com
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New products and upcoming events...

NAIM AUDIO SUPERLINE
NAIM CELEBRATES 50 YEARS OF RIM WITH NEW HIGH- END PHONO AMP
A reference phono stage has been added to the Naim Audio line-up, designed
to extract the ultimate musical presentation and maximum detail from vinyl.
This ultra low- noise head amp uses athree-stage phono engine comprising
two gain stages and passive equalisation, and claims RIM accuracy to 0.1dB
up to 20kHz. A low-pass filter removes infrasonic signals below 10Hz.
The electronics are mounted on asprung internal sub-chassis
(a technique used in the NAC 552 preamplifier), so that the 4.4kg
suspended assembly can be isolated from subsonic vibration. Afixed
gain of 64dB is offered, and arange of moving-coil cartridges can be
optimised with plug-in resistive and capacitive loads via two
rear- mounted DIN sockets. Power for the SuperLine may be taken from a
Naim preamplifier, or aHiCap or SuperCap power supply unit, the latter
allowing the SuperLine to benefit from 13 separate regulated power
supplies. The Naim Audio SuperLine is priced at £ 1650.
Naim Audio, 01722 426673
www.naim-audio.com

ART ' N' KRAFT

RAJAR REPORTS

HECO MAKES A STATEMENT

CHANGES IN RADIO LISTENING

Wide bandwidth and high

The way people listen to radio is undergoing dramatic

sensitivity in an elegant
contemporary design is how

changes. A recent poll commissioned by the industry's

Heco describes its massive new

audience research body Rajar found that more than 12
million people have listened to radio online. There has

three-way Statement loudspeaker.

also been amarked increase in the numbers listening

The floorstander features a6.5in
open- back midrange driver with
Kraft paper cone arid Alnico

to radio on mobile phones, up by 10% in 2007. Wi-Fi
radios, such as the new brick-shaped Revo Blik at under
£100, allow you to access 8000 stations and stream

magnet, sited above awideband
soft- dome tweeter and two 8in

them to aPC. The Blik also has an FM tuner, MP3 player
connectivity and can stream music from your PC.

paper cone bass drivers, the latter

Rajar, www.rajar.co.uk
Revo Technologies Ltd, 01555 666161

mounted in aseparate reflexported enclosure.

www.revo.co.uk

A tri-wirable crossover not
only allows separate cables or
amplifiers to be used for each
driver, but offers adegree of
tonal tweaking with flat/4-2dB
adjustment for the tweeter and
flat/-2dB for the midrange. A
key feature of the crossover s
impedance linearization, achieved
using precisely toleranced
components, such as MKP
capacitors and MOX resistors.
The speaker's sensitivity is given

GLOW MASTER KT88 AMPLIFIER

is loosely desciped as ' 4-8ohm ..

The SAC Glow Master KT- 88 power amplifier, rated

Frequency response, without
limits, is specified as 18-50kHz.

at 65W/ch, is now available from UK distributor
Acoustic Perfection, at £ 1699. It uses apush-pull

Weigling 43kg each and

balanced circuit topology with low feedback, and

standinç 1.23m hign, the
asymmetric enclosure of The

claims a 100kHz bandwidth (- 1.25dB) from alow
(for avalve amp) 0.7ohm output impedance. Its valve

Statement is machined from MDF

complement comprises three 6N1P double-triodes

and reinforced with extensive
internal bracing. Each cabinet

and four hand-selected KT- 88s. Point-to-point wiring
is used for all signal circuitry, using

stands on heavy, full- metal spikes

OFC bus wire. Meanwhile,
afront LCD display

and has matching plinths with an
absorbent, damping element. It is

8

SAC THAILAND

as 93d13/W although impedance

available in either high- gloss black
or silver for £ 2999.

reveals critical valve
information.
Acoustic Perfection,

PureSound, 01822 612449
wwvv.heco-audio.de

0845 166 8364
www.sacthailand.com
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Muon

AKEF Concept
designed by
Ross Lovegrove
There can be few projects
in this world where the
central aim is to create
an 'ultimate' But this was
precisely the goal when
KEF combined their
state-of-the-art acoustic
technology with the
sensual, organic forms
of visionary designer Ross
Lovegrove. The result was
Muon® - perhaps the
most extraordinary audio
speaker ever conceived.
kef.com/products/muon

IlKEF®

clerInut, po prI;rN
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

T: 0844 800 0073 or 74

"At Shadow we get to listen to alot of speakers - but the
speaker we listen to most - is you the customer."

Building great sounding systems has never been easi
(NEW) Deco 6, 8and 10
ART Loudspeakers have just launched their beautiful
NEW DECO Range.
Each model . savailable in Standard and Signature
versions. Again, you have the option to upgrade from
Standard to Signature at alater date within that same
model. For example: upgrade 6Standard to 6Signature,
but not 6Standard to 7Signature.
How does each mode sound? One word - effortless! Oh
and the finish is to die for. In fact, you can pretty much
choose any colour finish you wish. Just in case you are
wondering, we love the blue and red finishes. Deco 6is
shown with l
hat gorgeous red finish.

(NEW) Mcintosh launch the MT10, C2300 and MA7000

gri
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MT10
Precision Turntable

C2300
Tube Preamplifier

MA7000
Integrated Amp

Mclntoshs first- ever turntable
marries classic McIntosh glass
front panel cosmetics with
serious mechanics to create
aunique, ready-to- play LP
solution that's sure to please
Mac aficionados everywhere.

The New C2300 builds on the strengths and
feature set of the C2200 which has been one of
the most popular McIntosh preamps. Each input
may have the Bass, Treble, and Mono/Stereo
mode adjusted and stored in memory. When
individual inputs are selected these settings will
engage as preset by the user. Conversely, these
adjustments can now be made from the remote
control as the music plays.

Designed to deliver acontinuous 250
watts per channel, the MA7000 Integrated
Amplifier is the most powerful integrated
amplifier McIntosh has ever offered.

Cables are important. Call or email us
today and we will be happy to advise
you on the best one, ensuring you get
the most out of your system!
Specialist Brands include:

Chord

The MA7000 leads an already impressive
array of McIntosh integrated amplifiers
delivering uncompromised performance
in aconvenient, single box solution.

udio

Nordost

Apollo, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Bryston, Chord Cables, Creek, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern

Electric, Epos, GamuT, Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Manley Labs, Marantz Legendary, McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Music Tools,
Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Pathos, PMC, Project, Resolution Audio, Shanling, SME, Tannoy Prestige, Unison Research, Vertex AQ, VPI, Wadia, Wilson Benesch
and many more.

HARMAN KARDON
NEW AV RECEIVERS AND DIGITAL MEDIA CENTRE
A slew of new products is due to appear from
Harman Kardon, headed up by hi res audio-capable
AV receivers, and adigital media centre with DVD
playback and a250GB hard drive. Following these
later this year will be new stereo hi-fi separates and a
flagship ' 7.2' AV receiver.
The entry-level AVR 255 receiver, a7x5OW model
with three HDMI inputs, includes decode capability for
DTS-HD Master Audio and Dolby TrueHD and will sell
for £ 600. Joining it is the AVR 355, which adds 5W
per channel to the basic specification, plus Faroudja
DCDi Cinema video processing, for £ 750.
'Substantially smaller but vastly smarter and
better- looking than your average CD storage rack' is
how Harman Kardon describes its DMC 1000 digital
media centre. It can stream separate music files to up
to four zones from music stored on its hard drive, and
play DVD locally, as well as decode DVD-A discs. It's
priced at £ 1800.
Harman Consumer UK, 01707 278100
www.harmankardon.com

Pennouelfflion

DLP DUO
NEW PAIR OF 1080P PLANAR PROJECTORS
Two new 1080p DIP
video projectors
have been
announced by US
specialist Planar
Systems, using
Dynamic Black and
BrilliantColor image
enhancement. Both
PD8150 and PD8130 models
feature alacquered piano- black case, boasting low
noise and low light pollution.
These models use Gennum VXP image processing
and scaling to claim, respectively, contrast ratios
of 15,000:1 and 10,000:1. Compatibility with 16
alternative HD video formats is promised all the way
up to 1080p/24. The PD8150 is priced at £ 4400
while the PD8130 is £ 3400.
CSE Solutions, 01423 359054
www.planarhometheatre.com

HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...
3-8 APRIL
9-11 APRIL
10-13 APRIL
24-27 APRIL

Festival Son Image - 2008 Edition, Sheraton
Centre, Montreal www.fsiexpo.com
AES - British Section, New Hall, Cambridge
'Music Everywhere' www.aes-uk.org
HDi Show 2008, International Exhibition
Center, Moscow, Russia www.hifishow.ru
High End 2008, MOC, Munich, Germany
www.highendsociety.de

HI-FI CONFIDENTI17,
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

YOU

Icould write this month about
Fatman's 24-valve £ 5000 iTube
Mothership, Krell's £ 1300 iPod
dock ( both intended to make
iPods sound hi-fi) or perhaps the
ever decreasing thickness of LCD
TVs, designed so we can use them
as wallpaper. Then there's the
TEAC CF- 680, an all-in-one hi-fi
designed to take us back 40 years
to the days of cheap plastic and
imitation wood, but which only
reminds me of school, and my
granddad. The sound certainly
isn't worth remembering, with its
5in 'full range' drivers. Combining
athree-speed turntable, double
cassette and three-drawer CD
player this is bound to be awinner
-in Kazakhstan. It even comes
with a45rpm adapter.
McINTOSH TURNTABLE
You see, Ikeep wondering why we
keep trying to reinvent the wheel
or come up with some new

THE

LATEST
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ABOVE: PURE's Highway gives digital
radio on your car's FM audio system
least Naim can reassure us that by
clever use of crossover frequencies
and drive unit design it could
reduce the environmental sound
leakage via the doors by 20dB.
Turning down the bass and closing
the windows helps alot, too.
HIGHWAY RADIO
Meanwhile, the PURE hip-flask
shaped Highway is designed to
allow DAB playback on your FM car

'A clever idea for those who want
hiss, crackles and interference'
one- minute wonder. Why not just
keep re-defining what we know
works so well? Luckily McIntosh is
doing just that with its first ever
turntable, the MT10, agem of a
deck with its stainless steel and
acrylic base sandwich on which is
placed amassive acrylic platter.
The whole is sadly hidden behind
the McIntosh frontage, which
at least shows off the accuracy
of the electronic speed control
-one which references 1595
strobe markings per revolution of
the platter. The unit includes an
elliptical stylus that also allows
playback of those 78s you've
never wanted to listen to.
BENTLEY'S NEW NAIM
Naim proudly announces its
collaboration with Bentley for
anew in-car stereo. While
listening on the M25
isn't the best acoustic
location, at

radio. While some manufacturers
are introducing DAB ' add-ons' that
plug into the aux socket, the PURE
gives you the option to stream
your favourite station wirelessly to
your FM car aerial. A clever idea for
those who still want hiss, crackles
and interference. Connecting
via the aux input, however, is
exceptionally good.
In order to keep the price down
(to around £ 70) it isn't brilliantly
assembled though, and Iwas
alarmed after aweek's use by the
fragile cigarette lighter plug, which
came apart, and the magnetic disc
on the back of the device used to
attach the radio to the windscreen,
which unglued itself. But Iguess if
you also buy some super glue with
the radio then it could give you
many years of happy use. e5
LEFT: Fatman's 24-valve
iTube Mothership
has landed!
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First sight of new products & technology

BRISTOL
SHOW
2008
Report by Ken Kessler

B

¡lied as the UK's largest and best hi-fi
and home cinema show, this year's
annual pilgrimage to Bristol marked

the 21st anniversary of this popular

event. Alongside traditional audio gear,
high-end home theatre took centre stage with
the world launch of the BBC's docu-movie
Earth on Blu-ray, courtesy of both the BBC and

1. Dôme is the name Focal has

LionsGate Films. The venue was also the launch

given to its ultra- swish sub/sat

pad for Denon's forthcoming Blu-ray player and

system. A 100mm Polyglass mid-

transport alongside its fully-fledged £ 10k HD

bass driver and 25mm tweeter

AV system [ see p13]. Projectiondesign unveiled

in asemi-sphere cover 80Hz-

its new 1080p DLP projector while Dolby

28kHz while bass is delivered

gave its first public demonstrations of Dolby

by asub that looks not unlike

Vision and Dolby Contrast HDR ( High Dynamic

Darth Vader's helmet. Inside is a

Range) technologies, designed to boost the

210mm woofer and 100W amp

performance of traditional LCD panels with
software-driven LED backlighting. As ever, the

2. Funk Firm's Sapphire was

Bristol show delivered as much to tickle the

seen with the new A.N.T.I ( F.X)

eye as engage the ear. Next year's dates have

tonearm. The Sapphire is the

already been announced, running from Friday

killer version of the original Funk,

20th to Sunday 22nd February 2009.

while the new arm is a £ 1400
device featuring an especially
rigid arm-tube using ' Cross- beam'
technology, agyroscope-grade
iridium point and dynamic VTA.
This arm might turn out to be
one of the big surprises of 2008
3. The business end of the Mark
& Daniel speaker, atop- mounted
module with aHeil AMT tweeter.
Nostalgia drives me to suggest
that there is atrend back to this
amazing transducer, but I'll wait
until ahalf-dozen makers use it
4. Heavy metal from Exposure,
the M-C-X range looking
justifiably ' high-end' by virtue of
exquisite styling and finish, fullybalanced operation via XLRs, plus
asuperb integral stand. From the
top, the stack contains the M- C- X
CD player, M-C-X preamp with
ahalf-dozen inputs and phono,
and the M-C-X monoblock power
amp, good for 300W/8ohm

12
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1. Denon's flagship P0A-A1HD is aten-channel power amp capable
of delivering 150W to any configuration you like, or it can be
switched to afive-channel amplifier yielding 5x500W into 4ohms
1a. This is the back view of the P0A-A1HD. If you think that's
daunting, you should check out the hind quarters of the Denon
AVP-Al HD AV preamp designed to accompany it
2. System Fidelity's teensy SA- D30 is, no foolin', a 2x6W stereo
amplifier (that's at 8ohm, 22-20kHz!). It's aimed at PC users, iPod
victims and those who want to create adecent mini-system
3. Although Sony's Eric Kingdon looks like he's thinking, ` Idare you
to mention the " p" word,' the E27k 70in KDL-70X3500 LCD was so
delicious it would stand comparison with any plasma

MAY 2008
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First sigit of new products & technology

1. Rountree Acoustics' OmniMon features a
module containing two drivers that provide the
'omni' of its name via an 18cm inverted cone
la. Close up of the OmniMon driver assembly: it
has a ' progressive shift to mono-polar radiation at
higher frequencies,' crossing over at 2.3kHz to a
9x63mm ribbon tweeter
2. Acoustic Solid showed the Classic Wood made
from a39mm MDF platform with cherry veneer,
carrying aHadcock GH242 tonearm, the latter
being possibly the best-finished Hadcock ever
3. Sony's Walkman challenge to the iPod Nano
- 16GB for £ 199, adazzling screen, better finish
than the Apple offering, Bluetooth, no Apple
logo, no unusable recessed headphone socket, no
commission for Steve lobs. Everyone wanted one
4. From Fatman, apre-production stereo
integrated with aquartet of EL34s probably good
for 30W/ch. It was hinted it's derived from the
existing iTube 252... but this is ten times sexier

14
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PrimaLuna

‘‘ Prima Luna represents exceptional
value for money! If you are new to the
world of valves or simply want asuperb
but affordable valve system, Prima Luna
is where we recommend you start... "
Jon Harker, Proprietor
Oxford Audio Consultants
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Oxford Audio Consultants
sonus faber

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford, OX1 11D
Tel: 01865 790 879
Fax: 01865 791 665
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NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

'NAMABLE AUDIO
The 'digital hearth', intelligent TVs, 'silent surround sound' and the return of DCC. The return of
DCC? Yep, you read that right. Barry Fox reports from Panasonic's press conference in Spain

I

nstead of the usual structured demonstrations
and briefings tailored to the needs of specialist

journalists, Panasonic's annual seminar ( held this

year in Valencia, Spain) herded 200 pan-European
journalists through two dozen display zones of an
open-plan exhibition. Despite such obvious overkill some
new products left their mark on befuddled brains.
By way of introduction Masayoshi Fujii, Panasonic's
Group General Manager, reminded us that since the
dawn of time families have sat round afire. Now, he

ABOVE: Look, no wires! Panasonic's SC-BT100 home

says, 'the family of man will sit round adigital hearth,'
and Panasonic ' will realise the digital hearth.'

theatre in abox, with an integrated Blu-ray player

Panasonic is hedging its bets by backing both plasma
and LCD screen technology - of 11 new TVs, five are
LCD and six plasma. The company is also advocating
adual method of measuring screen contrast. Native
(backed by the IEC and favoured by the EC) compares

professionally prepared camera tapes and there is no
provision yet for DCC on Blu-ray players.
Meanwhile, the company also unveiled the EH 58

the brightness of white and black areas of the same

Musik Jukebox - acleverly combined DVD and 250GB

picture; Dynamic ( backed by VESA) displays an all-white

Hard Disk recorder with MP3 and DivX playback, and
12x ripping of CDs to the hard disc in CD standard
linear PCM. The Jukebox then uses an onboard

picture, then an all- black picture on the same screen,
and compares their brightness. The same screen can
give wildly different figures for Native and Dynamic
contrasts. So, argues Panasonic, it's only fair to give
consumers both ratings.

'Panasonic is hedging its bets by
backing both plasma and LCD'
Some of the new TVs boast IFC, Intelligent Frame
Creation. Instead of displaying 24fps movie material at
96Hz, the sets up-convert 24p to 60Hz by intelligently
creating six pictures from every five. The result is
smoother motion for instance on panning shots. IFC is
only applicable to plasma screens because LCD response
time is too slow to show the effect.

RETURN OF DCC?

Gracenote database to title the ripped tracks without
the need for aPC or internet connection.
The database can be updated by using aPC to log
onto the Gracenote website and copying the update
to aUSB memory stick which is then plugged into
the Jukebox. Because database capacity is limited to
350,000 albums, some older entries are deleted by
the update.

WIRELESS HD
The world would like to get rid of wires, especially the
expensive HDMI cables which are needed to connect
an HD picture and sound source to an HD screen or
AV receiver. Panasonic was demonstrating awireless
link which can carry four Gbps over ten metres - so it
easily handles uncompressed HD AV.
The frequency used is 60GHz, which is an
unlicensed (free to use) band far higher than anything

DCC, the digital compact cassette which Panasonic
developed with Philips, is of course as dead as a

yet used for consumer electronics.

dodo. But the name lives on - as Panasonic's Digital
Cinema Colour. This is claimed to give HDTV pictures
a20% wider colour spectrum, compared to the

the military radar components, is the line of sight
directionality of the beams; they behave more like
self-steering; if it detects someone or something in

Panasonic

the way, it changes direction to bounce off awall or
ceiling and create an indirect path.

advocates a
dual method
of measuring

There was no information on price or availability
and the Panasonic demonstrator was unable to

screen

answer the key question - does the system support

contrast -

the HDCP encryption standard needed for HD picture
and sound connection.

helpful when
choosing a

Mamoru Yoshida, Director Network Business
Group, Panasonic AVC Networks Company, showed

new panel for
your ' digital

slides which promised ' silent surround sound', but the
benefit of inaudible audio was never explained. (I)

hearth'

www.hifinews.co.uk

The downside, in addition to the high cost of

light than radio signals. So the beam must be

RIGHT:
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10% extra claimed by Sony with x.v.Colour. The
claimed improvement can so far only be seen with
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A new star is born
EISA.*

AWARD.
* *e.** *

Best
Product
2007-2008

2- CHANNEL AMPLIFIER
Cambridge Audio Azur 840A

MR3
INPUT 6
INPUT 7

Den é

e

4-s

Each year the European Imaging & Sound Association ( EISA)
assembles a panel of expert judges from some of the continent's leading
hi-fi press to investigate the world's finest technology.
After rigorous evaluation they return to vote on one product in each category that they
believe offers not only exceptional levels of performance but âlso provides incredible value.
This year they chose the Cambridge Audio Azur 840A Class XD integrated amplifier.
But the testing didn't stop there. The new 840A has since been subjected to rigorous
evaluation by the world's most respected magazines; again with outstanding results.
Now it's your turn to experience what this stunning amplifier from
Cambridge Audio can do for your music collection.

"...a genuinely novel approach... a highly sophisticated,
efficient and attractive-sounding amplifier"

WHA TN
u" eCambridge Audio

El SA citation

*****

To find your nearest approved Cambridge Audio specialist,
read extensive reviews and more, visit: www.cannbridge-audio.com
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WHY OUR REVIEWS ARE THE INDUSTRY'S BENCHMARK..
HiFi News has the most comprehensive
and trusted test regime of any hi-fi
magazine in the world. Each month we
offer aclear evaluation of all types of
audio equipment - two-channel audio

HiFi News is also in the unique position
of offering similarly in-depth testing of
home cinema products including DVD
players, AV receivers and processors plus
advanced display technologies, whether
plasma, DLP or D-ILA.
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'As On the Run fades
seamlessly into Time the
locks explode into life'

Want to skip directly to our detailed
description of sound or picture quality?
Then look for these icons:

from turntables, integrated, pre- and
power amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and
CD players, through to multichannel
DVD-A and SACD players. Not forgetting
the myriad varieties of loudspeakers.
subwoofers and headphones.
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Ever wondered what makes an amplifier,
CO/OVO/Universal player or AV processor
tick? This is where Hi-F1 News lifts the lid
on each and every review product to give
you the inside track on its key building
blocks. The blue 'speech bubble' captions
are generated by our ergineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
the product's inner workings.
As a rule, many of the highlighted
components or circuit details will be linked
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
Report. No longer an anonymous 'black
box', visualising key areas of strength or
weakness within a product permits a far
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.
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They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
on each Lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
example, our reviews of CO/OVO/Universal players, outboard DACs and
AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both IkHz ( black trace
or infill) and 20kHz ( blue infill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 10W/Sohm.
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
technical feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
might see a graph showing abnormally high jitter from a CO player, for
example, or how the dynamic power output of an amplifier varies with
different loudspeaker loads.
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This specific 3D or 'waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the ' cumulative spectral decay' of aloudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( I) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops. almost every speaker carries
on producing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker ( 3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound,
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3D GRAPHS
Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate aspecific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows a full 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level ithe vertical or Y axis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roll-off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the 'digital' distortions ( 3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd. 3rd. 4th... harmonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.
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Paul Miller, and now an industry standard.
Not only does this exhaustive testing give
HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are
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HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

Our speaker Lab Reports are all
conducted and written by our Consultant
Technical Editor, Keith Howard. All
electronics are measured using the
six-channel QC Suite testing station
developed by I-NFi News' Editor,
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EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

TESTED THIS MONTH...

36 Group test: Five CD players from E650-£850

SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY

-

PIE CHART COLOUR KEY

EQUIPMENT
UP TO £ 1000

Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about aproduct in our Verdict
section. with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured
purple for products up to f1000, blue
between E1001-£3000 and red for the
rarified high-end at E3000+.

EQUIPMENT
OVER £3000

For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents abalance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

24 KEF Muon loudspeaker

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES

This slice of the pie is very straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while amultichannel preamp with
digital, analogue and HDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

FE

j

RES

75%
46 Marantz Full

HD

projector

50 Rogers LS3 f5A loudspeaker

BUILD

ECONOMY RATING

Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity bills tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's alittleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors may demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

30 Luxman CD player and valve amplifier

75%
ECO

75%

oGieweargiZZi.s3dB

BUILD QUALITY

With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember,
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in astunning,
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like abrick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5year guarantee.

54 Audio Technica headphone
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Mavros cables

Studio combo from Absolute Sounds
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CD PLAYER TEST

Conversion Therapy
dCS PUCCINI (£9500)

This stereo SACD/CD player with
DSD upsampling shoehorns
dCS' prized digital technology into
asingle box of delights

hi-finews
OU IS IANDING

PRODUCT

Tested by Andrew Harrison
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t's no exaggeration to say that dCS spearheaded
-if somewhat reluctantly - the current vogue for

r cik

upsampling to step-up the sound quality of the
humble compact disc. Reluctantly because, as a
company founded by earnest IC design engineers, the
maths alone couldn't readily predict any advantage in
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repackaging the disc's audio data before conversion into
analogue. But improvements were there to be heard,
and now many high- end CD players feature upsampling.
This may be as much to take advantage of modern DAC
silicon which is optimised to work with ' DVD era' PCM
digital, centred on a48kHz baseline sample frequency.
But dCS Limited was also at the forefront of DSD
technology even before SACD appeared in the late
1990s, and it wasn't long before DSD upsampling
appeared as an alternative option within its line-up of
converters. Instead of reprocessing CD's 16-bit/44.1kHz
datastream into 24/96 or 24/192 PCM form, it could
now be upsampled to a 1-bit/2.8224MHz format, and
treated like raw DSD from an SACD disc. Not only did the
standalone dCS Purcell unit get DSD upsampling added
renamed as first Verdi La Scala, then Verdi Encore. Until
this review. I'd never tried DSD upsampling, as I've

benefit from the Puccini's Ring DAC. However, do be
aware that, unlike dCS' previous one- box CD player,
the P8i, the Puccini will not DSD upsample from these

remained deliriously happy with 24/192 upsampling

external sources.

as an option, but so did the original Verdi disc transport,

from the Purcell over a ' dual AES' connection.

e

While the Puccini was settling in. Iused it in regJlar

So this is how the new dCS Puccini is setup when

CD mode, where it made astrong case as the fastest,
most nimble and precise-sounding CD player you're
likely to hear. Randomly chosen music tracks were

the Puccini's menu- driven fascia interface. Also here
are options to reverse polarity ( phase), switch analogue

(XLR) and
unbalanced ( RCA)
analogue outputs
for SACD and CD.
AWord clock in/

RANDOM PRECISION

SET THE CONTROLS
it leaves the factory, with DSD upsampling for CD
engaged, although it can be easily switched off through

ABOVE: Balanced

played with incredible transient timing, so that drum
strikes and acoustic guitar strums simply zipped into

out option allows
the Puccini to
serve as master
or slave in more
complex setups.
Two digital inputs
are coaxial only

output from anominal 2V to 6V level, and change filter
(for DSD only, with Filters 1to 4 increasing the amount

the room - not as ordnance to be avoided but tangible

of low-pass filtration of SACD's ultrasonic hash).

'Drums and guitar strums zipped
into the room - not as ordinance to be
avoided but as tangible musical events'

Two other features present are not necessarily found
on your average CD player: volume control, allowing
the Puccini to be directly connect to apower amplifier:
and two digital inputs, allowing other digital sources to

musical events to be counted in the sum total of the

performance. It was lean and pithy in the bass, yet

-"
1-1111111UTF

from Kayah & Bregovic could be heard huge swathes
of verdurous low-frequency drum and keyboard bass,

FROM ELGAR TO PUCCINI
When dCS Limited expanded beyond military radar

presence, taking no prisoners in showing the limit of

avionics and professional DACs and ADCs, its first
consumer products were aDAC (the Elgar), aDDC

combined to give an unassailable foundation foc
Kayah's voice and the sparse acoustic instrumental
accompaniment. The abiding impression of this
brilliantly lit playback was asound with immediacy and
unprocessed CD audio.
Without the benefit of any upsampling, the
soundstage was gathered more within tie speaker

AUDIO
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upsampler ( Purcell), acheaper DAC (the Delius)...

boundaries, alittle ' ceilinged' overall, but filled with

CD/SACD player

and then, moving overseas for nomenclature, an

enough colour and genuine musical excitemen: that

Italian composer- inspired disc transport (the Verdi).
Now, dCS has two clear product ranges: the

spatial limits wouldn't detract from hearing into the

with optional
DSD upsampling,
digital inputs and
volume control

cost- no-object Scarlatti system, comprising adisc
transport, word clock and DAC which in total will
unburden you of £ 33,000; and the ' entry-level'
Paganini, again available in three boxes with a
bottom line of £ 21,000.
The Puccini distils the key parts of dCS'
competencies, including DSD signal processing and
the Ring DAC hybrid converter, all into asingle- box
unit that is usefully easier to setup and enjoy.

heart of the sound.
A little more than simply suitably impressed with the
Puccini's take on straight CD, Ifound myself reaching
toward the SACD shelf to hear how it handled DSDmastered material. At once the Puccini threw open
the rove rbial window, with afresh and boundless
soundstage, such that the classic ' Take Five' from the
Dave Brubeck Quartet sounded like premier- class LP
playback, only with anoise floor merely graced with
the faintest white hiss of the original magnetic tape.

Price: £ 9500
Made and
supplied by: dCS
Limited
Telephone:
01799 531999
Web: wvvw.
dcsltd.co.uk

Incidental noises from the drum kit were now
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T: 0844 800 0073 or 74 Iwww.shadowaudio.co.uk
"At Shadow we get to listen to alot of speakers - but the
speaker we listen to most - is you the customer."

Pre- owned

Gamut Speakers
The beautiful Phi3 was developed for the
true audiophile who above all cares for music
reproduction.

Our list changes daily, so please visit
web site for latest up-to-date list.

In its tiny exquisite architectural packaging the Phi3
delivers resolution and dynamics belying its small
size. As apure 2- channel loudspeaker the Phi3 is best
suited for smaller rooms.
For larger rooms or deeper reproduction of the
lowest octaves we recommend combining it with
the Phi Sub for the best match of speed and dynamic
capability. Exceptional!

(NEW) PMC iSeries
The iSeries takes the old range and vastly
improves them! NEW precision built SOLONEX —
domed tweeter, NEW PMC designed bass units,
NEW hand- matched crossovers. The Series are
astunninç achievement and we cannot stop
listening to them! Contact us for more details.

JAS- Audio

Nordost

(NEW) Deco 6, 8and 10
ART Loudspeakers have just launched their

te>

beautiful NEW DECO Range.
Each model is available in Standard and
Signature versions. Again, you have the option
to upgrade from Standard to Signature at a
later date within that same model. For example:
upgrade 6Standard to 6Signature, but not 6
Standard to 7Signature.
How does each mode sound? One word effortless! Oh and the finish is to die for. In fact,
you can pretty much choose any colour finish
you wish. Just in case you are wondering, we love

AMPLIFIERS
Accuphase E408 Integrated (£5000)
Anatek CM 0.5 pre amp (£ 1400)
Arcam FMJP7 Multichannel Power Amplifier
Arcam FMJ AV8 Processor
Audio Zone AMP 1dual mono integrated (£ 15951
Audionet SAM V2 Integrated (£24001
Bel Canto 5300i Integrated (f1799)
Bel Canto e.One S.300 stereo poweramp 111199)
Bryston 4B-SST Power Amp 1627501
Cairn 4810 Integrated (£2700)
DK Design VS- 1MKIII Reference Int (£2500)
EAR Yoshino 834T Hybrid Integrated 1E28001
Eastern Electric Minimax Power Amp (19951
Flying Mole PA-S1 Digital Pre (999)
Graaf GM50 Integrated (£4C(10)
Jungson JA-88D Class AIntegrated 11 t0991
KR Audio Products VA320 Power Amplifier
Krell Pam 1dual mono preamp
Manley Labs Snapper rnoneck power amps 62995)
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks (£9190)
Musical Fidelity A5 Pre (£ 1499)
Musical Fidelity 550K Supercharger (12998)
Musical Fidelity KW 500 int amplifier 1£40001
Papworth TVA-8Class aintegrated (£2600)
Qinpu At .00 Integrated (£3001
Qinpu A-8000 MK 0Integrated (£ 1295)

£3495
f795
£1495
£1395
£1295
£1295
f1495
f899
£2249
£1295
£1795
f2250
£649
f595
f3250
f599
£495
f295
£2250
£7495
£795
£1995
£2495
£1195
£230
£795

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Zen Adagio Loudspeakers 113995)
ART Emotion Monitor (
04000)
AVI Pro Nine Plus Standmount Speakers (£890)
Dali Helicon 4001129951
JAS Audio - Plato Reference (€ 13995)
JAS Audio - Orior (f2300)
JAS Audio - Orna (61399)
JAS Audio - Supertweeters, Pair 11649)
Leema Acoustics tone ( E2245)
Monitor Audio GR201£15001
Soundlab Millennium M3 Electrostatics (£8995)
Wilson Benesch Arc, silver stands+side cheeks (126001

£2795
£3250
£695
£2250
f9995
£1495
£1095
£449
£1695
£795
£2795
£1695

ANALOGUE

f995

Origin Live Aurora Mkl T.Table + Origin Live Silver tonearm
Pro-Ject Experiencel1Pack"1£7501
SME 20/2A (163001
Wilson Benesch Full Circle 1121501

£495
£4495
£1695

MISC
Hovland Reference Speaker Cable (£ 1200)
Isotek Nova 1117501
Isotek Gil Minisub (
1545)
Nordost Blue Heaven Speaker Cable (£695)
Nordost Thor Mains Conditioner (E1650)

£795
£1295
£399
£349
£1095

the blue and red finishes. Deco 6is shown below

(NEW) ATC - EL 150 SLP

with that gorgeous red finish.

ATC have just launched this incredible new
loudspeaker. If you want the best - you have
just found it!
Highlights include:
-ATC SM-1 5Os Soft Dome Mid driver
-ATC Super Linear 375mm Bass driver
-Massive hand made motor assembly

o

Come over to the
Dark Side with
JAS Audio
The JAS Audio Reference ' Plato'
model, is alot of speaker
for the money.

-Wide dispersion for perfect imaging
-Cabinet designed to eliminate edge

Not size wise, but in

diffraction and internal resonance

performance terms.

-Original owner, lifetime guarantee
-Any veneer to order
-Featured veneer: burr magnolia.

Only listen to the ' Plato' if
you can afford them.

I

Specialist Brands include: Apollo, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Bryston, Chord Cables, Creek, EAR, Yosh in o, Eastern
Electric, Epos, GamuT, Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Manley Labs, Marantz Legendary, McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Music Tools,

Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Pathos, PMC, Project, Resolution AJdio, Shanling, SME, Tannoy Prestige, Unison Research, Vertex AO, VPI, Wadia, Wilson Benesch
and many more.

audiography 2008. HFNO

or the latest news and special offers - sign-up to the FREE shadow audio weekly newsletter ( visit shadow au

o

£399
£1495
£2495
£2695
£2995
£2895
£2395
£1495

design:

o

Cables are importint all us and we will be happy to advise you on the best one,
ensuring you get the most
out of your loudspeakers
and your system!

DIGITAL
Ah! Njoe Tjoeb 4000 (£ 10501
Chord DAC 64 MKII DIA Convertor 0495)
Krell KPS 20 i/L 1E125031
McIntosh MCD201, CD/SACD 1134001
Musical Fidelity KW 2505 (149991
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC and Transport (£4000)
Resolution Audio Opus 21,2 box cd (£29501
Stello CDA 220 dac + CDT 200 cd transport

hi-fi news

LAB

dCS LIMITED
PUCCINI /£9500

RESULTS

box- encapsulated
toroidal PSU transformer is
further screened witnin the
top sect on of the player.

110Cist emit

àta

is passed to one of a •
pair of Xil nx rPCAs for
oversamplinc ( LPCM mode)
or upsamling ( DSD mode)

This away of 24 quad latches
serves, as the final switch ng
component of dCS' Ring-DAC

ABOVE: Metal buttons provide the usual
controls, with Menu, Stop and Play used
for setting up the front panel menu
dotted around the recording like crime

No standard Philips mechanism

scene clues, as were reed noises from the
saxophone, yet this was no mere performance for the
musical trainspotter - as the album flowed into 'Three
To Get Ready' it was plain to hear the interplay between
musicians, oft- passed over rhythmic nuances and the

here a; dCS specifies the TEAC/
Esoteric 1_,MK5 CD/SACO transport.
This Includes the CD and SACD
decoder as part of the mechanism

practiced switches between time signatures.
A breathtaking rendition of Scheherezada [
UMG]
with Gergiev and the Kirov Orchestra was painted on a
grand scale, powerful and resonant, and inclusive of the
sweetest solo violin tone in the piece's lyrical passages.
LET THERE BE MORE LIGHT
So with standard CD and stereo SACD playback able
to draw the listener in, albeit in different ways, what
of DSD-upsampled CD? Iheld back from this option
initially, fearing it would be the worst of both PCM
and DSD worlds. But by the end of the day Icould
apprec ate why dCS has stood by the 1- bit system, outof- band flaws and all. If undiluted PCM CD playback on
the Puccini is crystalline and lightning fast, clean but
uncompromising, the DSD-upsampled version is open,

Op- amps lfro
0 9Y
and Anal«) Devices fealure
extensive4 in this diffe ,ential filter
and outpdt stage

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Technically at least, there are two players
under the Puccini's bonnet. In LPCM mode
it matches the current state-of-the-art with
an exceptionally low - 0.0003-0.0005%
distortion over the top 15dB of its dynamic
range, amassive 114dB A-wtd S/N ratio
and linearity good to within ± 0.5dB over
afull 110dB range. Jitter is only afew psec
over the best at 140psec while stereo
separation holds to better than 100dB
over the 20Hz-20kHz frequency range.
Playing SACD, the Puccini is similarly
classy with alow 0.0005% midband
distortion. < 100psec litter and tight
±0.1dB resolution over afull 120dB range.
The response is flat to 40kHz, falling - 1dI3/
60k1-1z,-4dB/80kHz and - 13.5d13/100kHz.
What KS describes as ' DSD urtsampling'
does not translate CD into the same
performance as SACD. This mode is

illustrated by the green traces in the
graphs, below. Direct Stream Digital ( DSC
describes the entire recording, storage
and playback regime of SACD. Beginning
with CD's 44.1kHz/16-bit LPCM data means
the advantages of acontinuous 1- bit
bitstream are already lost.
In practice, dCS' DSD upsampling
mode looks to behave more like the 64x
oversampling, truncation and noiseshaping process employed by Philips'
original PDM ( Pulse Density Modulation)
DACs and used in the very first, and highly
regarded. Bit Stream CD players. The DSO
mode shares asimilar technical profile
with art abrupt increase in requantisation
noise above 20kHz ( greater than SACD).
Download the QC Suite test reports via the
'Download' button on www.hifinewe.co.uk
for afull comparison. PM

flowing, and - dare Isay it - analogue in feeling. It takes
away what you might call the ' 16- bit ceiling' to give a
thoroughly non- digital delivery, alittle rosy and cloudy
in places, but entirely free of mechanical stricture. Some
razor speed is traded for aslower and more measured
sound, relaxing and inviting, with acoustic grand
piano especially benefitting from this organic effect as
complex notes fade into nothing. C)
0
IlDecieasingl Digital Signal Level »

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

SOUND

89%

Three ways to enjoy this most
accomplished of disc players:
be spellbound by SACD, if your

i
i

taste in music is reflected by
album availability: use CD
mode for crisp and explicit

FENURES

85%

insight into the recording:
or upsampled DSD for a
thoroughly natural, flowing
sound on CD reminiscent of
filterless DACs, only forsaking
the audible coloration and
fussiness about content. In
all, a treat for music lovers.

ECO

79%

110
BUILD

78%
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Figiguncy

11

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at lkHz ( blac k) and 20kHz
(blue) versus DSD mode ( green); ABOVE RIGHT: High resolutIon 20kHz

spectrum, LPCM ( black) vs. DSD ( green) modes ( 2nd-4th harmonics marked)

171I-F1 NEWS SPEC: CATION Maximurnoutput level ( UR balanced outputs)

6.15Vrms

Awtd S/Nr Ratio

114.0dB

Distortion lkHz. OdBFst - 30dBFs

0.0005%i 0.0039%

Distortion 20kHz,OdBFs

0.00055%

P-equenc‘f response, 201-1z-20kHz

+0.0dB to - 0.18dB

Digital Jitter

140psec

Resolution (a) - 100dB

±0.3c11)

Stereo separation ( 20Hz 20kHz)

>103d8
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KEF MUON

(£ 70,000)

Hi Fi News presents the first technical
review of KEF's statement Muon — ashining
obelisk to the art of loudspeaker design

ORIGIN OF A SPECIES
'The Muon project really started in 2003 when we began thinking
about where we wanted to take Uni Q. We put together abrief for
Tested by Keith Howard

F

or readers whose knowledge of particle physics
is as lamentable as mine, the muon is the name
given to an important elementary particle and
one that has arelatively extended lifetime of

anew Uni Q driver array and then turned our thoughts to the type
of speaker we could put it in. That's where the Austin prototype
came from. Austin was atest-bed for the new Uni Q array and an
opportunity to try out our ACE technology in afull- range, high-end
speaker for the first time. It sounded good so we took it to the
Munich high- end show in 2006, where we played it covered up so

2.2psec. Muons are difficult to create - something
which unquestionably applies to these Ross Lovegrove
designed KEFs too, whose superformed aluminium
cabinet takes about 160 man-hours to manufacture the
shining megaliths you see here.
Numbers for the Muon are impressive even before
you get to its £ 70,000 price tag ( per pair). It stands
2m tall, weighs 115kg, has eight drivers - nine, if you
separate the Uni Q drive unit into its cone midrange and
dome tweeter sections - and incorporates amassive
four-way crossover including impedance correction
elements, distributed across two massive circuit boards.
To describe it as astatement product is superfluous: it
shouts its intent to be the best KEF loudspeaker ever
from the moment you set eyes on it.

STRETCHING OUT
The superforming process used to create the Muon's
curvaceous cabinet is principally employed in the
aerospace and automotive industries. It exploits the
fact that certain aluminium alloys, when heated to
around 500 ° C to soften them, exhibit behaviour called
'superplasticity', which allows them to be stretched
without fracture, sometimes over elongations of ten
times or more. Only afew aluminium alloys display
this behaviour. In the aerospace industry high- strength
2000- series and 7000-series alloys are superformed
for structural components; more generally the Al- Mg Mn alloy 5083 is used, which has good weldability and
corrosion resistance.

people couldn't see what was in it. The reaction was really good.
People liked the fact that we were pushing our technology to do
something high-end. That started the process of turning it into a
real product. Austin had the same system format as the Muon, so the
transition between them was primarily about changing the cabinet
-Austin had aconventional wooden cabinet - although there were a
few other tweaks as well.'
Dr Andrew Watson, Head of Project Acoustics, KEF
KEF has taken the opportunities afforded by
superforming to create acabinet which is not only
aesthetically arresting but also structurally and
acoustically superior to aconventional box cabinet. The
gently curved back panels ( in horizontal cross-section
the cabinet is for most part roughly atriangle with
rounded- off apexes) add stiffness and help suppress
internal air resonances. The pronounced waisting of the
cabinet around the upper midrange and Uni Q drivers
serves to control diffraction effects.

INTERNAL DAMPING
Aluminium is agood loudspeaker cabinet material in
terms of stiffness but not in respect of self- damping, so
on its inner surfaces. Over much of the interior

KEF kills two birds with one stone by bonding
to the cabinet walls the porous bags of

cabinet are created by draping
heated sheets of 6mm-thick 5083
over amale mould and evacuating

The gently curved back panels
add stiffness and help suppress
,internal air resonances'
i

the air from between them. The
fronts and backs of the cabinet are
then CNC machined to create the
drive unit holes, welded together
after fitment of internal chamber
dividers and braces, and lastly
hand-finished to amirror polish.

)

the Muon cabinet would ' ring' if not damped

In something akin to the
vacuum-forming process used with
plastics, the two halves of the Muon

.

7

activated carbon that exploit its ACE ( acoustical

compliance enhancement) technology.

When the Muon's twin rear bass

This is an idea KEF originally worked on in the
1980s. As the air in the cabinet is compressed by
the bass driver diaphragms moving inwards, the

drivers are engaged it has a

activated carbon adsorbs air molecules within

cardioid ( heart-shaped) directivity
pattern at low frequencies. The

its complex surface pores. When the diaphragm

CARDIOID BASS

diaphragms of the two rear
drivers move inwards as those of
the four bass drivers on the front
move outwards, and vice-versa,

4

r moves in the opposite direction, lowering internal
'., air pressure, the adsorbed air molecules are
released. As aresult, the drive unit ' sees' what
appears to be alarger cabinet volume.
Bass extension and sensitivity are intimately

AUDIO
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Floorstanding
four-way, eightdriver speaker
with aluminium
cabinet and
cardioid bass
option

related to cabinet size, allowing this apparent

Price: £ 70,000

which is omnidirectional at low
frequencies, and adipole speaker,

increase in volume to be exploited in various
ways. Both can be enhanced while keeping the
cabinet size unchanged, or the cabinet could

Made and
supplied by:
KEF Audio ( UK)

which has afigure-of-eight
directivity pattern. In effect, the

be made smaller without sacrifices. Apparent
volume increases of 1.5 to 3x are achievable,

Telephone:
01622 672261

rear drivers cancel the rear output
of the front drivers.

with about 2x used in the Muon. Without

so that the Muon acts like a
hybrid of aconventional speaker,

ACE its cabinet would have to have twice the
internal volume to achieve its combination C-?->

Web:
www.ketcom
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

of impressive bass extension and high sensitivity.
Bonding the ACE bags to the interior walls also provides
cabinet vibration damping, and additional damping is
applied around the lower- mid and Uni Q driver cut-outs.

COMPLIANT MOUNTING
Another familiar KEF technology, compliant driver
mounting ( introduced as long ago as the original
Reference 105), is used to suppress cabinet output still
further. While the six 250mm bass drivers are bolted
firmly to the cabinet, the 250mm lower midrange driver
and Uni Q upper-midrange/tweeter driver are isolated
from it via elastomeric mountings. In concert with the
mass of the driver these form amechanical low-pass
filter which attenuates the amount of the magnet

LISTENING IN WITH KEITH HOWARD

H

ad Imade my mind up about the Muon on the basis of the
first 45 minutes of listening, I'd be telling you now that it is
fine at low SPLs but runs into the dynamic buffers at higher
levels, sounding amorphous and constricted. But within a

period of minutes it changed character, apparently as aresult of its
aluminium cabinet coming closer to thermal equilibrium with the
air in the listening room. Suddenly, here was aspeaker that handled
dynamics effortlessly, controlled different strands within the music
with ease and snapped, crackled and popped with vitality better than
any puffed-up breakfast cereal.
The first track to benefit from the transformation was James Taylor's
'Sweet Baby James', followed in short order by Lou Rawls' Fine Brown

'They snapped, crackled and
,popped with vitality better than
any puffed-up breakfast cereal'

reaction force communicated to the cabinet.
KEF's use of afour-way configuration for the Muon is
interesting, as the 250mm lower- midrange driver covers
only 1.3 octaves from 120-300Hz. ( Graphs in KEF's
Muon brochure show the crossover to be at 400Hz, but
that was in an earlier, pre- production iteration.) It is
tempting to suppose that agood deal of complication
could have been avoided by having the bass drivers
and Uni Q meet at, say, 200Hz, but as Andrew Watson,
KEF's head of project acoustics says, ' KEF has never been
frightened of complication where it is of genuine benefit
acoustically. It's asophisticated system and you need to
engineer it properly to get it to work. When you do, the
sonic benefits are clear'.
A key part of engineering it properly involves the use
of another long-standing KEF technology: conjugate

Frame'. Iknew of both, of course, but it was the Muon unpicking their
unexpectedly fine recording qualities that had me ordering them
on Amazon next day. Likewise The Legendary Eva Taylor, instantly
recognisable as Scandiwegian jazz on the Opus 3 label. These
recordings aren't easy to reproduce well but the Muon sailed through,
crisp but never harsh, warm but never thickened.
Linn's Mendelssohn Hebrides Overture led me to suspect that
the Muon didn't do image depth as well as it should but then a
burst of vintage Decca (
Peter and the Wolf with Sir Malcolm Sargent
conducting) put paid to that notion. In short: marvellous.

load matching. CLM involves the addition of extra
components to the crossover whose job it is to convert
the highly frequency-dependent impedance of the

O RICHARD STEVENSON MILKS SOME PRAISE

0

K, Iresisted the urge to bring along any pun-tastic
cow- related test discs but perhaps Ishould have thrown

in Pink Floyd's Animals - as these silver obelisks do like
abit of rock. Highlight for me was ' No Inbetween' from
Supertramp's Brother Where You Bound CD. Despite their size the
Muons are amazingly agile, the airy vocals, top-end detail and soaring
sax solo towards the end of the track finding great projection into the
room. The keyboard arrangement is played with some force and the
Muons have ahard enough edge to convey convincingly the percussive

4

'They plumb depths that few
single cabinet, full-range
speakers have gone bef

drivers into something close to aconstant resistance.
When originally introduced, CLM was used to achieve a
4ohm nominal impedance, and thereby again of 6dB
in sensitivity, without making the speaker any harder to
drive than aconventional 8ohm design. In the Muon,
this is only one of the purposes that CLM serves. Applied
to the bass and lower- mid drivers as well as the uppermid section of the Uni Q unit, it allows the crossover
filters at 120 and 300Hz to be properly terminated.
Without this it would be impossible to achieve well
controlled crossover slopes. Only the upper midrange/
tweeter crossover point is clearly visible as apeak in the
Muon's impedance modulus graph.

THE UNI -Q ARRAY
As Andrew Watson explains [ see Origin of aSpecies
box- out, page 25], the Muon was conce ved as away to
exploit the improvements made to the 165mm Uni Q
driver. As in previous Uni Qs, this comprises adome
tweeter, now with atitanium diaphragm, mounted

nature of the sound. There is micro-detailing aplenty which really

coaxially in the centre of amidrange cone driver, where

brings out the leading edge attack and decay of individual notes. The
balance and bent for finer detail work equally well with strings and the

the dust cap or phase plug would normally be, to form a
coincident driver pair.

soaring arrangement of The Hebrides Overture test disc got adouble
thumbs- up for sheer realism alone.
At the bottom end of the scale Ifound the Muons less sure-footed,
at least within the confines of the large, open- sided showroom at KEF's
Maidstone offices. The LF extension of the six- bass driver arrangement
is unquestionable. They plumb depths that precious few single cabinet,
full- range loudspeakers have gone before, and make the pronounced
bass of the Supertramp track qualitatively excellent - particularly in
'omni bass' mode. Ijust had ahankering for more of it. As Itweaked
the volume high enough for my colleagues to complain (they're worse
than neighbours) the top- end moves to the front of the mix, leaving
the bass alittle lighter than ideal. A good room is essential.

Directivity of the two drivers is the same at crossover,
thereby avoiding the step- change in off-axis output that
often occurs in speakers with separate midrange and
treble drivers. Their coincidence also prevents the offaxis lobing that can occur when some types of crossover
are applied to non-coincident drive units.
Downsides are that tweeter directivity is increased,
which can rob some ' air' from the sound, and that
the midrange cone acts as awaveguide - ie, ahorn
-for the tweeter, which raises the possibility of mouth
reflections and resonances. In this latest iteration, the
cone has been made shallower to widen the directivity
and KEF has closely researched the optimum cone flare &>
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"And the Award goes to ..."
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PM6002 ( Group Test Winner)
"Celebration time for Marantz: The PM6002 is agreat example of abudget
hi-fi component - grab one fast."
"The Marantz is built like abrick outhouse, and sounds areal treat"
PM6002 (5Star Review)
"Sturdy feel and looks: full spec: vivacious, animated sound, especially with voices!"
"A superb amp for the money that'll provide you hours of music fun."
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

(..) KEN KESSLER'S TRILOGY

FINAL THOUGHTS FROM PAUL MILLER

T

hree extended listening sessions, three venues, two
countries: so complex and ornery is the KEF Muon

that it wasn't until the last of the three - at KEF

in Maidstone - that Idiscovered why the speaker
sounded different each time. It was all down to temperature.
Think about it: the Muon is a6ft tall chunk of metal. It
should come with built-in heating, water piped through a
tubular network. My first hearing was at apenthouse in
New York - all hard walls, awarm October day. The second
was at CES, ahotel room in Las Vegas. But it was only at the
factory, after along warm-up and judicious repositioning
courtesy of Keith and Richard (as well as flitting from cardioid

'They

to omni) that the speaker showed its - ahem! - mettle.

A

sbefits asubstantial tube of metal, these speakers
have avery obvious run-up period, sounding rather
too tight with arestricted, compressed sense of
dynamic contrast over the first hour or so. Once

warmed- up, the music relaxes, flowing with an unforced ease
and underpinned by atremendously deep bass. Indeed, the
Muons even exposed the pumping bass rumble - rarely heard

with other speakers - from the ' 58 Decca recording of Peter
and the Wolf. There's plenty of controlled bite to the treble
too, as the sharply- etched percussion and crack of ivory from
Supertramp's ' No Inbetween' served to demonstrate.
The characteristically hard intonation of Eva Taylor
was revealed by the Muon to wonderful effect, the edged

are adetailed,
authoritative speaker, but
less cuddly than Iprefer'

1
` These spea
areal flair for the
musically dramatic'

My remarks deal only with what we agreed was the
fully warmed- up playback. All of the high-end/big speaker

articulation of her voice betraying the vintage of this live

signature details were there, what you'd expect of a
behemoth costing the same as four Mini-Coopers: abroad

resonance of the sax could dampen our enthusiasm for the
passion of the players themselves.

and deep soundstage, but less generous with its hot seat
than, say Quad ESLs. The Muon is, surprisingly, focused in the
way you'd anticipate of an audiophile's selfish set-up. Which
meant musical chairs for the four of us.
Vocals, especially Keb' Mo's even before the tweaking,
were rich and realistic, but sibilance was never far away.
Bass? Solid, rich, extended. But Iknow the speakers were
doing their job with authority, because Leonard Cohen was

but ' clubby' acoustic recording. Neither this nor the metallic

Still in omni bass mode, the flowing introduction to
Mendelssohn's Hebrides Overture found us nodding in
sympathy with the sweeping gestures of the massed strings
and visceral impact of the timpani. Driven via bi-amped
Musical Fidelity kW750s, these speakers betrayed areal
flair for the dramatic, the ebb and flow of this orchestral
theme flooded and receded from the room with agrace
that belied the massive proportions of the recording, the

as miserable as ever. Bottom line? A detailed speaker, but

speakers themselves and the scale of the 'soundscape' they

less cuddly than Iprefer. On the other hand, one hundred
lucky music lovers will own afunctional sculpture.

developed. How something so visually arresting can sound so
acoustically transparent remains amystery!

hi-fi news

LAB

RESULTS

Twin rear bass drivers
allow the option of a
cardioid directional
pattern at low
frequencies which
reduces the excitation
of room modes

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
The UniQ and lowermidrange drivers are
compliantly mounted into
the cabinet to reduce the
transmission of magnet
reaction forces

o

O

I
Is

Attempting to measure the

large reverberant chamber. KEF

Muon in my listening room,

specifies the Muon's sensitivity

as is our standard practice,

to be 90cIB SPL at lm for 2.83V

would have been tricky if not

input. Averaged over 200Hz-

impossible. The enclosures are

20kHz Imeasured 89dB, the

simply too tall and too heavy

ldB disparity being close to

to be lifted far enough off the

the experimental error for such

floor to achieve asufficiently

measurements. Considering the

wide measurement time window

Muon's fine bass extension this

before the arrival of the first

is agood figure for the size of its

reflection. Luckily Iwas able to

cabinet, the nternal volume of

take my measurement gear to

which appears larger to the drive

KEF's HQ in Maidstone instead,

units because of the action of

and watch others manhandle a

KEF's ACE (acoustic compliance

Muon on to apedestal in KEF's

enhancement) system.

RIGHT:
Frequency
response at
1m ( blue)
and 2m ( red)
showing good

The Muon's aluminium cabinet is
superformed in two parts from 6mm
sheets of 5803 alloy, drape formed over
male moulds. The two parts are then
machined, welded together and
hand-polished to amirror finish
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KEFs waisting of the cabinet around the
lower midrange and UniQ drivers widens
their sound dispersion and eliminates
the short-interval reflections from a
conventional, sharp-edged cabinet

uniformity and
apronounced
HF extension

200
Frequency »

100

which, in addition to providing the required acoustic

result, some room modes are excited less energetically

BELOW LEFT:

loading for the tweeter, has also to be formed so as to

than with conventional omnidirectional bass output.

The Muon's

suppress cone breakup resonances.

Whether this option is activated or not is controlled
by an extra, removable, terminal above those of the

curvaceous

split crossover. When this is in place the rear drivers are
activated and the bass directivity is cardioid; when it is

awork of art, but

removed the rear drivers are disconnected and the bass
output is omnidirectional.

engineering

A further enhancement of the revised Uni Q driver
(KEF now prefers the term ' Uni Q array') is venting for
the back of the tweeter. This reduces pressure variations
behind the moving dome, claimed to give ' asmoother
sound with enhanced dynamics'.

cabinet is not just
based on sound
principles

We experimented with both configurations
OMNI OPTION
A problem with all loudspeakers having prodigious bass
capability is how to prevent room modes clouding and
colouring the low frequency output. KEF has addressed
this in the Muon by placing two of the six bass drivers
on the rear of the cabinet, which can be used to create
an optional cardioid LF directivity pattern.

during our listening session, performing most of our
assessment with the Muon's bass in omni mode.
Preference will probably depend on room and system
circumstances as well as individual taste. Cardioid
mode removed some upper- bass thickening in KEF's
listening room and made the bass more tuneful overall,
but it also lessened bass weight and warmth.
All told, then, the Muon is everything you would

Because bass output to the back, and to some
degree to the sides, of the speaker is suppressed as a

expect and hope astatement KEF loudspeaker to be.
Its visual impact is unquestionable, yet that striking
aluminium cabinet's beauty is more than skin deep. Our
listening impressions bear out that this hi-tech recipe
has been cooked with consummate skill and care. ()

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Throughout its 47- year history, KEF has produced
aseries of Reference flagship speakers, but
these were mere sailboats to the streamlined
super- yacht that is the Muon. As much elegant
architecture as state-of-the-art loudspeaker, the
Muon is destined for residence in capacious, highceilinged rooms populated with similarly high- end
sources and amplification. Stunning to behold
and no less captivating to hear, the Muon sets
new standards in the neutral and yet unmistakably
tuneful and emotive reproduction of music,
regardless of colour, creed or genre.

the Muon has its minimum EPDR

measurement distance of 1m is really

that this ultrasonic response is far from

impedance contributes to this

(equivalent peak dissipation resistance)

too close for aspeaker with such along

flat, as aresult of tweeter resonance.At

higher than average sensitivity but,

of 1.7ohm at 9.5kHz. The minimum

array of drivers but the response at 2m

the other end of the frequency range,

as aresult of CLM ( conjugate load

modulus occurs at high frequency too,

proved to be very similar. The 1m and

KEF's Andrew Watson was alittle

matching) being employed to cancel

being 3.2ohm at 18.9kHz. All told, no

2m responses are overlaid in the graph

disappointed at my measured

driver impedance variations at low

amplifier worthy of the Muon should

[below, left] with the 2m response

-6dB frequency of 33Hz as he

frequencies, it is not adifficult load

have difficulty driving it, including the

down by 6dB reflecting the 1/distance

expected alower figure. Almost

to drive. At the lower end of the

pair of hugely capable Musical Fidelity

fall- off in sound pressure level. Because

certainly this is due to the application

frequency range the impedance

kW750s pressed into service.

only one sample was measured, it was

of diffraction correction to my

not possible to check how closely KEF

measurements.

The Muon's nominal 4ohm

modulus is almost constant at around

Afrequency response error of

Finally, although the cumulative

4ohm and the phase angles are

just ± 2.4dB over the 200Hz-20kHz

matches astereo pair.

low. The only significant peak in the

frequency range is one of the lowest

modulus curve, at about 2.3kHz, is

I've measured and atestament to

frequency response limit of 100kHz,

left] is clean at high frequencies, there

due to the tweeter's fundamental

KEF's skilful integration of this multiple

which is well beyond MLSSA's 40kHz

are indications of some resonances

resonance and it's above this that

driver speaker solution. Our standard

measurement bandwidth. But note

below 1kHz. KH

KEF quotes an ultrasonic - 10dB

spectral decay waterfall [ graph, below

RIGHT: This

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

cumulative spectral

Sensitivity ( SPL at 1m for 2.83Vrms input)

89d8

Impedance modulus min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

3.2ohm @ 18.9kHz

Impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

-5O

Frequency response error (
200Hz-20kHz)

±2.4d8

and treble are very

LF extension (- 6c18 re. 200Hz)

33Hz

clean indeed

HF extension (- 6dB re. 10kHz)

>40kHz

TI-ID 100Hz/lkHz/10kHz (for 90d8SPLat 1m)

0.2% / 0.2% / 0.1%

decay waterfall
indicates some

27.2ohm @ 2.3kHz

resonances below
lkHz but the
upper midrange

Frequency > a

14)

4.8kHz + 40° @ 1.8kHz
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LUXMAN D-N100 (
E1095)
LUXMAN SQ-N100 (£ 1595)

Luxman returns to tie UK with
abijou mini system that
promises adistinctly
high- end sound

Tested by Ken Kessler

B

eyond the obvious - sound quality - various
and sundry details influence how we feel
about products. Styling, price, features and
other characteristics combine to help us

decide whether or not we make the final commitment:
purchase. For me, there's an obsession with fit and
finish that is my deal- maker or breaker. And there are
only ahandful of companies whose track records with
build quality are so commanding, resulting in stuff
so intrinsically desirable, that Iwould even consider
compromising abit on the performance.
Without hesitation, Iwould reach deep into my
pocket for SME, Nagra, Air Tight and ahandful of other
brands that understand something crucial if they're to
have ahope in hell, in the post-yuppie era, of selling
expensive products to people who use fine pens,
watches or cameras as their yardsticks. Among them is
Luxman, and what's so astonishing about its presence
in this august company is that its catalogue, though it
scales the heights, features affordable models like these
under review.
UNDERSIZED GEMS
To kick off, you should know that the SQ-N100
integrated valve amp and the companion D- N100 CD
player reflect all of the excellence of its much, much
dearer models. Even before switching them on, there's
that whiff of satisfaction that only comes with the
handling of awell- crafted object. Think of the first time

you opened aSwiss Army knife, twisted the aperture
ring on adecent lens, unscrewed the cap off aTibaldi
pen. The Luxman gear is just like that. You'll want to
flick the switches for the sheer tactile thrill of it.

ABOVE: One
phono and
three line inputs

There are precedents for equipment like this,
undersized yet over- engineered gems with the Suzuki

are provided
alongside single
pairs of 4mm

Cappuccino as the automotive equivalent, or the Leica

speaker cable

CL or Tessina in cameras. In audio, this joins the ranks of

binding posts

Synthesis from Italy, while in spirit if not size, it recalls
the immortal Marantz PM-4 (which audiophiles gave to
their kids to keep them away from the big system).
The footprint of the SQ-N100 is amere 297x260mm,
smaller than an LP sleeve. And yet it's afull-function
integrated amp with remote control and - no kidding
-avery fine 47kohm phono section. Luxman didn't
scrimp anywhere with this, despite the serious
down-sizing. In addition to the phono section, there are
defeatable tone controls, three line inputs, aheadphone

`There'a whiff of satisfaction that
only comes with the handling of a
well crafted object'
socket, automatic bias for the EL84 pentode output
tubes - Russian made, two per channel - and the sort
WELCOME BACK

of sockets and terminals that reinforce the notion of
perceived value.

Luxman will be anew name to younger readers
because, like McIntosh, it's had awoeful track
record in finding stable UK distributors and has
been absent from these shores off and on for at
least the last 20 years. However, like Denon, it
has real history, going back to 1925 ( when it was
founded by two Japanese brothers), and it boasts
some of the finest, most inventive products in audio
history, including early turntables with vacuum
hold-down, and amplifiers designed by no less than
Tim de Paravicini of EAR-Yoshino. With this exciting
-and varied - catalogue, which goes all the way
up to aUS S48,000, 250W ' 80th Anniversary
Commemoration' monoblock, both solid state and
valve electronics and even universal disc players,
maybe its fortunes will change.

TONE CONTROLS TOO
Luxman has always made valve equipment, even in the
'dark years' when the thermionic lights nearly went
out, so there is no melodrama or conceit when it cites
the EL84 as having been ' classically used in the Mullard
10W Class A high quality audio amplifiers of the 1950s
and 1960s'. If this is the company's idea of amodern
homage, consider me humbled.
Equally, Luxman realises ' tone controls might seem
like an anachronism in this day and age of minimalism,
but they can be remarkably effective in bringing to life a
less than perfect music collection.' The bass and treble
controls on this unit are subtle, and - as mentioned
before - defeatable with the Line Straight position. And
full marks ( with asmile) for the literature noting that: 'A
lot of the 1980s CDs are quite harsh- sounding G>

AUDIO

FILE
CD player and
valve integrated
amplifier. Rated
at 10W/ 8ohm
Made by:
Luxman Corp.
Supplied by:
Select Audio
Telephone:
01900 813064
Web: www.
selectaudio.
co.uk
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CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER TEST

LUXMAN

D- N100 CD PLAYER 1E095
Screened by aperipheral
metal box, this frame
transformer feeds the
integrated transport.
digital and analogue
circuit power supply

RESULTS

Despite using acomplete
.CD decoder/DAC IC,
Luxman has specified a
'separate 24-bit/192kHz
DAC i(the PCM1754) from
Burr-Brown

ABOVE: The 2mm void under this plate
provides just enough headroom to
accommodate the CD mechanism
SAA7824 is acomplete
CD audio decoder, digiral
servo ard filterless DAC
solJtion on a-chip

and the digital glare can be quite
fatiguing. Reduce the treble slightly and it
will now be perfectly listenable.'
Although rated at only 2x1 2w, it

Jnderside of aPhilips
ineartrackinc CD
mechanism

drove LS3/5As to acceptable levels, and it
managed just about to power the Sonus
Faber Auditor Elipsas. But the usual rules
apply - match these to something not too hungry and
you'll have the makings of avery fine mini- system.
As for the D- N100 CD player, this also bears the
hallmarks that put the ' lux' in Luxman. But equally,
there are so many astounding CD players available for
under £ 500 that you have to want this as much for its
gorgeous looks and finish as its sound. Don't get me
wrong: this is one sweet machine, ajoy to use - with
neat details like atransport mechanism hanging from
the top of the chassis to isolate it from vibration - and it
upsamples regular CDs to 192 kHz/24-bit. The sound is
silky, non-fatiguing and aperfect match for the
SQ-N100, but the latter is the star here.
J.: UNMISTAKABLY VALVE- LIKE
Once established with aspeaker that doesn't tax it too
much - it's alot of fun with the equally adorable Tannoy

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
This is an unusual player, not simply because
it uses Burr-Brown's little-seen PCM1754
stereo DAC but because its performance
is otherwise influenced by the partnering
analogue output stage. For example,
the relatively weak 29c18 attenuation of
stopband images (> 110cla is more usual
these days) suggests the DAC's digitatfilter
is being used in its 'slow roll-off' mode even
though the passband response is good to
-0.06dB up to 20kHz. Distortion is bang.
on specification for this DAC at 0.0035%
through the midrange at its 2.15V peak
output but the 89d8 A-wtd S/N ratio is way
short of the 102dB expected.
Although the player's low-level resolution
is good to ldB over a 100dB range, this
high-ish level of noise knocks its dynamic
range back to 15-bits or so. However, the
fact that this noise is essentially 'analogue'

hi origin and uniformly distributed across
the audioband is no bad thing, helping to
conceal any uncorrelated digital artefacts
lying at lower levels still. This carpet of noise
is clear from the jitter plot [see graph, below
right] only allowing some 290psec of jitter
sidebands to project into the 'open air'.
Luxman's analogue layout is also
probably responsible fort Fie slightly reduced
91-66dB stereo separation and the slightly
increased - 0.05% distortion at 20kHz, as
evidenced by the blue inf ill on the graph,
below left. The 160ppm clock error is down
to crystal selection but will not cause an
audible pitch shift and neither, evidently,
will it aggravate any additional jitter-.
Readers are invited to view the QC
Suite test report for the Luxman D-N100
by logging onto www.hifinews.co.uk and
clicking on the red ' Download' button_ PF

Autograph Mini, and Idare say it would flatter most
horns - the baby Luxman charms the pants off you.
Seductive? It's Michelle Pfeiffer au naturelle on abed
of rose petals. Ifed it disc after disc, and found myself
enjoying it as much after four hours as Idid after one.
Maybe it's because the sound is unmistakably
valve- like, even when we are now so post-modern

-120

0

about the tubes-vs-tranny debate that it's almost retro
merely to mention it. After all, aren't Fat Man and Roth
selling valve amps to iPod casualties on the strength
that they're cool- looking and funky? Valves now possess
the same appeal outside the audio community as vinyl:
they're hip, end of story. But there's more to the little
Luxman than that.
Not giving it too easy aride, Ichecked out Robert
Plant in three incarnations, to see what it did to his
voice: Raising Sand, his new album with Alison Krauss,
early- 1990s solo stuff and Prime Led Zep. It also meant
that the Luxman had to deal with the hardest of hard
rock, Plant's slick solo artistry, and the rootseolksiness
of his duet with Krauss.
Now there's no doubt that his voice has aged
over the decades, but there's acommonality that's
retained when running through that list, over assorted &>
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ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at lkHz ( black) and 20k1(blue); RIGHT: High resolution jitter analysis with sidebands marked in pail

HI-FI NEWS ..SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output

A-wtd Sf N

level

Ratio

Distortion lkHz, OdBFs:-30dEtFs

Distortion

20kHz, OdBFs

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

2.15Vrms
89.0dB
0.0035% / C.07
0.052%
-0.09dB to -0.06dB

Digital litter

290psec

Resolution @ - 100dB

t0.9dB

Stereo separation ( 201-tz-20kHz)

>66dB

"This is one of the most impressive
hi-fi products I've heard this year
KETAN BHARADIA, TECHNICAL EDITOR W HAT HI- FI? SOUND AND VISION, AWARDS 2007
WHAT HI*Frr
AND VISION

AWARDS 2007
al DAM
UV CO RAM ( Ma
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THE ANTILA CD PLAYER WITH ITS UNIQUE MD 'ACTIVE DIFFERENTIAL
MULTI -DAO CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES BREATHTAKING REALISM AND A
TACTILE PANORAMIC IMAGE.
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LIPS ENSURES THE ULTIMATE SIMPLICITY IN USE AND FLEXIBILITY FOR THE FUTURE.
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Model 7000 Series Power Amplifiers
Model 5000 Mark IV Signature DIA Processor

At last - a CD playback
system (pure and
untouched 16- bit
processing) and
single- ended amplifiers
cooked to perfection.

Model 2000 Premium CD Transport
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LUXMAN.
SQ-N100 AMFEIFIER £ 1595

A

RESULTS

The power transformer for tale IR
controller,.egiflatitone ampl tiers. he.3lier
circuits ani main power amp sits on top
of the chassis - this is achoke coil used
as part of the supply regulaban

hI

N

Motorised volume
control can be driven via
IR remote [shown left]

le

ABOVE: A levered input selection
knob is joined by tone controls plus
remotely- controlled motorised volume
Uneerstde of the ECC83
doubletriade (used as lyedriver) and ECC82 doubLe
triodes (as phase inverters)

LS3/5As. All the subtle changes were
easily detected, the coherence and
transparency on offer being nothing

Underside of the.
EL84 push-pull
output pentodes

short of oelectable.

EXUDES ELEGANCE
Dispel any notion that the limited power might mean
an amp working so hard that something's gotta give.
This unit isn't going to drive Wilsons to breaking point.
It isn't even going to worry the normally fragile LS3I5As.
But it managed to convey much of the mass and
dimensional scale of Led Zeppelin - the remastered live
material on the new edition of The Song Remains The
Same - without turning into one of those squeaky, farty
sessions as delivered by run-of-the-mill mini systems.
Which begs aquestion: if compactness is all you're
after, Denon, Onkyo, TEAC and others are utterly
magnificent problem solvers. They sound fine and offer
all mod-cons. So why not simply buy one of those?
You would buy the Luxman because it looks and
sounds better, feels nicer to operate, exudes elegance,
can't be found in every local emporium, contains valves,
ad infinitum. You would buy it for the same reason you
would prefer a 1998 Masseto to a £ 3 Rioja, wear a

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
It goes without saying that high sensitivity
speakers are essential to panneu this
amplifier, rated at 2x10W into 8/4ohm.
In practice it is capable of 8W al 0.5%
distortion and 15W at 1% distortion nto
8ohm, falling to 4.5W/4ohm. Power
consumption is relatively high, amounting
to 77W while idling and increasing to 100W
at its rated 10W/8ohm power output.
The output transformers only have one
tap that's evidently optimised for - 6ohm
loads but even under dynamic conditions
you'll not squeeze more than 16W or 12W
into 8/4ohm loads at < 1% distortion. This
trend is illustrated by the graph below, but
take note that the power output (Xaxis)
starts at 0.1W ( 100mW) rather than the
usual 10W used elsewhere in this and other
issues of HFN.
Distortion increases with power
output, falling as low as 0.04% through
the midrange, but also increases at the

frequency extremes. This is most obvious
through the low bass where, presumably,
core saturation below 100Hz in the output
transformers increases THD from 0.18% to
22% at 10Hz ( re. 21A//8ohm). Luxman has
engineered amild bass roll-off into flat
8ohm loads amounting to -0.5d13/20Hz
and -3.2d13/51-lz along with aslight - 1.5c18
dip at 20kHz which rolls away to - 15d8 at
100kHz. This is perfectly acceptable for a
well-engineered amplifier of this type.
The moderate 1.3ohm output
impedance will inevitably influence the
overall amp/speaker system response
through bass and midrange, but arguably
more so through the upper treble where
the impedance climbs to 2.6ohm at 10kHz
and 3.7ohm at 20kHz.
Readers are invited to view an extensive
QC Suite report for the Luxman SQ-N100
by logging onto www.hifinews.co.uk and
clicking on the red ' Download' button. PM

Breguet instead of aSwatch.
If you don't get that, you've just saved yourself
around £ 2000. If you do get it, then you'll find yourself
listening to something that you don't merely operate.
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Rather, you'll fall in love with it.

Alm

I ems

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
It's impossible not to be
captivated by this package
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if you are looking for a bijou
system with both audiophile
credibility and the comfort
factor of coming from a
well-kaovvn brand. While
the CD player might be

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into Bohm ( black
trace), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm (
blue) and lohm (
green) loads; ABOVE RIGHT:
Distortion versus frequency at 1VV/8ohm from 20Hz to 20kHz

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

purchased simply because

Power Output, 8/ 4ohm f<1%THD)

14.5W f45W

it's a cosmetic match, the

Dynamic Power, 8/4/2(lotim

16W/ 12W/ 1.8W/ 0.5W

SQ-N100 is an absolute
delight even outside the
system context.

Output Impedance (20H1-2DkHz)

1.19-3.71ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

-0.3dBto -15.1dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW/IOVV)

50mV/159mV

Right: Pie values for CD

A-wtd SIN ratio (for OdBW/10W)

77.0dB/437.1dB

player/amplifier

Distortion (1W/flohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.099-0.63%
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£650-£850 CD PLAYERS
We take aspin with five silver disc machines — each vvith
REVIEWS BY RICHARD STEVENSON

n ' audiophile' rap

EAB TES ;-S & INSIDE SHO - S (3',"PAUI MID FR

T

he humble CD player might have been around
over 25 years but it hasn't reached an era of
commodity-priced perfection just yet. Judging
by the five nodels assembled here, the

VAM1202
Bnear-tracking CD
ransport mechanism
.
,
,

CD player middle market is alive and well and offers a
level of genetic diversity Darwin would be proud of.
Clearly your £ 650 to £ 850 buys you asolidly
constructed beast. There isn't aflimsy panel or tin- thin
cabinet between them and the terminals all pass muster
both in solidity and lustrous gold-plated finish. Most
industrial of the designs is the Roksan Kandy. While
not wanting to be appear ageist, both its case and

This substantial 120VA
toroidal transformer is
larger than that fitted to
some integrated amplifiers

the gizzards are well overdue a bus pass. Much of the
workings are grafted from an early Caspian CD and the
black chassis and fascia with contrasting cap screws has
a rather ' garage-workshop' feel. Its slightly foggy tube
display gives me waves of nostalgia - reminding me of

Data is transmitted from
transport to motherboard
as S/PDIF, as evidenced by
this CS8416 input receiver

my first Philips CD304 player back in 1985.
OK, the Roksan is the cheapest player here but
£650 really ought to get you a bespoke remote, rather

'Its blazing green "my first
digital watch" display sears
out of the darkness'

One of the smallest ICs
on the board is the most
significant - Crystal's
CS4398 24-bit1192kHz
DAC with built-in digital
volume control

This blank' PCB bridges
two header connectors
that would support plug-in
digital filterfupsampling
cards in costlier versions of
the player using the same
motherboard

than the off-the- shelf unit supplied, and something
generally designed this century. On the upside, the
Kandy is joyously simple to use, answers to helm controls
instantly and is fitted with aType 1 ( balanced) AES/EBU
output over an XLR port for future upgrade with a
suitably equipped DAC.
The other all- black machine here manages to pull off
an uber-trendy and modern appearance despite looking
pretty much like every other Naim product since time
began. The CD5i ( an italic Ì' on the fascia distinguishes

Cairn Tornado
The French fancy of our group comes from Gallic
audio brand Cairn - established in 1994 but yet
to become a household name in the UK or US.
The Tornado is a stripped- down version of the
well respected Fog 3 CD player and, despite

it from last year's CD5i!) is slim, sleek, solid an

a range- naming protocol based on dubious

matt black that its blazing green ' my first digital watch'

Standard,

weather conditions, the large blue display and

display sears out of the da -kness. It's an interesting mix

unbalanced

clean fascia are rather pleasant to behold. Less

of the CDX2's disc mechanism, the replay and control

(RCA) analogue

than chic however, the remote is functional but

software from the CDS3 and all-lew ( to Nairn at least)

outputs are

not particularly petit or beau and the CD drawer

Wolfson WM8706 DAC.

joined by optical

rumbles in and out like an asthmatic Citroen 2CV.

so

The swing- out CD tray is designed to give the whole

ABOVE:

and coaxial

Internally the Tornado can be user- upgraded with

CD loading affair a ' more analogue experience' rather

digital outputs

an add-on 24-bit/192Hz upsampling board, likely

than claiming any nebulous performance enhancement,

and awired

to be available in the UK later this year.

and it certainly gives the Nam character. Ijust feel it

(RCA) remote

would have been much cDoler if it had been motorised

socket on the

rather than manual and un damped. The CD is

Cairn Tornado

supported in the tray with a small, low- mass magnetic
puck that snaps solidly into place on the CD. Idiscovered
this is an essential part of the CD mechanism required to
to play adisc in the CD5i - snortly after Ilost it. ->
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Cairn Tornado
£850
Tel: 01422
372110
www.icairn.fr
Cambridge Audio
Azur 840C
£750
Tel: 020 7940
2200
www.
cambridgeaudio.
corn
Creek Audio
Classic
£850
Tel: 01442
260146
vvvvvv.
creekaudio.com
Naim CD5i
£850
Tel: 01722
426600
wyvvv.naimaudio.
COT

Roksan Kandy
MkIII
£650
Tel: 020 8900
6801

t

www.roksan.
co.uk
.)
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The Naim's stark black and white remote is not really
in keeping with the quality of the player, but Naim

Screened under this
mirrored can is the
Cambridge Precision
Servo
CD servo

ensures there are plenty of reasons to buy into the
brand. The player defaults to DIN output for connection
to aNaim preamplifier although, after some button
acrobatics, can output to phono RCAs as well. However,

Separate PSU regulation,
DAC (the AD1955) and
surface-mount Burr-Brown
op-arr,ps br each of the
dual-mono channels ( left
side highlighted)

unlike costlier Naim separates, the CD5i player cannot
be upgraded with one of the company's external power
supplies. Otherwise, the CD5i is the most organic and
involving player to use by afair margin - and the most
frustrating: the segment display showing only track time
during playback and not track number.

The heart of the machine
-an asynchronous 24bitf.384kHz upsampling
DSP st ,
ppl ed by Anagram
Technolooes

The Cairn Tornado's display is equally eclectic, being
ahighly informative but rather unusual blue- backlit
reversed- out LCD dot matrix. Set in acentral circular
recess it looks sumptuous against the minimalist
matt-silver fascia - so clearly the industrial designer

Cambridge Audio's
own ' Low Jitter' CD1
linear-: racking transport
mechanism made to its
specification in the Far East

was at lunch when someone bolted the case together
with protruding cross- head screws from B8,Q. Moreover,
the control buttons have arather flimsy metallic feel
and the CD drawer on our sample sounded as if it was

Another customised part
-alow noise toroidal
transformer - feeds
asubeantrial power
supply with independent
regulatior for the
transport, digital and final
analogue it-ages

comprehensively lubricated with dry sand. Around the

'The Azur ices the cake
with multiple coaxial and
optical digital inputs'
back of its small footprint case are twin digital outputs
and acoaxial connection for asystem remote control.
PARLEYVOUS, EH?
The Tornado package is complete with afairly standard
IR remote and amanual that skips between French
and English by the sentence. In use, the operation is
reasonably straightforward but there are plenty of traits

.
m

1=1
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that take some getting used to, not the least of which
is an open/close button that you have to press and hold

round buttons but that is where all similarities end.

in order to eject adisc. Ibelieve this is called ' caractère'

The Creek offers avery retro look and not only is the

in its native France, which translates to ' pain- in-the- arse'

name and design Classic, but the internals are stock

here in Sussex.

components tried and tested for almost as long as

The Cairn's nemesis is Creek's Classic CD player. This
slim beast is similarly bedecked with asilver fascia and

Cambridge Audio 840C
Cambridge Audio is going through what I
describe as aSkoda-phase at present. With every
new product you get first-class design,

eIke
es,

OUTSTANDING

PRODUCT

the Roksan's insides. Classic also means no fancy
features such as swingy-drawers or designer displays
but you do get Creek's standard remote. Imay have
mocked this colourful, concave beast in the past but
Iam actually growing to like the design and you can't
fault its colour-coded logic.

top-notch engineering and high- quality

Which brings us to the Cambridge Azur 840C. The
style is head-on with the Cairn, the build is as solid as
the Roksan, the fit and finish are right up there with

ABOVE: The only

components - beneath abadge that stops it

the Naim and the featuies list outshines all of the rest

CD player in this

costing twice or thrice the price. The Azur 840C

group to offer

Porsche- specification player aSkoda badge and

put together. Ihad to triple- check the £ 750 price tag
having discovered that this is the biggest, heaviest
player and fully loaded with an enormous power supply

aVW price ticket. Put ahousehold hi-fi brand on

and araft of cutting edge technology.

and balanced

takes this to anew zenith, essentially giving a

that case and you would be looking at aplayer, I
would guess, in the £ 2000+ region. Like Skoda's
evolution Ican see Cambridge going from
budget- brand to very well respected specialist in
the very near future. Buy an 840C now before the
company realises this and puts the price up.

A11111111111111111111111111111111111111fflibm.
tete

Not only does this machine sport full dual- differential
architecture, it offers Anagram Technologies AT F
(Adaptive Time Filter) technology which upsamples the
data from the disc to awhopping 24-bit/384k1-'z (and
several steps along the way) with the help of Analog
Devices' 32- bit Black Fin DSP engine. The signai is then
fed to Analog Devices' high-end AD1955 DACs, also
used in the frighteningly expeisive TeaclEsoter c
X-01 D2, before being output to both fully balanced XLR
and single- ended RCA analogLe connections. Blimey!
The feel is lush, the buttons are solid and positive
and the display is the neatest, most informative here. C7>

MAY 2008

both singleended ( RCA)
(XLR) analogue
outputs. Further
versatility is
offered by the
two selectable
digital inputs,
allowing other
digital sources
to benefit from
the 840C's
upsampling DAC
technology
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And just when you thought CD player features don't
get much better than this, the Azur ices the cake with

Not acl) mechanism
but an ..titachi DV9951
DVD ATAPI ROM drive
with art IDE link to the
motherboard, itself
tearing the legend for one
of Creek's 2004 vintage
CD5Orrk2 players...

multiple coaxial and optical digital inputs so your other
digital devices can benefit from the upsampling and
sexy DACs too. If the slim, metal-topped remote is a
cherry on the top of this package, then the control bus
port, RS232 connection and IR emitter for multi- room
flexibility are the cream, chocolate sprinkles and jus

A,Xilinx Spartan processor
decodes and converts raw
data from the ATAPI drive
to PS for the DAC and
SpDIF for the two digital
outputs

made from raspberries squeezed over avirgin's thigh.
Cambridge has gone absolutely bonkers with the
840C for just £ 750. If Iwere the Kandy, CD5i, Classic or
Tornado at this point, Iwould probably pack myself back
in the box and ship myself home. Of course, things are
never that cut- and dried...

ce

creek has chosen aCrystal
cc-4396 24-bitt192kHz
DAC - 9years old but still
matching the performance
of far newer solutions

LOTS OF ' PROMISE'

Wheeling out Beverly Craven for such special occasions
-and who wouldn't - the Roksan immediately took a
shine to the smooth vocal style and lazy beat of her
eponymous first album. The Kandy neatly encapsulates

Two separate frame-style
mains transformers, the
furthest feeding the
COIDVD drive PSU and
the nearest supplying the
processortDAC mainboard

the breathy sensuality of the CD and presents it in an
easy-going way that is hard to dislike. It is rich, robust
and fulsome at the expense of alittle midrange clarity.
The same easygoing nature is true of the Naim, which
offers aconsiderably more silky and relaxed stance from
CD playback than Iam used to from the brand. Of the
two, the Naim edges ahead in imaging and sheer space

'The Tornado produced
afocused, poignant
and dramatic rendition'
in the soundstage with this CD, but neither sounds as
alive as the Creek. The Classic CD pushes the vocal much
further out into the room and the very top has real

projecting well into free space and asolid deep bass
beat that underpinned the track nicely. The mid- bass

ABOVE:
Simplicity rules

and midrange was just alittle too hard, and despite the

the Classic as

sparkle. The trade-off is arather congested mid- bass and
asoft but tangible blurring of instruments.

good forward imaging, the Tornado's soundstage was
simply not very wide with this CD. Confused? Me too.

Creek offers
all that the

The Beverly Craven disc spent aconsiderably amount
of time in the Cairn Tornado, due to what Ican only

With the Cambridge Azur 840C, this first official
test-disc simply confirmed what aweek's casual

purist might
need - stereo
analogue ( RCA)

describe as 'variable results'. On the opening track
'Promise Me' it sounded rather flat and lacklustre,
despite having seemingly excellent top- end extension.
Subsequent tracks fared much better with the vocal

listening had already suggested: that this is something
very special indeed. In short, its sound was lighter, more
sprightly and considerably more natural in balance than
all the others here. Within this airy mix it managed to
encapsulate the sensual essence of Craven's voice with
absolute grace and backed it up with an era-tight and
tuneful bass beat. While the Creek and Cairn did agood

Creek Classic
Hemel Hempstead's most famous audio brand
devised the Classic range of components to
embody contemporary style and traditional
values - or perhaps use up some parts that were

job of getting Craven's voice out of the speakers, only
the Azur 840C allowed her to snuggle up beside me on
the sofa and breath every song into my ear. ( lust don't
tell the wife.)

approaching their best- before date? The Classic
CD player is an evolution of the company's old

TRYING VIVALDI

CD50mk2 and can trace its ancestry back to the

Vivaldi is always the equivalent of acold shower for me,

original CD50, which dates back to the Neolithic

so the Chesky recording of Vivaldi's Flute Concerto in D

era. But like the equally venerable Roksan, the
Creek Classic CD player has experience and

was called in to cool things down. It didn't - because
the Azur's bass is just fantastic. It seems to plumb

substance on its side, including the lush fascia,

depths fathoms below the rest of the pack here and

solid buttons and basic but eminently functional
display. The weight and feel of the player is right

holds the entire low-frequency spectrum together with
afocus that no CD player at this price has any right to

on the money and Creek's odd, slightly concave,

achieve. The snap to deep bass notes and the decay

handset is growing on me too.

that rings with power through my sofa's structure
without any hint of bloom or overhang is straight out of

IIIIIIIM11111111111111\

the high-end school of hi-fi systems.
And the Azur's top end is almost as impressive. It has
alively pace and anatural edge to instruments that
throws the soundstage wide and leaves most of the C.->
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and coaxial/
optical digital
outputs

GROUP TEST

orchestra in and around your listening room. It can be
deliciously delicate and detailed when required, possess
the most inky of silent backgrounds and can pick up

This large toreidal
transiormer includes

the blood and thunder of arising crescendo without
breaking into asweat. Compared to the best CD players

sepamate secondary
winengs for the
digital and analogue
circuts

under £ 2000, Cambridge's Azur does lose ahint of topend clarity and transparency with the Flute Concerto.
But individual components still possess separation above
and beyond any other player here and the key flute still
sounded just as tangible.

This power suoply
boarc includes
pre-regulatior (with
further regulation
in the tray) plum
nalogue output filter
and remote- selectable
DIN/phono outputs

TORNADO'S COMEBACK
The flute did not, however, sound quite as truly
believable and realistic as the Cairn's interpretation of
this instrument. In adramatic comeback from the jaws
of musical defeat, the Tornado produced afocused,
poignant and vivid rendition of the track with clarity

90% of the CC player
is contained v-ithin the
tray itself. including

through the midrange that let the orchestra really
breathe. The top end has excellent extension with very

a Philips CD decoder
and Wolfson WM8706
DAC - anew choice
for Naim

little grain and the bass is fast and suitably weighty. It
also resolved avery quiet background rumble on this
disc that only the Azur hinted at and the others missed
completely. The Tornado in no way offered arelaxed or

The linear-traciking
PhiIip VAM1202 CD
meclunism, complete
with magnetic puck is
mounted in a pivoted
drawer for amore
tactile, hands-on'
loading exper ence

'The Naim CD5i's smooth
balance nicely tames the
bright Gogol Bordello CD'
laidback presentation with this classical piece, but you
certainly wouldn't nod off through the second passage.
By contrast the Naim's interpretation was warmer,
richer and all together more chilled. The flute was
woodier and more resonant, the bass expansive, and

C

the focus on the lead instruments appealing if alittle
recessed in the mix compared to the Cairn. While
there does not seem to be an urgency or raw energy
to the CD5i sound, it produces avery cohesive and
integrated performance that, in complete opposite
to the Cairn, is more about the end result than the
individual components involved in getting there. Even
after Ihad played several parts of this work on the Naim,
way beyond my normal Vivaldi-tolerance threshold, I

could not help bemg sucked into the music as sure
as aSiren's call. Comparing the Cairn and Naim
with classical music, neveu have Iheard two wildly
different presentations cY,aCD and Iliked both with
equal measure.

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

If the Naim hadn't already bagged the award for
most robust classical mLsic player, the Roksan would

Nairn CD5i

be lifting the trophy wit, Is sheer scale and ' Last Night

While the change from anormal lower case ' i'

of the Proms'- sized power- bass. While the quantity of
low frequency sound from the Kandy out-guns even the

suffix on last year's CD5 to an italicised one on

Cambridge there snot the range or separation across

this model might be subtle, the changes are

the scale of the Azur nor the tightness of the Cairn. It

far from slight. The CD5i is now based around

too possesses some cut the Naim's addictive, musical

Wolfson DACs rather than the Burr- Brown devices

character but doesn't get your foot tapping or heac

Naim has used for several years. The reason, says

bobbing, even with works you don't really like, in quite
such aconvincing and comprehensive manner.

the press release, is that in listening tests the
Wolfson device delivered better performance —
although this is followed by acaveat stating that
the choice of DACs is not that critical in abudget
CD player. Interestingly Arcam is astalwart
supporter of Wolfson DACs, which may explain

BORDELLO FARE
The very same is true of the Creek. Its bass is nearly as
meaty as the Kandy but it suffers more thickening in
the upper- bass wh,c -ishuts down the soundstage and
seems to muddy the midband. Ican't help but compare
the sound to an old ( 1998) Arcam Alpha 9CD player I

ABOVE: Naim's
traditional 5- pin
DIN socket is

One final note: the CD5i cannot be upgraded

had in aspare room until fairly recently. A rich and fruity

joined by amore

with one of Naim's outboard power supplies.

top and bottom but with acertain amount of ' middle-

conventional

range spread' that stops it from really shining. Still, both

pair of stereo
(RCA) analogue

the smoother and more Arcam-like sound than
that which we are used to from aNaim player.

the Roksan and Creek made for an easy listen when it
came to the Vivaldi.
So enough of that, and out with AC/DC'S remastered
Back In Black CD and Gogol Bordello's Gypsy Punks: (-_-›
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outputs. This
player has no
digital outputs
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A Linn Majik System is a simple, dedicated music
system which delivers exceptional musical performance
and makes your CD collection sound better than ever,
helping you to rediscover music.
Please call into Peter Tyson or Newcastle Hifi to
hear this superb system.
USA Be
e
ve,ARD. Product
2006 7007

UWiFU

4 -'.----

Brand New
Majik LP12
released

Linn Majik Iintegrated amplifier

Please contact us for our special promotion
on this superb system.
Price includes full UK installation.

•

•

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
Latest Award winning
Onkyo Receivers

Latest
ARCAM

Linn Ex Dem List

Award winning AV products on permanent
demonstration.
ESA B...

Solo Mini

Just arrived. This fantastic new product from Arcam
An evolution of the Solo range. Combing CD,
DAB Tuner in an even more compact stylish
box. This wonderful product also comes complete

Including TX-5R505E,605 and 875.

Please call instare to hear this superb system.

I>lan eer
PDP-LX608D £4899
PDP-LX508D £ 3299
PDP-428XD £ 1399
PDP-4280XD £ 1399

Price includes free delivery
in the UK.
Please call for details.

vest

VARIOUS SPEAKER PACKS
AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES
PLEASE CALL OR SEE OUR WEBSITE
FOR DETAILS

11:1189ffr mrid t,
'mum=

i_
i

Used
Ex Dew
Used
Ex Dew
Used
Used

Colours available
Silver
Black & Silver
Black & Silver
Black & Silver
Black
Black

Control
Kisto AV Processor
&Inc& AV Processor
Kairn Pre Amplifier

Ex Dew
Ex Dew
Used

Black
Black
Black

rni

Now showing, the fantastic new
C3X 1080 DLP 3 Chip Projector.

411Elriki

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B8i0, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, JVC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

6Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX

lil

Special
Used Sim2 C3X
3 chip DLP
• 'IMF

projector for sale -normal RRP £ 12000
Available at £ 7000

ii(a51/e

Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.

Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk

£ 5000
£ 3750
£400

Playback
Silver
£4950
Ex Dew
KlImax Solo Power Amplifiers
Silver
£4000
Used
Klimax Solo Power Amplifiers
Black ea Silver
Es Dew
£1400
Chakra 5100 Power Amplifier
Black
Ex Dew
£1000
Chakra 2100 Power Amplifier
Used
Silver
2250 Power Amplifier
£900
Black
Used
£400
LK140 Power Amplifier
Black
Used
£400
LK85 Power Amplifier
£14000 Used
Maple
Komri Loudspeakers
Rosenut ( Immaculate)
Used
Linn Keltik Loudspeakers
£1800
High gloss Black 8t Cherry
£ 15000 Ex Dew
Artikulat 350A Loudspeakers
Rosenut
£8000
Ex Dew
Artikulat 350P Loudspeakers
Es Dew
High gloss Cherry
Artikulat 345 Subwoofer £ 2600
Ex Dew
High gloss Cherry
Artlkulat 340A Loudspeaker £ 6000
High gloss Cherry
Ex Dew
Artlkulat 320A Loudspeakers £ 9000
Rosenut
Akurate 242 Loudspeakers £4000
Ex Dew
Ex Dew
Maple
Akurate 212 Loudspeakers £ 2500
Ex Den)
Maple & Black
Akurate 221 Subwoofer £ 1400
Various Linn Knekt rnultiroom Ex Oem and used Products available.
Please call for details

with an IPod interface.

VARIOUS SPEAKER PACKS
AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES
PLEASE CALL OR SEE OUR WEBSITE
FOR DETAILS

Source
Linn CD12 CD Player
£ 6000
Unklisk 1.1 Universal Player £ 4500
Uniclisk 2.1 Universal Player £ 2500
Unidisk SC
£ 2250
Karik CD Player
£ 350
Numerik DA Converter £400

hifi

www.newcastlehifi.co.uk
Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm
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Underdog World Strike. Both discs are fast and furious
and have abalance that boosts both LF and HF
sufficient to trip up any underdog CD player.

ultiple secondaries
om this single
oroidal mains
transformer feed
,ansport, main
ard and anal ue

At first Ithought Brian Johnson's howling vocals
on the title track from Back in Black might prove the
undoing of the Azur's clean sheet thus far. In fact,
there was no screeching or hard and splashy treble as
the 840C offered afar smoother and better balanced

Sanyo CD
ransport. The
_
long-lasting Mitsuml
uorescent display
cludes a20+ track
•
.

sound than expected, and all without losing any of its
alacrity or super- detailed bass. Nevertheless, its lighter
stance is still no panacea for hard-core rock fans and
after listening to the other machines here you get
the impression the Azur isn't really at home with the
roughest of recordings.

AZUR ALLURE
Not so the Naim, Roksan or Creek, which all fight it out
toe-to-toe for top rock honours. The Naim's smooth
balance nicely tames the bright Gogol Bordello CD and
cuts straight to the heart of this frantic, foot-tapping,
musical mayhem. Even writing- up my notes two days
later brings asmile to my face recalling the Naim's
full-throttle presentation of ' Not aCrime' and Ifind

Pà017j0 DA C•
features in this
'2004 Caspian DA
Bwhich drives its
her and analogue
utput stages with
differential BurrBrown op-amps

'The Tornado too gets into
the rhythm enough to make
any listener boogie along'
myself singing along as Itype. The balance is infectious,
potent and really benefits from enthusiastic use of
the volume control. At these higher levels, where I
personally find most amplifiers and speakers are at their
best, the aggressive edge of the violin is amply raw and
detailed without searing your ears. Even without the
very top-end resolution of the Cambridge, the Naim
gets two thumbs up for really cutting to the chase.
Both the Roksan and Creek are alittle harsher overall
but more than make up for this with bass to scramble
your spleen at rock- sized volume levels. While not as
deep or anything like as detailed as the Cambridge,

carry it off without sounding sluggish or fat. It simply

ABOVE:

lapped up the AC/DC disc, romping from one highenergy hairy-testicled track to the next with true rock

while Roksan

Unusually,

and roll pedigree. The Creek ran close behind, again

offers standard,

with excellent pace and scale to the bass that will have
you duck-walking along with Angus Young like the best

unbalanced

of them. Its raw edge just let the top end of vocals and

outputs, there's

Roksan Kandy III

cymbal crashes spill over into sibilance and hash at
higher volumes which let its overall performance slip

achoice of

Despite its venerable years the Kandy still feels

down the rankings.

Si PDIF coaxial

the Kandy heaps on the low frequency fun in spades
and has the speed through the mid and top end to

one of the most solidly turned-out units here.
OK, the remote is an off-the-shelf special, the

The Cairn concluded the listening as it started, with

(RCA) analogue

unbalanced
and optical
digital outputs

fascia is dated and the case looks like it has been
hand made by someone who learnt the art of

mixed results. The harsh AC/DC disc threw it completely,
pushing the top end into splashy chaos within the first
few bars. At high volume it is borderline unlistenable

alongside
abalanced

metalwork in ashipyard. The yellow rear panel
lettering would have been retro in the 1980s

with this forward-sounding CD although, aweek on,
Ididn't find too many recordings that pushed the

(XLR) AES/EBU
connection

-but the Kandy just feels so right in use. The

Tornado overboard to quite such an extent. Conversely

controls are beautifully weighted, the display

the still bright Gogol track came across with heaps of
raw energy, ultra-fast bass and fantastic top- end bite

is as simple as they get; it always does what
you expect and the CD loading drawer is the

without the acerbic edge. The timing is as good as the

smoothest and most purposeful here by afair

Naim with this genre of music and it too gets into the

margin. Maybe they really don't build ' em like
they used to.

rhythm enough to make any listener boogie along.
Clearly, with any genre of music the Azur 840C's
high-fidelity performance is in aclass of its own. But
while my head would be saving up for the Cambridge
•1

ROKSAN

my heart would be pawning the silverware to buy the
musical Naim or even the energetic Cairn. The only
mystery that remains of this CD group test is quite how

•

Cambridge can sell the stupendous Azur 840C for just
£750. Oh, and where the Naim's CD puck went. ,
J)
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Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk
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FINE TWO CHANNEL AuLnu SYSTEMS

d Peak Consult Princess loudspeakers.
The Princess Floorstander is aslim design,
occupying only 21 x32cm on the floor.
Atwo way design with an extremely linear
response but with awide frequency
extension that you would normally expect
from larger speakers. The extensively
damped cabinets, each one weighing
42kg, come in 3solid wood finishes, ash,
rosewood or walnut, and are finished front
and back with real leather trim. When
partnered with ancillary equipment of
commensurate quality, it is arevelation to
experience such alarge, transparent sound
from asmall cabinet. From £ 6600.

FÓ Ï
às
any of our products please
visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

a Spectral 155 pre-amplifier looS power amp.
The latest version of these products brings some
of the technology associated with their reference
products into amore affordable price point.
Total cost £ 9600.
e Ayre K-5 pre-amplifier V-5 power amp.

b MIT Cables. We are delighted to represent
this long standing US cable manufacturer.

The classic Ayre sound in avery affordable

Extremely transparent, extended bandwidth,

package. Elegant, refined sound from adual

superb linearity and current delivery compared

mono, fully balanced design. Total cost

to many other cables. We also have aselection

£499 0.

of their MA (Maximum Articulation) grades

t System Audio The Ranger loudspeakers.

for nome evaluation trials.

The latest elegant, slim floorstander from

c Accuphase C-2000 pre- amplifier A3o power amp.

this Danish manufacturer. A large sound

30 watts of pure Class A power plus asuperb

stage from aspeaker that is not room

pre amp gives one of the most 3- dimensional

placement fussy. £ L749.

soundstages. Total cost £ 7500.

ACUSTICA APPLICATA
ESOTERIC
M IT CABLES

ACCUPHASE

FUTUREGLASS
MONO PULSE

GAMUT
NAGRA

AESTHETIX

AUDIO PHYSIC e AYRE ACOUSTICS

BENZ- MICRO e CARDAS e DAVINCI AUDIO LABS

GERMAN PHYSIKS " GRAND PRIX AUDIO " HARMONIC RESOLUTION SYSTEMS " LEBEN " L
YRA
NORDOST" NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE " OPERA

SILTECH e SME LIMITED " SPECTRAL AUDIO " STAX

SYSTEM AUDIO " THIEL

Located approximately 15 minutes drive

7Comet House

from either M4/Junction 12 or M3/1unction 6
with free and easy parking outside

Calleva Park

the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Aldermaston
Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA

PAGODE e PEAK CONSULT e QUADRASPIRE

TRANSFIGURATION " VELODYNE 1>W HEST AUDIO

Demonstrations by appointment
Mondays to Saturdays Lo:oo to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
AC/HFN/48

GROUP TEST

CD - 7 S-0Ç-'11C:‘%C.Œ,
CD PLAYER VERDICT
In resolution, detail and neutrality the
Cambridge Azur 840C wipes the floor with

but the Naim is addictively funky. You can't
fault the aesthetic design and its ability to

the rest of the bunch. The way it extracts

get into the groove with any genre wholly

past their sell- by dates but you have just
got to admire their focused approach. The

information from the disc and presents it
without bias or congestion is up there with

excuses its lack of ultimate top-end sparkle.
The Cairn is atrue wild card capable of

Creek will have you playing air-guitar to
everything, even if it's not the last word in

players costing two or three times its ticket

moments of utter epiphany or abject horror

price. It's an obvious choice for those with a pretty much depending on the material.

subtlety or detail. The Roksan has amore
mellifluous sound but equally cerebral

high- resolution disc collection.
Neither the Naim nor the Cairn gets

Certainly atry- before-you- buy sort of player
but it came up smelling of roses with most

approach to bass and timing. But top
honours remain with the fabulously built

close to its neutrality or spacious imaging

of my CD collection.

Cambridge Azur 840C. (b

CAIRN TORNADO

CAMBRIDGE AZUR 840C

CREEK CLASSIC

Both the Creek and Roksan sound alittle

NAIM CD5i
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CAIRN TORNADO

CAMBRIDGE AZUR 840C

CREEK CLASSIC

NAIM CD5i

ROKSAN KANDY MkIll

While not directly benefitting
from the proprietary technology
of Cairn's costlier players, the
Tornado remains distinctive.
Distortion is higher than
anticipated over the top
10-20dB of its dynamic
range [see graph, below]
but these dominant 2nd and
3rd harmonics are not only
'analogue' rather than digital'
in origin but are also remarkably
consistent at - 0.01% right
across the audioband - no bad
thing. The A-wtd S/N ratio is
perfectly adequate for 16- bit
CD at 104dB but local noise
increases around high frequency
signals, masking any jitter
sidebands. Once again, this may
be no bad thing from alistening
standpoint. PM

This high-value. feature
and engineering- packed
player delivers atechnical
performance to match.
Output is ahigh 4.4V from
the balanced XLR terminals,
supportng awide 112.5dB
A-wtd S/N ratio and fabulously
low 0.0004% distortion through
bass and midrange, only
increasing to 0.0007% at the
high frequency extremes. Jitter
is at the limit of measurement
with 16- bit CD data ( - 120psec)
while the digital filter used
within Analog Devices' DAC
delivers both amassive > 128dB
rejection of stopband images
together with astate-of-the-art
suppression of ultrasonic noise.
Frankly, the Azur 840C should
sell at twice the price! PM

Take the key components of
Creek's CD50mk2 and arrange
them inside its ' Classic' case
and you have the measure of
this latest CD player. The choice
of Crystal's tried-and-tested
CS4396 DAC ensures agood
112dB rejection of digital
images and very low 125psec
jitter coupled with an impressive
±0.3dB resolution over afull
100dB dynamic range. Creek's
dual op- amp output buffering
and filtering is aslightly less
sophisticated version of that
in the Destiny CD player [ HFN,
April ' 06]. so while its stereo
separation is weaker, distortion

While this player bears all the
hallmarks of earlier Naim CD
players, including he minimalist
display and embedded Philips
CD transport, its performance is
now at least partially influenced
by achange of DAC supplier.
While Arcam and others have
used Wolfson DACs for many
years, this is Naim's first effort,
reflected in the low 120psec
jitter and consistent - 0.002%
distortion over the top 20dB
of its dynamic range [see
graph, below]. The clock error
is still higher than average at
+210ppm but this has nothing

remains fabulously low at
0.0003-0.0004% right across
the audioband at its peak 2.1V
output level. PM

to do with the DAC, unlike the
weaker - 40dB rejection of
digital images which comes
courtesy of Wolfson's inbuilt
oversampling filter. PM

This latest iteration of the
Kandy CD player benefits
from the enhanced analogue
performance of aCaspian DAC
board, itself equipped with
the tried-and-tested PCM1730
converter from Burr- Brown.
The slightly irregular distortion
versus digital level profile [ blue
trace, graph below] is entirely
indicative of this DAC! The wide
107.5dB A-wtd SIN ratio is more
than sufficient for 16- bit CD
and the 120psec jitter is as low
as measurements will permit.
Distortion is slightly different
on left and right channels
(0.001% vs. 0.00055%, left vs.
right) at the peak 2.05V output,
but settles at lower outputs.
The response is flat to within
-0.2dE3/20kHz. PM

Graph below: Distortion vs Digital
Signal Level (black trace = lkHz: blue
trace = 20kHz)

Graph below: Distortion vs Digital
Signal Level (black trace = I
kHz: blue
trace = 20kHz)

Graph below: Distortion vs Digital
Signal Level (black trace = IkHz: blue
trace = 20kHz)

Graph below: Distortion vs Digital
Signal Level (black trace = lkHz: blue
trace = 20kHz)
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4.37Vrms (balanced outputs)

2.1Vrms

2.04Vrms

2.05Vrms

A-vitd 8/ NRatio

104.2d8

112.5dB

107.8d8

100.0d8

107.5dB

Distortion lIcHz (OdBFs1-30dBFs)

0.011% / 0.0045%

0.0004% / 0.0038%

0.0003%10.004%

0.0016%10.005%

0.0006% / 0.004%

Distortion 20kHz (OdBfs)

0.011%

0.0007%

0.0004%

0.003%

0.003%

Digital Jitter

120psec

120psec

125psec

121psei -

120psec

Resolution @ -100dBFs

±0.6dB

±0.4d13

±0.3dB

±0.4dB

±0.5dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20141z)

>96dB

>101dB

>62dB

>65dB

>84dB
..
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PROJECTOR TEST

Image Building
MARANTZ VP- 1551

(£5500)

Full HD without the frills— back-to-Dasics "i
080p engineering from Marantz

46
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Tested by Paul Miller

U

nveiled at IFA 2007 and reported in our Show
Blog (
HFN, Yearbook ' 07), the £ 5500 VP- 1551

is not Marantz's first 1080p DLP projector.

That honour went to the costlier and
HiFi News Award-winning VP- 11S1 closely followed by
the reference VP- 1152, equipped with the exclusive
DarkChip4 version of TI's 1080p DLP chip.
The VP- 1551 borrows heavily from the VP- 11S1. It
employs the same DarkChip3 1920x1080p DLP chip,
10- bit Gennum VXP video processor, custom Minolta
lens assembly and casework but uses astandard 200W
UHP lamp assembly. At half the price of the VP- 1151 and
agood few £ kshy of its 720p forebears, the seminal
VP- 125 series, this full HD single-chipper is starting to
look like aringer...

GET SET AND FOCUS

any enthusiast's fine-tuning will be the recovery of the

ABOVE:

Full remote control over the hugely comprehensive

projector's red level, versus the strong blue and green.
Potentially this is its Achilles heel for while the Theatre

Analogue

set-up menu is offered, but there's no motorised lens
adjustment. The test pattern mode is invaluable but
manual zoom and focus remains atwo- man effort, one
at the screen and the other at the lens. The manual lens
shift offers apowerful + 165% adjustment above the
main axis and - 85% below, so there should be no need
to resort to its digital keystone correction.
Furthermore, despite the revised light path of the
VP- 15S1 and its powerful fan cooling, the chassis still
gets sufficiently warm in use to cause its focus to drift
over atwo hour stint. My advice? Don't attempt a

modes all offer awarm 5500K colour temperature

sources are
supported with
dual component,
S-video and

through the mid greys, the white point is still above
the black body curve, emphasising greens rather than
reds. The Standard modes offer aslightly cooler, edgierlooking picture at 6300K but green rather than red or
blue is in the ascendent. The Dynamic picture modes

composite
inputs alongside
two HDMI 1.3

are far punchier with ahigh 8700K colour temperature
that emphasises blues, bringing achilly demeanour to

ports for the
latest DVD, set-

the gentlest of modern rom corns. For best performance

top boxes and

turn to our Recommended Settings, overleaf.

Blu-ray players

set- and-forget focus unless the projector's been on
at least 30 minutes. Both heat and fan noise are
significantly reduced with the lamp dimmed from

ià PEDAL TO THE METAL

Normal ( 200W) to Economy mode ( 170W) but then so

calibre of the VP- 15S1 takes mere moments to

is its capacity to reveal the brightest whites. And the VP15S1 is no light cannon to begin with.

appreciate from its slick handling of fast- paced action,

Marantz offers nine preset memories encompassing
various picture aspect, RGB bias and gain, gamma, black
level and iris settings but the principal objective of

Used with Pioneer's BDP-LX70A Blu-ray player, the

its punchy but natural- looking contrast and fabulously
broad palette of colours. Even with its iris fully open, the
VP- 15S1 paints velvety blacks that bring areal sense of
depth to animated sequences from the likes of Disney's

'3...10 to Yuma has afaint, sepia cast and
purposeful grain which are exposed to
powerful effect by the VP- 15S1'
Cars. The inaugral race chapter has an impressive
breadth that you simply don't experience with aflat
pane: TV as the banks of vehicles in the ' crowd' stretch
away into the distance, glinting in the reflected glare of
the spotlights.
GENNUM VIDEO EXCELLENCE PROCESSING
In common with its benchmark VP- 1151 and ' 1152

This fine and extensive detailing demands abig

AUDIO

FILE

Single-chip,
1080p projector
with six-segment
colour wheel.
Contrast rated at
>12000:1

projectors, Marantz has equipped the VP- 1551
with aGennum GF9351 VXP (Visual Excellence

screen that only aprojector can deliver. It wraps you up
in the movie experience and leaves you with asuprising
empathy for its anthropomorphised characters. The

Processing) engine. This video DSP comprises
four key technologies: TruMotionHD, a 1080i-to-

polished paintwork also plays into the hands of this
projector's wide colour gamut, as bold blues and greens

Price: £ 5500

padaptive de-interlacer for legacy ( interlaced)
sources; FineEdge processing, adynamic

punch their way out of the screen.

Made by:
Marantz Japan

video interpolater to eliminate jaggy artifacts;
FidelityEngine, an image/detail enhancement and
noise reduction scheme; and RealityExpansion, a

OVER THE RAINBOW

10- bit colour image processing compatible with
DeepColor-enabled HDMI 1.3 sources. 1080p
sources, including Blu-ray, are maintained natively
right through to the DLP chip.

Furthermore, just because aprojector is using a 1080p

Supplied by:
Marantz UK

DLP chip does not mean that aliasing introduced by the
colourwheel is necessarily invisible. Its predecessors,

Telephone:
01753 680868

the VP- 11S1 and VP- 12S4, typically betrayed rather less
rainbow flicker than their immediate competition, and
the VP- 15S1 maintains this fine tradition. The night time
scenes from 3:10 to Yuma, illuminated by firelight

MAY 2008

Web:
www.marantz.
COT
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Hi-fi news

LAB

MARANTZ

VP-15S1 PROJECTOR / £5500

Asinge 1920x1080
DarkCiip3 DMD ( Digital
Micronnirror Device) from
Texas nstruments

RESULTS

200WLI.-IP lamp
assembly with rated
life expectancy of some
2000 hours

Lens side
mechanical iris

'ell)

ABOVE: Manual zoom, focus and lens shift
controls on the body of the projector are
joined by comprehensive remote options

Newly developed
*Silent'Nheer 6segment

alèlk. •
ell%

alone, are atough test for any single- chipper but I'm
glad to report the VP- 1551 suffered little or no rainbow

"N\

Custom Kip nca Minolta
lens operates over a
2.2-11.8m projection
distance

'flashing' as flames danced against the black backdrop.
This movie has been transferred to adual- layer BD50
d;sc which benefits from high video data rates ( up to
50Mbps) — perfect for abig screen projector to strut
its stuff. There's afaint, sepia colour cast added to this
movie along with some purposeful grain to reinforce its
gritty subject matter, all of which is exposed to powerful

Lamp
side ins
mechanical

HI-FI NEWS RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
Mode

User 1

Picture Menu

Gamma

Standard

effect by the VP- 1551. Broad swathes of the movie are
shot in darkened locations, eitier indoors or at night,

Contrast

+2

Colour Temp

4

and here there's some loss of detail resolution in the

Lamp Mode

Normal

shadows, aflattening of very dark grey to black that's

Ids

3

oily really avoided by the best El 0k projectors like
SIM2's HT3000E.

Nothing around the £ 5k mark betters the VP- 1551's
performance. And no other BD demonstrates this quite
as beautifully as the BBC's Earth docu-movie which,
unlike Hollywood's output, is presented with as natural
acolour palette and as smooth adynamic range as
possible. The extreme longshots, obtained from a
rrilitary heli-cam, reveal flights of birds and migrating
beasts stretching out over vast distances, painted in
the sort of exquisite detail that no flat-screen TV could
hope to realise. With a 10ft screen as its canvas, the
VP- 1551 plunges you into the dusty savana, the polar
ice flows and across the oceans with breathtaking
realism. Indeed, the vertiginous aerial pass over Niagra
and Angel Falls proved just alittle too realistic for some
viewers with apoor head for heights!

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

PICTURE

For many years Marantz's

80%

VP- 1252 and VP- 1253 were the
reference in many a top-flight
home cinema, a performance

410111
.RES

exceeded today by the higher

75%

resolution Full HD VP- 1551 at
about half the price Such is
the pace of competition and
technology in this sector. If

BUILD

you want to discover what
beyond a massive TV to
Marantz's VP- 1551.
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' Fine Menu 1

RIG/13 Gain

+10/-510

RIGIB Bias

0101-2

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

FULL HD PLANET EARTH

Blu-ray can really do, look

colour-wheel replaces the
7-segment wheel used in
the costlier VP- 1151

[CO

44%
MAY 2008

85%

Unlike aplasma TV. DLP projectors consume
benefits from an enhanced 1080p resolution,
the same power regardless of irnage
extended contrast and awider colour gamut
brightness, in this case aflat rate of some (see CIE chart, below).
275W to accommodate the 200W UHP
In practice, the widest 2370:1 through.
lamp, cooling fan and digital electronics,
lens contrast is achieved by closing the iris
Fine-tuning this projector is very tricky and
down from 3. but maximum brightness also
centres on the need to boost its red gamut to falls by about 50% to 3.6fL ( Iris 2) and 3.3fL
that of the blue and green. For example, the (Iris 1). Unless you live in acoal cellar, Iris
'Colour Temp 1 setting requires the green
setting 3will prove optimum. PM
gain to be reduced by - 12 if highlights of
7018E+ are not to suffer weak reds and blues
while the white point sits too far off the black
body curve. Not only is there aloss in white
output nere but the extreme gain adjustment
also affects the lowlights.
'Colour Temp 4' allows the lowlights to
be tweaked into check by reducing the
blue bias slightly, but greens increase in
intensity while reds fade away at brighter
outputs. This can be balanced by reducing
the green while increasing the red gain,
,.i.
maintaining afractionally high 69001< colour
temperature, without bringing asalmon-pink
tint to lowlights, and yielding auseable 8f1
maximum brightness. This is almost identical
to the performance of the VP- 12S3 and 4,
incidentally, although the VP- 1551 clearly

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Colour Temperature (Calibrated)

6930K

Reflected brightness @ 5m (100IRE window)

7.9511

Reflected contrast (0-100IRE window)

1590:1

Direct contrast throughthe-lens @ 1m (Iris 2 / 3)

2371:111686:1

Gamma

2.0

Fan Noise (A-wtd, 20Hz-20IcHz @ 1m)

37dBA

HELICON

400 MK2

THE NEW DALI
HELICON 400 MK2
Hybrid tweeter module

2x6.5" driver

Bi wiring terminal 42-30,000 Hz
H1026 xW267 xD501 mm

32.0 kg

FEATURES
2.5-way floor-stander with
optional spikes included
New terminals
Matched real wood veneer
in high- gloss Rosewood or
Cherry finish
Available as 7.1 system

'While this speaker's alluring
good looks might make even
asuper model green with envy,
its sound is better still."
The Absolute Sound

•

IN

DAL' UK + 44 ( 0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

ADMIRATION

OF

MUSIC

DALI Deutschland + 49 ( 0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 9672 1155

www.dali.dk

A class cBBC mini monitor and
audiophile favourite is not only
revived but revitalised

Tested by Ken Kessler

W

ho could have anticipated this even a
year ago? One of the most beloved of all
loudspeakers, the legendary BBC LS3/5A,
was finished. Period. Stalwart fans of the

product - Doug Stirling, for example - issued limited
runs, but who could imagine that the speaker might

suddenly reappear as acommercial venture?
Well, it has... and it hasn't. A percentage of the
hard-core, fire- breathing purist audience will continue
to blather on about ' It ain't an LS3/5A if it isn't 15ohm/
doesn't say Chartwell/doesn't have BBC badges/doesn't
have KEF drivers/delete as applicable'. That wasn't going
to happen, because neither KEF nor Harbeth have any
intention of putting back into production the drivers
needed to make the speaker. While the 11 ohm, bi-wire
crossover could be replicated, and the cabinet and the
Tigon grille material sourced to complete the product,
the drivers were simply no longer available.
Many of you might think, 'Then it ain't no LS3/5A.'
But let's not be too hasty: if it looks/walks/sounds/smells
like aduck, then it is aduck. And this speaker is an
LS3/5A ( not aduck), unless you are so masochistically,
self-abnegatingly puristic that you can't allow alittle
flexibility to return this much- loved speaker to the fold.
Thank goodness for lateral thinking. Some years ago,

ABOVE: Goldplated links
may be removed

and anything else they could name, once he'd 'voiced'

from the IF/HF
binding posts
to facilitate

his to sound the same. He was pooh-poohed, but those

bi-wiring

acontroversial American designer challenged anyone to
hear the difference between his outrageous valve amp

Tigon grille material. Which Bell said was crucial: ' We
codd not believe wnat adifference real Tigon made
when compared to asubstitute. And agrille couldn't be
voiced like adriver.'
Whittle and Bell talked me through the project.
According to Andy, 'Assembly and construction... we
opted for the best. The cabinet and baffle are both birch
ply, none of that dead sounding MDF. They're made in

who thought about it admitted that he was on to
something. After all, isn't fine-tuning anew product the
act of 'voicing' it? A resistor here, awire change there?

the UK and the whole speaker is assembled here. This
should keep the traditionalists happy.'

MADE HERE TOO...

selected two, which they'd prefer not to be named.

Narrowing down the choice of possible drivers they
So, thought the revivalists, if the drivers no longer exist,
why not find substitutes and then voice them so they're
indistinguishable from the originals? Using the talents of
LS3/5A wizards Andy Whittle and John Bell, Rogers has
done just that. And they did it using European- sourced/
specified drivers, in UK- made cabinets. And assembled
right here in England.
In four years' total secrecy Whittle and Bell laboured
hard to recreate the crossover, source the finest
cabinets ( remember, they had access to the results
of the LS3/5A shoot-out we ran some years back, and
knew which specific LS3/5A to emulate) and find some
THOSE PESKY DRIVERS
Despite the decades- long success of the LS3 / 5A,
those able to return it to production harboured a
not- so- secret loathing for the wee monitor. Why?
Because no small two-way issued since - regardless
of deeper bass and higher SPLs - has earned the
same respect. To ' bring it
back from the dead' would,
in certain corporate minds,

let others do all the work if they too want to replicate

AUDIO

the LS3/5A. We used ahighly- regarded 19mm soft

Replica of the
classic two-way,
BBC monitor

ahuge investment from Rogers' parent company)
made the entire project feasible. Whittle described it
as an ' Easy brief: to make something that sounded as

FILE
Price: £ 1495
Made by:
Rogers
International Ltd
Supplied by:
Royal HiFi

Telephone:
01628 820134
email:
royalhifi@aol.
corn

dome tweeter with the usual Beeb phase correction/
protection plate. The woofer is EU sourced, too.'
According to Bell, the voicing ( and, it must be said,

We could not believe what a
difference real Tigon made
when compared to asubstitute'
close as possible to the original. In practice, it was abit
more difficult, despite anumber of attempts. Getting a
response curve to match the original LS3/5a's was quite
easy. but gettng the sound was not, so anumber of
drive unit combinations were tried until we hit on the
woofer that sounded closest to the original B110.'
Less problematic was the crossover, which Whittle

seem like an admission of
failure: it would seem to

states ' is more or less identical to the original - same
order slopes. The inductors have slightly different values
to allow for the differences in the drive units, and there

punters that they couldn't
better a30-year- old design

is an extra bit of resistance on the tweeter because the
new tweeter is more sensitive than the T27.'

with built-in flaws. But
that's the stuff of web

e

ON THE NAIL

forums. Rogers' Chinese

From here on, this is the easiest review I've ever had to

owners have way more

write: simply put, they nailed it: Imaging was absolutely

class. And self-respect.

identical: wide, deep and virtually emulating apoint
source. Bass had that same, funky bump, but Iswear <,-->
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LS3/5A LOUDSPEAKER / £ 1495

RESULTS

3d- order ban,2ncll order
tneble crossover netwcrk is
mounted behind the 19mm
soft-dome tweeter anc uses
cpred induct Drs th ,oughout

ABOVE: New drivers replace the old KEF Bi 10/T27
combination but are voiced to match the origina

they factored in atrace more control and extension.
Maximum SPLs? Measurements may dictate otherwise,
but, wholly subjectively, they seemed louder.
It was an uncanny experience, playing them
side- by-side. Far more revealing would be atest in

This traditional BBC- style
birch- ply cabinet provides
si.perior performance to
conventional alternatives

Replacement for the
original KEF B110 baRs-mid
driver main'ains the 1.53/5A
tradition of pea ked u.)
upper bass

like chipboard or MDF

front of apack of LS3/5A users who were not told
that they were hearing aspeaker without KEF drivers.
Would they be 'fooled', if that's the appropriate word?
Ihave no doubt: the same realistic voices, just as the
Beeb requires for on-site monitoring of spoken-word
programming. Detail and warmth without ashred of the
clinical. The only doubt in my mind? That Iwas hearing
them at their best.., because they were so new.

LOOSENING UP
Like the original, these

will grow sweeter and ' looser'

with age. Devotees such as Paul Whatton and Peter
Roberts genuinely believe afew years' usage helps. But
I'm confident of what Iheard, though the review sample
might have had only 100 hours on them. Keb' Mo's
voice had the same textures, presence, character of the
mid- 1970s Rogers 15ohm model, his Dobro the same
twang. Carolyn Hester? Crystal clarity. Aretha? All the
power she can muster. Johnny Winter's guitar? Biting,
fast, liquid when it needed to be.
Then there's the pricing. Alas, there was adecision to

10111TEMVITIMe=11
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You would expect aspeaker as compact
as the LS3/5A to have arelatively low
sensitivity and so it proves. Rogers specifies
this latest iteration of the model at 83dB
and we measured 82.5dB, which is within
experimental error. As the frequency
response error figures of ± 3.8dB and
±4.0dB show, the overall frequency
response is fairly flat but there is adistinct
shelving up of tweeter output above 45kHz. Pair matching of ± 1.7dB falls short of
the best, the largest disparities occurring
between lkHz and 5kHz.
Meanwhile, bass response is - 6dB down
by ahigh 67Hz and would tail off sooner
but for the diffraction-corrected near-field
response being peaked up by about 4dB
at 115Hz. Nominal impedance is specified
as 11ohms but we measured aminirnum
modulus of 4.4ohm at 20Hz suggesting
that a5.5 ohm nominal rating - half Roger's

figure- would be more appropriate. Peak
impedance phase angles are lower than
many speakers have displayed in our tests
so the 1_53/5A is not anotably difficult load
to drive, its minimum EPDR (equivalent
peak dissipation resistance) of 2.6ohm
occurring at 275Hz. But couple this with
the law sensitivity and an amplifier will
have to work hard to drive this speaker to
realistic levels.
The low sensitivity, small internal
volume and small-diaphragm bass-mid
driver aiso conspire to make foi poor
distortion performance at 100Hz. and the
tweeter demonstrated increasing distortion
as the 10kHz test signal was maintained,
beginning at 0.3% and settling at 0.8%.
The cumulative spectral decay waterfall
is clean, with little indication of cabinet
resonances from this compact and rigidly
constructed enclosure. KH

go pan-European, so the speakers cost more than you'd
find on eBay. But there is one small consolation: what
you'll be buying will be brand-spanking- new. But the
punch line to all of this? The very day Isubmitted this
review, Ilearned from John Bell that they had sought,
and have received, BBC-approval. Or, to put it
another way, quack-quack-quack. (!)
Frequency e,

HI-FI NEWS VERMT

ABOVE LEFT: An essentially flat response through upper bass and midrange
but treble looks peaky; ABOVE RIGHT: As expected, panel resonances are

Running these in adozen
permutations, against 11 and
5ohm models, single-and
bi-wired, with solid-state and
valve gear, playing both CD
and vinyl, there was an
inescapable conclusion: they
have not only succeeded in

very well controllec in this compact enclosure

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity (
SPL at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

82.5dB

Impedance modulus minjmax 20Hz-20kHz)

4.4ohm

made it go slightly louder

Impedance phase minjmax ( 20Hz-2CmHz)

and deeper. Ican say but one
a pair without hesitation.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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-29°Ce) 110Hz
44. @ 572 Hz

Pair matching 200 Hz- 20 kHz)

thing: I've placed an order for

20Hz

24.3ohm @ 989Hz

cloning the 153/5A, they've

52

Frequency D.r.

1 ± 1.7cIB

LF/HF extension (- 6dI3 ref 200Hz/10kHz)

67Hz

f 27.1kHz/26.4kHz

MD 100Hz ilkHz/10IcHz for 90dB SP1_ at 1m)

4.9% / 0.2% / 0.3%

Do you get confused trying to choose
your Hi Fi Cables ?
With every manufacturer telling you that their
product will sound the best how can you be sure
you're making the right decision ?
We hope that you'll find our approach
refreshingly different as we encourage you to
choose the cables that give you the best
performance and musical pleasure in your
own listening environment

Trfriir.mse

Bradford University we have been able to
conduct specialist research in the pursuit of
engineering perfection for The Missing Link
range of cables
*Our cables are an excersise in electrical
engineering excellence as good cable design
should be

bringing afresh insight into the recorded arts
At The Missing Link we offer atrue bespoke
service with individually built high performance
cables in any length - terminated to suit our
preference and with a
choice of colour finish
If you'd like more
information about our full
cable range designed and
produced in Great Britain
contact us today

*With the help of the Metallurgy Department of

The Missing Link

*Our materials and construction methods are
the finest available
*Our laboratory grade pure Silver & Copper
bullion has been analysed down to parts per
billion
*We have developed a unique heat treatment
process to create a pure conductor that allows
the minimum of disruption to the flow of the
electrons
With the scientific facts to help you make an
informed decision we hope you will feel
encouraged to make your own comparisons
because your satisfaction is our priority we offer
a no quibble full money back guarantee to give
you complete confidence

www.the-missing-link.net

QUALITY BRITISH Hi Fi CABLES AT SURPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE PRICES

01623 844478 or 07967 859333 — infoethe-missing-link.net

Is this the best improvement
you'll ever make to your system?

Be
* * * *

Mill

Best Buy
N101
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MAVROS CABLE STOCKISTS

Call these dealers for an obligation
free demonstration or home trial.
•Aberdeen:
Holburn Hi Fi, Tel: 01224 585713
Noteeholburnhifi.co.uk

Unless you try, you'll never know.

ATLAS Cables
atlascables.com

• Market Harborough:
Divine Audio,
Tel: 01858 432999
timedivineaudio.co.uk

• Kilmarnock:
Kevin Galloway Audio,
Tel: 01563 574185
Infofekevingallovvayaudio.co.uk

•Solihull: Music Matters
Tel: 0121 742 0254
salesOmusicmatters.co.uk

•Glasgow:
Glasgow Audio, Tel: 0141 332 4707
matt@glasgowaudio.com

• Banbury:
Overture, Tel: 01295 272158
sales@overture.co.uk

•Newcastle:
Lintone Audio,Tel: 0191 477 4167
info@lintone.co.uk

•Aylesbury:
Noteworthy Audio,
Tel: 01296 422224
info@noteworthyaudio.co.uk

•Wrexham: Acton Gate Audio,
Tel: 01978 355522
sales@acton-gate.com

•Guildford: Ri. Hi Fi,
Tel: 01483 504801
infoepjhifi.co.uk

•Sheffield: Moorgate Acoustics,
Tel: 0114 275 6048
salesemoorgate.demon.co.uk

•Ashford: Soundcraft Hi Fi,
Tel: 01233 624441
salesitsoundcrafthifi.com

The new Atlas Mavros with deletion free copper conductors,
copper plugs and entirely new microporous dielectrics
is probably the best cable in the World.

•Stratford: Music matters
Tel 01789 414533
Stratford@Musicmatters.co.uk

HEADPHONES TEST

Flying
high

1
1
21 1111-M
COMMENDED

AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH-W1000 (
E400)

Audio Technica's high- end
cans come with wings.
Keith Howard checks in...

T

here are various things
which make Audio

Technica's range of
full-size audiophile

headphones distinctive from
its competitors'. Most obvious,
because you can see it, is the
self-adjusting 3D Wing Support
device that replaces the usual
adjustable headband. Sprouting
from the top of each capsule, this
comprises ashort, spring- loaded
arm at the far end of which is a
pivoting pad that rests against the
side of the head, alittle above the
ear. These two pads carry the full
weight of the ' phones, lifting the
headband free of the scalp where it

'There is an "AT sound" that
distinguishes these from
Grados and Sennheisers'
4ki_11

C.

applies agentle clamping force to
press the circumaural earpads into
place against the head.

Circumaural
closed- back

Perhaps because I'm thinning
on top - yes, it's true - Ifind this
arrangement to be alot more

pads wouldn't seal properly
around their ears. Bear this in
mind if you buy headphones online
and ensure beforehand that you can
return them if they don't fit.

resembles what yo i_ hear from a
good pair of loudspeakers.

IN THE BALANCE

Take alook at AT's JK website
and you'll find no mention there yet

The other thing that makes Audio
Technica headphones different is

of the ATH-W1000. Comfortably the
most expensive of the company's

their tonal balance. There really is an
'AT sound' that diistingu shes them
from AKGs, Grados, Sennheisers,

audiophile headphone range at an

etc and you car see why in their
frequency responses. Whereas both

SRP of £ 400 (four times the price of
the AD700), it replaces the previous
ATH-W100. Externally it looks
broadly similar to the AD700 but

Grados I've measured, for instance,
have asharply lifted ou:put in the

for the capsules' red- brown wooden
covers which declare this to be a
closed- back design.

dynamic
headphone

comfortable than the conventional

presence band from about 1to

headband. As soon as Idon other

5kHz - which gifts them an upfront,

Price: £ 400

'phones Iam aware of the headband

overtly detailed sound - both the

wedded to neither open- back nor

Made by: Audio
Technica

pressing against the top of my head

ATH-AD700 and the ATH-W1000 on

closed- back configurations, its range

-and it's an often uncomfortable

comprising amixture of the two.

Distributed by:
Audio Technica

feeling I'd rather be without. But
never forget that heads come in
awide range of shapes and sizes.

review here are more reticent in this
region. This gives them asmoother,

Ltd ( UK)
Telephone:
0113 277 1441
Web: vvww.
audio- tech nica.
com
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After my glowing review of Audio
Technica's ATH-AD700 in last

Audio Technica, it seems, is

less etched, less ' hi-fi' quality.
As I've explained before in these
pages, which approach is ' right' is

WOOD WORKS

acontroversial issue, complicated
by the fact that we each experience

Having been less than enamoured
recently of Grado's use of wood in
the GS1000 [ see HFN, April ' 08], I

pair in response but couldn't achieve

headphones somewhat differently.
But to my ears the AT sound is clearly

must say that the W1000 makes an
altogether more stylish use of the

good results with them because the

more natural and more closely

material - although it is so superbly

October's headphone group test I
met someone who had bought a

www.hifinews.co.uk
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AUDIO TECHNICA

ATH-W1000 HEADPHONES /£4010

ABOVE: One of the wings with its foam-covered

pivoting

RESULTS

Faux leat -ter earDads
surroundthe ea and are
pressed cnly lightly against
the head by the headband,
making tle 'W1300
unusually cornfcctable to
wear for .ong periods

Each 53mm drive unit features
a 'titanium flange and
'permalloy magnetic circuit'.
AT's DADS (double air damping
system) is claimed to-extend
the bass response

pad that replaces the traditional headphone headband
finished that, like the wood trim in some luxury cars, you
might mistake it for plastic.
Of course the first thing Idid was compare the
W1 000s to the AD700s. What Iwas hoping to hear was
the spacious, creamy smooth sound of the AD700 but
with alittle more detail contributed by the W1 000's
notched- up presence band output.
What Igot was somewhat different. The W1000
does indeed add alittle more analysis so that voices
and violins, for instance, are a little more realistically
defined. But the AD700's stock in trade - aspatially
and dynamically big sound that is so unusual from
headphones - is not aW1000 forté.
Compared to most other headphones it would not
seem lacking here but squared up to its lesser sibling
it falls short. Indeed, on almost any classical music,
particularly over the course of extended listening, the
AD700 is more convincing as aresult.
OPEN HOUSE
Up against the range-topping Sennheiser HD650
and Grado GS1000, the W1000 offers aviable,
distinct alternative. More open by nature than the
somewhat thickened and enclosed- sounding HD650,

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
It's natural to compare the ATH-W1000 with
the cheaper ATH-AD700 open-back model
which won our headphone group test last
October. On the basis of sensitivity there is
little to choose between them: the W1000
generates 117dB SPL for 1Vrms input at
IkHz, the AD700 118dB. Of the two, the
W1000 has slightly the higher impedance
and alittle less impedance variation across
the audio frequency range, so its frequency
response will be less influenced by amplifier
output impedance.
Capsule matching. at ± 5.7c113, is
slightly superior in the W1000.although
still considerably larger than you would
expect from agood pair of loudspeakers.
As the response graphs show, the largest
variations occur above 6kHz and mayin
part be due to the use of different left and
right pinnae in the artificial ear. Because the
W1000 is aclosed- back design it provides

greater isolation of sound, beginning
around 500Hz, but an average 13.5dB is
still far from ear-defender attenuation. So
far as bass response is concerned there
is little in it in respect of the - 6dB ( ref.
200Hz) frequencies, the W1000 recording
the slightly higher figure of 38Hz, but
at higher bass frequencies the W1000
has significantly greater output than the
AD700. It also has greater output in the
presence band between 1and 5kHz, and
generally lower output thereafter.
Distortion at 100Hz is considerably lower
in the W1000, which may indicate that
more care has been taken over the motor
design. You'd expect large headphones
to have lower LF distortion than is typical
of speakers but that often isn't the case.
The free-field cumulative spectral decay
waterfall shows distinct high- Q diaphragm
resonances at 4.2, 10.1 and 16.5kHz. KH

it nevertheless lacks something of the Sennheiser's
precisely metered, and oddly compelling, delivery.
Against the GS1000 it sounds almost reticent as
the Grado declaims its hi res credentials at every
opportunity. But like atelevision with the brightness
turned up, the brash Grado rapidly becomes wearing
whereas the warmer, less insistent W1000 repays
longer acquaintance. ()

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
An online reviewer says of the

SOUND

85%

W1000, No veiling ( as in
Sennheiser) and nothing ' in your
face' ( as in Grado)', which is a

ABOVE LEFT: Averaged frequency responses for the left capsule ( blue trace)
and

,ight

capsule ( red trace); ABOVE RIGHT: The cumulative decay spectrum

exposes high- Q diaphragm resonances at 4.2kHz, 10.1 KHz and 16.5kHz

e.11011014Yela:1011

good one line description of
the AT headphone sound. The

Sens tivity, (SPL at IkHz for 1Vrrn.. input)

117dB

W1000 is a fine headphone

Impedance modulus min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

37.4ohm
@ 6.1kHz

Cap,ule matching ( 100Hz-10kHz)

±5.7dB

but, that said, not everything
I'd hoped for above and
beyond the AD700, to which
you should compare it before
buying. Perhaps what Ireally
want is an open- back version.

COMFORT

n
nini-D

900/0

OU
%
or

Isolation (3.d- octave smoothed 100Hz-21)kHz)

13.5dB

LF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

38Hz

TH0100Hz.J'kHz (for 90d8 SPL)

0.1%1 0.1%

Weiqht (inc cable and a25in connector)

418g

44.1ohm
@ 96Hz

<C.1%
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WORLD PREMIERE 511TIIR
Forget Oscars and BAFTAs, the award for Best Hi Fi
and Home Cinema Sale goes to Unilet.
No wonder everyone is screaming Blue Murder. Serious audio at seriously
low prices. Up-to-the-minute home cinema for down-to-earth money.

26111 APRIL 91IM
*

More severed body parts than Tarantino
More blood-letting than Rambo
More crazy deals than Gordon Gekko

Nothing beats the Unilet Blue Murder Sale.
For twenty years we've had people queuing all night to get their hands on
the biggest bargains of the year.
Top brands, rock- bottom prices, new, exdemo and blue- list specials; we're talking
real audio at unreal prices.
Take alook online at www.unilet.net or
give us aring for acopy of our Blue List
Catalogue. If you want to make akilling,
New Malden is the place.
It would be acrime to
miss it.

Unilet
UND+VISION

35 High Street,
New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY

020 8942 9567
www.unilet.net

Starring

Acoustic Energy • Arcam • Audiolab • B&W • Bryston • Chord • Chord Cable • Denon • Dynavector • Esoteric
Electrocompaniet • Heed • lsotek • KEF • Lehmann • Marantz • Marantz Premium • Meridian • Michell • Mission • Mordaunt

Short • Musical Fidelity • Onkyo • Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC • Primare • ProAc • Pro-ject • Quad • REL • Roksan
Rotel • SIM2 • SME • Sonos • Spendor • Stax • Tannoy • TEAC • Wilson Benesch • Wharfedale • Yamaha and full supporting cast.

CABLE TEST

Against
the

grain

hi-finews

HIGHLY
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ATLAS MAVROS (
interconnect £ 750/ 1m,

speaker cable L.-2290/5m terminated sets)

Andy Whitte hears the Mavros cable
combo and is converted to the cause

B

ased in Scotland. the
Icftily-named Atlas
cable company has
penty to c-ow about.

The company is headed- Jo by
John Carrick who ntrodirced
the Furukawa cable rance
to the UK in the early ' 90s,
including one of the fi -st
examples using 7N ( that's
99.99999%) pure copper
conductors.
Over 15 years ago, a
1m length of that potent

AUDIO

FILE

ar optimum low loss dielectric,
essential for hich performance
audio cables. After all the effort
in producing OCC cables please
note the copper is quite fragile, so

Bi wire speaker
cablie and
RCA RCA
interconnect

do take care not to unnecessarily

1

bend or stretch the cable This wi'l
work harden the cable, resulting in

Price: £ 250/m
interconnect
£750/nn speaker
cabe

generation of grain boundaries, thus
defeating the whole process!

Made and
supplied by: Atlas
Scotland Ltd

OHoar TO TROT
Deployed throughout my resident
system of Voyd Valdi, AucicNote Arm

Shadow from Tons of Sobs [
Island
31458 61492]. The bassline here

'Seldom have Iheard the bass player
take such control and work the song'

is clean,, deep aid played with
gusto yet se dom have I
F
heard the
bass

Dlayer

interconnect to combine speed

so tnis latest range of flagship

Exposure 2010 CD playe - Audio

wFth such composure resulted,

Mavros interconnect and

innovations Second Audi ,
:power
amps and Snell type C speakers,

time and again, in astellar musical
performance.

£250 per metre in 2008!

these cables proved arevelation.
After the recommended settling

PROFESSOR OHNO

in period of 72 hours usi -gthe
supplied burn- in CD, Iswapped the

Granted. its May -0s
interconnect and speaker
cables use amere 6N copper
(99.9999% pure) but are

Atlas speaker cable for my usual
brand to assess the performance
of the Mavros interconnect alone.

SOUND

85%

Naturally, Atlas recommends
the use of its Mavros
interconnects with the IMavros
speaker cable. With both: in
place the system took on
awhole new dimension,
offering greater space, depth,
dynamics and fluidity. These

PUILB

manufactured using : he OCC

Beethoven's Violin Concerto in D
major [ Decca 425, 935-2( was the

(Ohno Continuous Casting)

first disc into the drawer and, as

method. This is where the

Allegro Ma Non Troppo filled the

sound fast yet relaxed, detailed

extrusion is reheated to create

room, the timpan was correctly
positioned, enjoying agreat sense

yet refined, fluid yet ccmposed.

asingle continuous grain

org_uk

work the song. The ability of the

3, IQIII cartridge and M3 preamp,

almost reasonable at £ 750 and

Web: www.hifi.

take such control and

interconnect cos: about £ 900,

speaker cable from Atlas looks

Telephone:
01563 572666

85%

new Mavros calbles from Atlas
have the uncanny ability to

If they were awine they would be
aBr_inello di Montalcino. Enjoy! '

number of grain boundaries and

of depth and detail in the form of
ringing and decay. Strincs sounded

impurities are less desirable for
any number of typically highly

sweet yet crisp and dynamic and at
the same time forceful.

theoretical reasons.
The new Mavros cables also
utilise anew ' Micro Porous PTFE'

A clean, wholesome bass coupled
with an expansive soundstage added

Inductance (Intenconnect¡Speaker)

0.69pH I0.365pH

capacitance

95.7pF I99.9pF

to the ambience, immersing me

Resistance

38.17mohm 18.1 nohn

Leaicage

>Z0Mohm I>20Mohm

Dissipation factor

auszi 0.150

structure. Cables with ahigh

insulation, achieved by cooling
the copper during coating.
The PTFE insulation provides

in arichly detailed performance.
It was time to switch to some
rock courtesy of Free's Walk in my

NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
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SUPER SYSTEMS

Supel,
BUDGET
Systems

igh-end distributor
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Absolute Sounds provides amix of eclectic and stylish
high- end components some of which have already
tickled Ken Kessler's moustache. Richard Stevenson
discovers they work together like adream come true
DarTZeel NHB-18NS preamp (£ 15,900)
The Dartzeel 18NS is one of the most eccentric solid-state
preamplifiers ever made, combining DC battery power, an
ultra- simple signal path and apassive non- potentiometer
volume control. The whacky colour scheme ( also available
with blue or yellow case), three lamps that indicate mode by
their colour and the surreal control labelling say it all. The
package is complete with the most robust and simplistic
remote control yet to grace apreamp of any description.
Maverick hi-fi genius at its very best.

Wilson Audio Duette loudspeaker
(£11,000/pair, inc. stands)
The Duettes are one of the few high-end speakers
genuinely designed for use close to walls or on a
bookshelf. A range of supplied tweeter resistors
attach across terminals on the external crossover to
tailor response according to positioning. Additional
resistors and dedicated cables are supplied for those
preferring free-space standmount placement.
58
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Absolute Sounds has been
around since the 1970s,
bringing the UK some
of the best esoteric audio goodies
from around the world. Owner
Ricardo Franassovici is something of
a master- chef of hi-fi. His Absolute
Studio' project is famed for blending
the finest, freshest ingredients to
produce audio delights tailored
perfectly to individual customer

Mimetism 20.1
CD player (£3900)
No, this isn't an early prototype:
the Mimetism MA 20.1 really
doesn't have asingle legend, label
or logo on the fascia. Instead, the
controls are intuitive through
the turn and push knobs, and the
display shows key information
about playback. The player's depth
(some 550mm measuring knob
to IEC plug) might be an issue for
some installations.
linownem.

DarTZeel NHB-108B power amp
(£12,950)
The Swiss- made Dartzeel NHB-108B Model One
power amplifier combines exemplary build with
aesthetics that are madder than abox of frogs.
From the glowing ' eyes' on the fascia to the glass lid
revealing its ultra- lush interior engineering, build
quality is superb. Set-up involves choosing asuitable
speaker impedance on an internal switch.

tastes. Today's challenge is to

this is the first time we have

devise atwo-channel system
with compact standmount

brought them together for
review as aholistic system.

speakers to impress me - aman
for whom large-cabinet floor-

The Mimetism immediately
wins my affections with its
ultra-cool, button- less design

standing loudspeakers are right
up there with breathing, as one
of life's essentials. Ricardo's
answer is amost diverse mix
of European and US-designed
equipment that has no obvious
reason to work synergistically
together on any level.

from Finite Elemente is pictured
here] is ahigh quality ATAPI disc

to help place the separately
wrapped glass top- panel for the

mechanism, aTexas Instruments

NHB-108, designed to give you

upsampling device that
converts 44.1kHz to 192kHz

aclear view of the beautifully
finished internals.

casework in brushed matt
aluminium. There is not even a

and aWolfson Delta- Sigma DAC.
The output is balanced S/PDIF
digital and simultaneous RCA
single-ended and XLR balanced.

built around aphilosophy of
simplicity, purity and reliability,

brand name on the fascia and
the entire operation is accessed
from small turns and pushes of

The Mimetism is sleek,
sophisticated and at £ 3900
something of astatement in

the two knobs.
The basic remote is rather

sheer style.
Not fitting with the

and beautifully finished

The NHB-108 Model One is

with aminimum of transistors
and no in- circuit fuses or
protection relays to potentially
degrade sound. It is azero

THE INGREDIENTS

uninspiring, but chances are

perhaps accepted notion

negative feedback design with
open- loop input and output
stages, so care must be taken

The French-Swiss Mimetism CD

that potential purchasers will
invest in the optional MA ZAP

of contemporary style, the
DarTZeel pre- and power

connecting everything up
correctly before it is powered

model or aquality system

amplifier combo is utterly

up. It will accept single-

bonkers. For starters Ihave

gorgeous Duette's have, in

controller anyway.
Inside the enormous MA

ended RCA, balanced XLR or a
dedicated 50ohm ' Zeel' input

isolation, all favourably tickled
Ken Kessler's not insignificant
moustache in HiFi News - but

20.1 case, bound to hang over
the back of all but the largest of
equipment racks [ aPagoda rack

player, DarTZeel's wonderfully
eccentric pre- power
combination and Wilson's truly

never before opened an
amplifier box and been greeted

from the preamplifier.

with apair of glazier's suction
clamps. These are supplied

Much of the NHB-18NS
preamp's weight is down to a c_->

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London
SVV20 OTW
Telephone: 020
89713909
Web: wwvv.
absolutesounds.
com
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SUPER SYSTEMS

large battery pack from which the

of understated style. This compact

BELOW TOP:

they have never stirred my soul like

preamp is permanently powered to

speaker was designed specifically

This 1in soft -

offer aperfect DC power source.
These charge up when the preamp

for harsh sonic environments - such

dome tweeter

the drive of alarge system with
big- box floorstanding loudspeakers.

as close to wall placement, resting
on bookshelves, upright, side- on or
just plain stuck in acorner - and is

was developed
specifically for

Well, not until now.

the Duette

e
ARTICULATE COHEN
While this super-system may look

BELOW LEFT:

complex with its battery charger,

Wilson's external
crossover

external crossovers, choices of
tweeter resistors and linguistically
hilarious control labels, it is actually

is in standby mode so are always
ready for use. Even if dead-flat they
are used as abuffer for the external
power source/charger until charged.

LABELS AND ENGRAVINGS

supplied with arange of external
tweeter resistors and dedicated
speaker cables to tailor results.

Like fine instruments, the DarTZeel

Almost as asideline, the Duette
can also be used in free space

duo is awork of aesthetic art as
much as amusic- making device,

on the optional stands by using
the supplied 'free space' tweeter

with touches of flair and fastidious
attention to detail throughout. The

resistor. In anutshell, the Duette is
Wilson's answer to adomestically

electro-

pleasure of experiencing. With the

mechanical

Duettes back to the wall ( or tuned

overall cosmetic appeal is, well, a

acceptable loudspeaker that
requires not too much fine-tuning

feedback from

matter of taste, and the interesting

to free-space) the sound is arich
tapestry of detail, backed with a

labels - ' pleasure control' for

and will integrate into awide range

volume, ' power nose' for the main
on/off switch - certainly garnered
opinions. The gold-plated brass

of systems, positions and rooms.
With 64 cabinet/baffle colour

tuning is possible
using additional

plaque on the front will be engraved

combinations it should also be able
to complement your decor and keep

with the owner's name, which Ifind

the other half from throwing an

rather appealing. (Then again, Iam
shallower than apuddle.)

anti- hi-fi wobbler.

In complete contrast, the

Ihave heard afew very good
systems combining compact

obsidian black Wilson Duettes
on their matching gloss- black
external stands and with their black

two-way loudspeakers in my time.
These systems have had much merit,
often sounding airy, detailed and

external crossovers are paragons

delicate, but if Iam really honest

isolates the
circuits from
mechanical and

the drivers. Fine-

the most outstandingly flexible
all-round system Ihave ever had the

depth, quality and quantity of bass

tweeter resistors

that has no right to emerge from
such arelatively small box. While

BELOW RIGHT:

some experimenting with position,
angles and tilt of the speakers has

DarTZeel's fire
engine- red
remote may be
workmanlike,
but it certainly
won't get lost in
the dark

minor inflexion on the imaging,
the overall sound is remarkably
consistent. This is as close as you will
get to plug- and- play perfection in
high-end audio.
Laughing Leonard Cohen's Ten
New Songs is an acid test of low
frequency coherence and this
system simply laps up the challenge.

As Sharon
Robinson's voice
soars above and
counterpoints
Cohen's
gruffness, the
system simply
Pr comes alive. The
extension in her
upper reaches is
silky-smooth'

Its timbre across the often bulbous
bass beat and the bottom registers
of Cohen's voice has arich, tangible
texture and warmth that cuts
straight to the core of the music
-making last month's Marantz
Legendary/MS Performance 6
Super System sound lightweight
by comparison. From the quietest
of backgrounds, Isuspect due in
no small part to the battery drive
preamp, the disc's bass beat is every
bit as thickly layered and intense as
Cohen intended, creating ahuge,
moody atmosphere that spans the
length and breadth of the room.
In fact Iam so used to my own
speaker's overhang on ' Boogie
Street' that this system combination
has been an utter revelation in
low-frequency articulation. But
it is the system's near perfect
overall balance and sumptuous
communication abilities that really
take your breath away.
As Sharon Robinson's voice soars
above and counterpoints Cohen's
gruffness, it simply comes alive. The
extension in her upper reaches is
silky-smooth, with afinely crafted
edge that is so real and believable.
Each song seems to gain alevel of
detail across the range that Ihave
just not heard before, forcing you to
focus on not just the lyrics but their
meaning and intonation. Suddenly
what are essentially light pop C-
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THE BEST PRODUCTS ALWAYS STAND ALONE
AND WITH A LINE UP LIKE THIS, DO YOU REALLY
NEED TO LOOK ELSEWHERE?

Metropolis Music, UK Distributor
www.metropolis-music.co.uk ITeL + 44 ( 0)1435 867 438
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sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

01483 537 577

Run by professionals - for professionals

System
Harmony
/11
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Putting together asystem that brings true
musical harmony might sound easy, but it
is more than just putting together abunch
of award-winners!
It takes the experience of aknowledgeable
specialist, one who has hand-picked a
range of products that can stand alone as
well as work as acomplete system.
Guildford Audio is one such specialist
and we go to great lengths to ensure our
customers systems sound wonderful.
Call Trevor at Guildford Audio today to
find out more...

astintrew • audio analogue • audio research • copland • crystal cable • dream vision • Final • focal jmlab
gamut • grado • isophon • isotek • ¡ adis • koetsu • krell • lavardin • leema acoustics • martin logan • mimetism
music first audio • nordost • opera • pathos • prima luna • resolution audio • roksan • shanling • sme • sonus Faber
stands unique • stax • sterling broadcast • stratton furniture • sugden • sunfire • theta • transparent • unison research
velodyne • wadia • wilson audio • yter & many more...

SUPER SYSTEMS

fluidity of the DarTZeel and the fabulous

ongs emerge as Cohen's eloquent
tatement on everything from love and

of the recording. You can reach in and
critically listen to the soft plucked guitar

balance and power of the Duettes combine

)olitics to alcoholism and religion.

on the opening track and visualise the
session perfectly. Torrini's voice comes

to form astunning system. Worthy of three
Michelin Stars, this is atruly delicious dish

in to overlay the sound, with her upper
ranges sumptuously extended. The imaging
is utterly lush and expansive, the notes
detailed and the midrange asimple lesson
in why high-end hi-fi is alive and well in the

blended from the finest ingredients by
someone - to borrow aMaster Chef phrase

From the first CDs, Ibegan to savour
wery disc in anticipation of playing Susie
;uh's eponymous first album. Like achild
vaiting for the big Christmas present I
znew it would move me - and Iwas not
iisappointed. This emotionally charged
:D of lush female vocal and complex

UK. It is just so solid and tangible without
any of the cloudiness in the upper bass or

nodern instrumentation simply burst into
he room, crafting ahuge soundstage

lower treble that often afflicts systems with
such arobust midrange.
Moving up to more up-tempo rock
music and larger-scale orchestral works

vith Suh's voice immaculately portrayed
:entrestage. Her often strained tone
scraft full of depth, urgency and raw
)assion that seems to drill into your heart.
3y the superb last track, 'All IWant', grown
nen could easily be blubbing into empty
)lasses of Rioja...
1.ARD TO FAULT
rhis stunning ability to recreate natural
emale vocal instigated afull-scale
.
omp through this genre of my disc
:ollection, culminating in Emiliana Torrini's
'isherman's Woman. With this ultraàmple material the system gorgeously

finds this system simply stepping up a
gear. The cleanliness and fidelity of the

-that really understands flavours.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
An unusual mix of
components come

SOUND

together to form a

89%

truly balanced and
communicative
system with
flexibility to

DarTZeel duo cannot be faulted, and the

impress in any

scale and dynamic range of the Duettes has
to be heard to be believed. Its orchestral
swell at the end of Beethoven's Egmont

room, position

Overture could turn adie-hard rock fan
on to classical music and the speakers go
considerably louder, deeper and wider than
any standmounts Ihave heard. Iam frankly

expressive and

at aloss to criticise, well, anything!
Clearly the drive and rich sound of the

relatively subtle

FEATURES

60%

or environment.
Rich, detailed,
backed with
power that wholly
belies its size and

BUILD

ECO

59%

80 %

domestic impact.

Mimetism, the ultra-clean and transparent

?.nhances the separation of each facet

HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER

PRE/POWER AMPLIFIERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

1.
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(Decreasing) Digital Signal Level »

First reviewed by KK and tested by myself back in
HFN Jan ' 06, this exquisitely constructed CD player
remains as wonderfully eccentric as ever. The
balanced (XLR) outputs deliver afull 3.1V at just
- 0.0005% distortion and with asubstantial 110.8dB
A-wtd S/N ratio. Analogue distortion does increase
slightly to 0.004% at 20kHz but falls away closer
to 0.001% over the top 20dB of its dynamic range.
This is clearly illustrated by the blue inf ill on the
graph [above] which is very closely matched to its
performance through the midrange (black inf ill).
The uncommonly high - 1080ppm clock error
may fail to achieve alock with an outboard DAC
even though its low - 140psec jitter is amatch for
many astate-of-the-art player. Low-level resolution
is also unusually compressed below -80d6Fs - a
deliberate and cunning ploy to bury faint but highly
distorted musical detail, perhaps? PM

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIO
3.21Vrms
Maximum output level

10

100

Frequency »

Dynamic Power Output >,

In its own way, this darTZeel pre/power combination
is as unusual as the partnering Mimetism CD player.
No criticism is implied because, quite frankly, they
both perform precisely as specified. The NHB-18NS
preamp offers amodest 10dB gain and 84dB A-wtd
SIN ratio ( re. OdBV) but the residual noise improves
by afurther 15dB once the digital volume circuit
is disabled. Distortion is low at - 0.0065% through
midrange and high treble frequencies but surges to
- 3% in the subsonic bass.
The NHB-108 power amp easily bests its 100W
rating at 2x160W/8ohm but its moderate 0.3ohm
output impedance and reduced output into very
low impedance loads [see graph, above] suggests
that difficult speakers are best avoided. Distortion
is also moderate by solid-state standards at
0.15-0.20% but, importantly, this harmonic quality
is maintained right across the audio spectrum. PM

Power Output, 8I4ohm (<1% THD)

160W1205W

The Duettes were tested with the 5.3ohm tweeter
resistors fitted to their external crossovers, which
configures them for free-space use away from
walls. Wilson Audio's claimed 89dB sensitivity was
almost verified at 88.5dB - within experimental
error. Nominal impedance is specified at 4ohm
with a3ohm minimum, aconservative rating in this
mode for which we measured aminimum modulus
of 3.8ohm at 3.0kHz. The maximum impedance
phase angle is quite high but the Duettes are not
ademanding load to drive, with aminimum EPDR
(equivalent peak dissipation resistance) of 2.2ohm
at 2.3kHz. Frequency response errors are modest
and the pair matching fair, although the larger
disparities occur mostly above 7kHz. The cumulative
spectral decay waterfall [above] shows some lowlevel bass- mid driver breakup modes but suggests
good control of cabinet resonances. KH

Sensitivity (SPt at 1ln/2.83V)

88.5dB
3.8ohm
@ 3.0kHz
-47°
74Hz

21.1ohm
@ 20Hz
+30°
«0 58Hz

Aivtd SIN Ratio

110.8dB

Dynamic Power, 814I2Ilohm

200W/175W/100W/10W

Impedance modulus (min/max)

Distortion 11Filz. OdBFsI-30dBFs

0.0005%10.006%

Output Impedance (20Hz-201cHz)

a275-0.315ohm

Impedance phase (mm/max)

Distortion 20IcHz, OdBFs

0.004%

Freq. Response ( 20Hz-100IcHz)

+0.0dB to -0.23dB

Freq. resp. error (200Hz-20Id1z)

±3.5dB

Digital litter

145psec

Input Sensitivity (OdBV1/1100W)

135mV/1347mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hz)

46Hz

Resolution @ -100dB

33.5dB

A-wtd SIN ratio (OdBWI100W)

72.8d8/92.5dB

Treble extension (-6dB re. 10IcHz)

>40kHz

Stereo separation (2011z-20kHz)

>106dB

Distortion (10W, 20Hz-20IcHz)

0.14-0.20%

THD 100HzIlkHzIlOkHz pan mum

0.4%10.1%10.5%
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This month we meet areader bitten by the
hi-fi bug as ateenager and who has sought
to perfect his hi-fi system ever since. He tells
Steve Harris about his long journey from
amodest start towards audio perfection
—though he feels his current speakers have
perhaps yet to tell their full story
irst thing you notice about John's system is a
pair of magnificent Carrara marble columns,
but there is much more to this system than
extreme speaker stands. Like every other
component, the Sonus Faber Guarneris that top those
appropriately Italian capitals were chosen with alot
of care, and the foot-tapping final result is the fruit of
alifetime's enthusiasm and experience. It's asystem
that puts asmile on every listener's face. To see how
John arrived at this blissful state of affairs, let's start at
the very beginning.
'I was bitten by the hi-fi bug in my early teens, at
Imhof's shop in New Oxford Street,' says John. ' It was
those early Sansuis and Pioneers, with fascia art, that
first attracted me. But Iheard good sound in my dad's

u_

grotty little speakers with oval paper drivers, up on a
shelf to get them out of the way. They sounded pretty
good, though! Then Imoved house, and anumber of
things happened all at once. Ibought aTranscriptors
ABOVE: The

house, really. He had an old Connoisseur turntable,

Sonus Faber
loudspeakers

one of the heavy ones with idler drive, and aDecca
cartridge, and awhacking great speaker that was

are placed on
Carrara marble

mounted in the floor in the corner and vented into the

columns. SME
turntable,
Aesthetix Rhea

cellar. Mono of course. And he had the old Williamson
valve amplifier which was also down in the cellar.
'And then, Isuppose, people like you - editors

Hydraulic Reference turntable, which I've still got in its
original box. It's got the squirrel- hair brush sweep arm,
and the Transcriptors fluid arm. You couldn't have put
something like aKoetsu on it, it wouldn't work at all,
but with the lightweight Shure it was OK.'
REALLY HOOKED

phono stage,

of magazines - convinced him that it needed to be
updated. He went through the usual things, Leak

Conrad-

Stereo 30 and Leak tuner, moved from that to Quad

Butterworth filters and stuff like that, and Iread it and

Johnson
pre- and

and bought some Spendor BC1s. They are still there.

was suitably impressed. So Iwent out and bought a
Lecson AC1 and AP1 pre- and power amplifier.

'That was when Ireally got hooked. Bob Stuart, then
of Lecson, published an article in Wireless World about

power amps

'By then Iwas growing up, and Igot married very
young, at 19. Imoved into my first house, and got

are all on

my first mid fi - or lo fi! - system. Ihad one of those

Pagode Finite

Connoisseur BD1 kit turntables, aDecca arm and FFSS

in 1974, about the construction of anon- resonant
loudspeaker, also known as atransmission line. Well,

Elemente
stands

cartridge, Ihad aJapanese transistorised receiver
that must have been about 10 watts, and some

some people in the industry. Iwent up to Lecson. Mr
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'Dr Arthur Bailey of Radford published an article

Ibuilt them, and in the process of that, Igot to meet

3.3m

THE ROOM
While John's big
comfortable sofa
faces the TV (with
KEF surround
speakers!) across
his relatively
narrow room, the
hi-fi system is set

E

up on the room's

co

long axis. Favourite
listening positions
are either an
armchair close to
the back wall, or
the soft stool closer
to the speakers
-the latter giving a
more explicit stereo
presentation.

lf you put the transmission lines next to BC is
there was no contest. The problem was that the
BC1s were better in the midrange and the top'

ABOVE: Sonus
Faber Guarneri
Homage
speakers
take pride of

Singhania had just taken over and Stan Curtis was there.
Meanwhile, Gareth Jefferson, who was the first editor of

had commissioned Arthur Bailey to do some research.

place in John's

So Ibought Radford crossovers and drive units and built

system. They

HiFi For Pleasure, started amagazine called HiFi Dealer,
which only ran for about three editions before it folded

them into Bailey's cabinet design. And they were an

are augmented
by aVelodyne

and he went to Japan.
'I suggested to Gareth that Icould go and interview

eye-opener, because of the non- resonant quality of the
bass. At that time, everything else was ported reflex,

DD- 10

and boomed like buggery. If you put the transmission

subwoofer and
bi-wired to
Conrad-Johnson

manufacturers, and he thought this was agood idea.

lines next to BC1s, there was no context. The problem

So Iwas dispatched to see Arthur Radford. Iwent down
there and spent the day with him, and he took me out
to lunch. Iwas only akid of 20, and he was at the end of

was, of course, that the BC1s were better in the
midrange and the top, because the Radford drive units

his career. He loved tea, and he had all these different
teas. Iwrote the piece up, but the sub- editor completely
wrecked it! The way it was edited, it looked as if Radford
drank tea and did nothing else.
'That didn't stop me geting on with Arthur. He was
alovely man. He was very honest and very direct. He

weren't actually that good.
'Anyway, Ilived with those and the Lecsons for quite
along time. Ihad several house moves, but ended up in
amews in Camden. There, Iwas burgled and the Lecson
preamp was nicked.
'So first, Iwent to see Howard Popeck at Subjective

CT5/LP140
amplification
with silver
cables, which
John made
himself

Audio in Camden Town. He showed me aGyrodec with&
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RIGHT: The
turntable,

an Orion arm and an EMT van den Hul cartridge on
it, and aLinn Sondek with an Ittok and whatever the

phono stage,
CD player

effectively blind testing. He had Magneplanar MG3s

components
and amplifiers

Linn cartridge of the day was. And he did what was
with aConrad-Johnson tube preamplifier and Krell
KSA50 power amp.

are all on

'And it was fabulous, Ithought, it had dynamics

four- layer

that I'd never heard before. The Krell had asort of

Pagode Finite

ashove or agrunt that the British stuff just didn't
have. And Itook in the Beethoven Violin Concerto

Elemente
stands

with Itzhak Perlman [ EMI], which is still, maybe not
one of the great recordings, but definitely one of
the great performances.
'He put the Linn on and Isaid Ijust didn't like it,
so he put the Michell on. Itold him that was way

'I quickly
decided to go
the whole hog
and have aCT5
and apair of
LP 140s'
better and he said: " I've got some bad news for
you". Isaid why? And he said: " You've got good
ears, and it's going to cost you!". But Iactually
didn't buy anything from him. Iwas still not sure

BELOW:
analogue
replay is via
an SME Model
30/1I turntable
with Series V
tonearm and

richer, but the sound was too soft. It wasn't crisp
enough, it was like soggy lettuce leaves compared to
acrisp lettuce leaf. Then Tim de Paravicini modified it
for me and it was lovely.
'By then, Ihad bought ProAc EBS loudspeakers,
which lliked very much, because they had some real
wallop. Istill think that the ATC dome midrange,
which they had in them, is spectacularly good. It's
like an electrostatic with balls, for want of abetter
way of putting it. Like most loudspeakers of its time,
it was let down by its tweeter.
'Eventually, Idecided to build my own speakers
again, transmission lines with ScanSpeak units

what to do.'

in them. Ibuilt those around the same time as I

AN EARFUL

acquired the Pass Aleph Ppreamp and Aleph 0
monoblocks. They look like abox of wine but with fins

'Then Iwent to KJ and met Paul Tam and John

all round, and they sound very good, no question.'

Oliver — who were there then, this was before the
Listening Rooms — and bought EAR 519 amplifiers,
which were lovely in their day. Very powerful, loads

TURNING TO ZEN

of bottom end. In retrospect, Ithink, short on
transparency, but very good in other ways.
'To go with these, Ifirst of all bought a
secondhand Audio Research SP8, which, looking

Koetsu Blue

back, was abloody good preamp! But then Ibought
asecond-hand Audio Research SP10 Mk II, which

Onyx cartridge

was supposed to be better. It was warmer and

'Then Nelson Pass published the design for the Zen
single- ended amplifier. My friend Andy and Idecided
we would buy the parts and build aprototype pair.
We built them in abiscuit t,n, literally, and slung it
on the floor between the transmission lines, and
compared it to the Aleph O.
'And it was acase of David murdering Goliath.
Because the transmission lines were quite sensitive,
about 92dB/1W, so they don't need huge amplifiers
to drive them. The Zens were 10W, but they did
things the Aleph couldn't do.
'Up to that point, Ithought the Aleph 0 must
be one of the best amplifiers in world, because it
produced wonderful tone colour and warmth, along
with stupendous dynamics and bass control, which
the Zens can't do.
'But what the Zen did do was almost like peeling
back acouple of veils between you and the source.
Listening to The firni Hendrix Concerts for example, it
took you to the place in away the Alephs couldn't.
'Reading Pass's writings, tbecame apparent that
you could use two Zens in parallel, giving abetter
damping factor. You could also run Zens in balanced
mode, so you could end with four on each speaker.
'I remember ringing Nelson Pass and asking him
what it was like with four Zens per side. And he
said, in his best Californian drawl, " That'll sound real
good". He says it like it is! (3.
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Discover ways to
upgrade your LP source
economically over
time with Clearaudio
turntables.

Advonced insturnmson

Super
Vt_r\,
51

o
SERIES

5pLnnerS

is the turntable you fancy out of
reach? Would it help to upgrade in
stages without any loss?
Several Clearaudio turntables can
be upgraded for the DIFFERENCE
IN PRICE. Even damaged cartridges
can be part-exchanged.
Superb performance with economy.
There's adiscount for buying turntable/arm/cartridge packages and
even their PHONO STAGES can be
upgraded with abattery supply!
Clearaudio performance starts from
as little as £740 for the complete
Emotion package, the upgradeable
Champion and Solution from £880.

OBI

An example: to raise aChampion
(£880) to Champion Level I (£ 1490)
performance costs only £ 650, just
£40 more than the difference.

"They sound vivid and dynamic and
deliver a thumping bassline" - GB1
What HiFi? Sound & Vision
*****
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PERFORMANCE WITH ECONOMY.
Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

know we can do the same in your home.

BATH

Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is

01225 874728
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Ashford
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01233 624441
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01225316197
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0206 56718703
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the way and save money in the long run.

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

FBI

HiFi World

BENT STYLUS? Clearaudio will
even allow up to 55% discount on a
replacement MC cartridge.

J
UST

TB21

you to the sofa" - OB1

ACRYLIC IS AN IDEAL MATERIAL
for turntables because of its energy
"Iossy" qualities, the reason it's used
for every Clearaudio chassis.The
tonal character can be "fine-tuned"
between gentler or more dynamic
by introducing layers of wood and
aluminium as upgrades.

EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy music along

GB]

"Extension and articulation to pin

The NEW MAGNETIC BEARING, an
upgrade for nearly every turntable,
brings greater openness and quieter
backgrounds. Critically, unlike most
other similar bearings, the cartridge
is shielded from the magnetic field.

needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID

DBI

NEATTorEm. CABLES:

MAINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS:
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Precision engineering
A passion for the music

Ortofon Cartridges
at last you will
find all the music
in your vinyl

To find out more about the full range of

Wen

accuracy in sound

F

N

LI

hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and
where you can buy them visit:
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

You don't know what you're

missing

—until you try avan den Hul
cable in your hi-fi system
en Hul cables provi ' u.
your music that will deliver it
accurately and a completely
• • ssib
To find out more about the full range of
interconnects, a/v. HDMI and speaker cables
from van den Hul, and where you can buy
them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

F
EN LE
www.henteydesigns.co.uk

READERS' SYSTEMS

'So we did consider that. But the prospect of
having eight of them in the lounge, each chucking
out about 300W of heat dissipation, was scary. We
ran four - sometimes balanced, sometimes in parallel.
The difference was that in balanced mode they were
silent, whereas in parallel or with asingle Zen, if you
put your ear right up to the tweeter you could hear a
very faint background noise.'
Eventually John and Andy built atotal of 14 Zen
power amps, plus several Zen Bride preamplifiers to
match, all housed in beautifully-finished production-

mismatch, but Icould try his new MCT. Meanwhile,
Trevor at Guildford loaned me the Aesthetix and we
had ashoot-out. It was close, but in the end Ipicked

BELOW LEFT:
Stacked dCS
Elgar AT DIA

the Rhea, because it was the Rhea that got your
foot tapping. It was asubconscious thing almost!'
Richard Bews of LFD also provided the silver
interconnects, Black Widow for phono stage and
DAC to preamplifier, and Silver Scorpion turntable to

converter,
dCS Purcell

phono stage and pre- to power amps. It would have

transport

upsampling
D/D converter
and Theta Jade

been physically impossible to make the thick Black
Widow in the longer runs needed here.

standard casework designed and sourced by John.
John's Zen amplifiers now power apair of Jamo

SILVER WIRED

Concert 8 speakers in his study/office.
'The Zen circuit uses two capacitors, two resistors
and one MOSFET. It doesn't really get any simpler

The silver speaker cables are home brewed, made of

that that, unless you build another version of the
Zen called Son of Zen. This uses no capacitors and
is biased with heavy-duty wire-wound resistors with

threaded into Teflon insulation, and then twisted
into pairs. The total cost of the silver for two 5m
bi-wire runs was only around £ 200.

a250W dissipation. Because of this they are an
absolute monster to build.
'I asked Nelson Pass, were they better than the
Zen? And he just said " They are different". He didn't
say they were better or worse. Which was good
enough for me, in the sense that we said we'd stay
with the Zen. Which we did, for along time, until
Mr Serblin and his products came along and wrecked
everything - in the nicest possible way!'

CHANGE TO SONUS FABER
'First of all came the Guarneri, which replaced my big
speaker, because of its outstanding midrange and
top. And suitably partnered, like they are here with
the Velodyne DD- 10, it makes quite acceptable bass.
'But Ifelt somehow, something wasn't quite right,
although Icouldn't put my finger on it for ages.
Eventually Isaid to Andy, my fellow Zen protagonist,
"I think they want abig tube amp."
After pondering and listening to several amplifiers,

lmm 'fine silver' wire - that is, 99.9% pure - sourced
as jewellers' findings from Hatton Garden, hand-

'There's lots of
good kit about,
but it has to
be properly
matched. And
that's where
areally good
dealer will help'
'At the high end, it's not so much what's good
and bad, it's about what synergises. There's lots of

John homed in on Conrad-Johnson. ' Imanaged to

good kit about, but it has to be properly matched.
And that's where areally good dealer will help, by
going to some lengths to get it right. Trevor is very

borrow an LP70 from adealer, and quickly decided

good at that.'

to go the whole hog and have aCT5 and apair of

The final turntable upgrade was amove to the
SME Model 30/11. On the CD front, John moved into

BELOW:
original model

the high end league as one of the earliest customers
for the dCS Elgar more than ten years ago.

Sonus Faber
Guarneri

LP140s. Ifigured that apair would produce more of a
sense of scale. And they're absolutely gorgeous!
'The next step along the road was where Imet
Trevor of Guildford Audio. Basically, because of the
arrival of the Os, my old rack was too small so Igot a
pair of the Pagode Finite Elementes. My old rack was
as good, and better for vinyl, but then it was threeinch thick mahogany bolted to the wall. At the time
the turntable was aVoyd with Helius Cyalene arm and
Koetsu Blue Onyx, driving Richard Bews's LFD MC2
phono stage, which in my opinion beat the Audio
Research PH7, despite being 15 years old.
'But the MC2 wouldn't work with the CTS. Richard
told me that there was afundamental loading

'I started with CD back in the 1980s, like all of us.
Ilistened to several players, didn't like most of them.
Isettled on the Nakamichi OMS5, which Ithought
was by far the nicest sounding player at that time.
My wife still thinks so and says " Why did you sell it?"
By the mid ' 90s, he'd moved on to aCopland CD

Homage
loudspeakers
are bi-wired
with 1mm
silver cables in
Teflon sleeving

player ( now in the study), but then took the plunge
with adCS Elgar, later upgraded to AT status.
He has auditioned other high-end transports,
but nothing has displaced the Theta Jade.
Now, John feels there is nothing more he
can do to improve his system. It really gives
him what he wants and he's ahappy man.
'The Guarneris have been acomplete
voyage of discovery, because they are like
an open book,' he says. 'We have yet to find
their limits, in terms of where you can go with
them. I'm talking about detail, tone colour,
expression. The tone colour is fabulous. And to
anyone who says otherwise, I'd just say " Well,
you need to clean your ears!" (I)
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PS
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àene.rator
precision components require

the highest quality fuel to optimise performance er
Similarly, your high- end audio/visual system will only perform to
its true potential with pure. consistent re- generated mains power.

Did you know,
the mains supply to your home is already compromised?
It's polluted with various types of noise and grunge.
Add this to afluctuating input voltage of between 220V — 255V.
None of which you have any control over, and you may begin to
understand why your high quality system sounds better or
worse at different times of the day or night.

PS Audio's award winning
Power Plant Premier

ÎqO
400

iq4
t
o
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delivers pure re- generated AC mains power. stabilised and
provided at aconstant voltage that will optimise the individual
performance of eachof your Audio/Visual system
components and deliver asound you have not yet
experienced.

The Power Plant Premier is the only product that
provides true regenerated AC mains, unsurpassed mains
conditioning that can reduce harmonic distortion by a
factor of 10 and it's the only product that will protect
your system against both surge and spikes.

To gain complete transparency over your mains
power and arrange ademonstration to hear how
good your system really sounds please
contact one of our approved

4ill

au%
Mel

PS Audio dealers.

et'
Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio System
0208 480 3333
infoesignaturesystems.co.uk
www.signaturesystems.co.ul
eel
Dealer enquiries welcome
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"The best tonearm
d "
I've hear

HI Fl WORLD

(4*Ver# 2005 world awards
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of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted
component of 2004 award
"A

new benchmark for musical communication
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Upgrades
&
motors
& power

replaces
supplies

for ALL belt drive

turntables
Oè

"The single most important upgrade you can ever
make to any record deck concerns the motor drive...nothing
can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In aword, gobsmacicing."

STEREO TIMES

COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous.

LISTENER MAGAZINE

The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live can
bring avast improvement to it's performance"

HI Fl NEWS

Universal turntable motor kit
Multi award winning Origin Live arms have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - they better
the best by asignificant margin. Whatever your current arm,
you can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not
arrange for ademonstration now.

LIVE

Demonstrably better

MODELS
Enterprise
Conqueror
Illustrious
Encounter
Silver
OL I

The Cinderella of Hi Fi - overlooked and dismissed but capable of bringing
about greater transformation than a £2000 cartridge. No one would blame you
for being sceptical of an easy to It, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially
one that improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4times as
much or your money back. Our latest generation of DC motor kits offer massive improvements to all versions of Linn Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck,
Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop in replacement high grade DC
motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not order now? - see web site
or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £ 570
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

www.originlive.com

Audio Destination
Tiverton. Devon
01884 243 584
Brighton Hi-fi
Flimwell, East Sussex
01580 878 101

SO

Divine Audio
Market Harborough. Leicestershire
01858 432999

dprod
Moon Electronics by Sim Audio, manufacturers of high
end audio since 1980

Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington. Cheshire
01925 828009

Multi award winning CD Players, Integrated Amplifiers,
Pre- amplifiers, Power Amplifiers available only from
specially selected dealers.

Loud & Clear
Bonnington Mill Edinburgh
0131 555 3963
Loud & Clear
Finnieston. Glasgow
0141 221 0221
Mike Manning Audio
Yeovil. Somerset
01935 479 361
Music Matters
Solihull, Birmingham
0121 742 0254
O'Brien Hi-fi
Wimbledon. London
0208 946 0331
Progressive Audio
Rainham Kent
01634 389004
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ABBEY ROAD CABLES-

Distributed in the UK by Redline T:0131 555 3922 E:info@red-line.co.uk
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www.red-line.co.uk

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Classical
MOZART

Album

Symphonies 38-41
Scottrch CO " Sir Chdf le, Mackerras: Iion (KO 308 (two SACDs)

OF THEmonth

Regarding Sir Charles's complete
1986-90 Prague CO/Telarc cycle, I
wrote that theory sometimes got in

String Quartets

the last four symphonies: No.39 in

Belcea Quartet; EMI 3 94400 2 (two discs)

particular. At 82 he's recorded them
once more ( same producer, James
Mallinson), still with quick minuets,

‘\,‘

\
11

BARTOK

the way of musical commonsense in

with full repeats after trio sections,
and that terse introduction to
the E- flat. Gone, thankfully, is
the harpsichord continuo, and
these Scottish performances
are generally more flexible and
expressive - eg, Sir Charles
now allows himself some
pronounced ritardandos in the
first Jupiter movement. CB

Sponsors, the Romanian Cultural
Institute, want us to view Bartók as a
Romanian, not Hungarian composer,
since his birthplace is now within its
borders. Hmm! The quartet's leader
is Romanian and the Belcea produces
an authentic cycle, missing none of
the colours in the ravishing pizzicato
movement in No.4, and as well attuned
to the sadness permeating No.6 as the
Bulgarian dance elements in No.5. The
Potton Hall acoustic, though, is ashade
too resonant for these works. CB

mg!
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STEPHEN HOUGH

BRAHMS

RICHARD STRAUSS

AMozart Album

Symphonies 1-4

[in Heldenleben; Metamorphosen

Hyperion CGAb 759

8P0; Hut be, tvon Karajan; DG 00440 073 4386 (two OVOS)

Dresden Staatskapelle/ Fab. Lursl; Sony 88697 08471 2

Hough plays two Mozart C- minor

The four Brahms symphonies - and
especially the two minor- key works

Quotations from Beethoven's Eroica
link these two pieces, coupled as part

Fantasias and the B-flat Sonata K333
with great sensitivity, and then brarCies

-were central to Karajan's repertoire,

of anew Sony Strauss cycle - with
the orchestra closely linked to that

quoting or in homage to the composer.

often presented as acycle on tour with
the BP() and recorded with them three

He's written his own Transformations of

times. These additional live concert

composer. Indeed, Metamorphosen
mourns the city's opera house

two ear ykeyboard pieces and one . ate

performances ( intercut with studio

destruction in 1945. The burnished

song, itself based on the Concerto K595.

closeups) are from 1973 - capturing

strings excel in this threnody and full

These he's styled after Poulenc, to pithy
and cha -ming effect. He ends with the

Karajan shortly before serious spinal
problems limited his physical intensity on

orchestra too in Ein Heidenieben, where

demanding Busoni completion of aLiszt
Fantasia on two themes from Marriage of

the rostrum. Powerful music- making but

ending - rarely heard nowadays. Stereo

unimaginatively filmed, too focused on

Figaro. Clean sound from St George's. CB

Karajan, who conducts eyes closed. CB

information is good but the dynamic
range sounds deliberately limited. CB
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Luisi opts for Strauss's preferred quiet
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The all-new

M-series

fromIZOKSÁN

High performance hi-fi separates
that will make your heart sing
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To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates
from Roksan, and where you can buy them
visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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www.henleydesigns.co.uk
ROKSAN

CENTRES

OF

EXCELLENCE

Midland HiFi Studio, Wolverhampton • Audio Merchants, Glasgow • Audio Republic Ltd., Headiney Leeds • HG Raplcin, Northampton • Hi Fi Sound, Darlington
Home Media, MaichtoneKronos Hi Fi, Dungannon • Merlin Music, Melrose • Music Unlimited, Leverton, Boston • Seyenoalcs Sound & Vision, Yeovil
Seyenoalcs Sound & Vision, Southgate • Seyenoalcs Sound & Vision, Holborn • Technosound Systems Ltd., Dunstable
Unilet Sound & Vision, New Malden • Videotech, Huddersfield • Zouch Audio, Asby-De-La-Zouch

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Jazz
Album
OFTHEmontn

ele

DAVID NEWMAN

Introducing David Newman
Warner Jazz Rhmo 8122799385

Halfway through the saxophonist's
epochal ten-year stint with ' The
Genius' came Ray Charles Presents
David Newman (
1959), source of this
collection's stunning opener. Titled

BLUE CHAMBER QUARTET

First Impressions

Stockfisch SFR 357.4046.2 (multichannel hybrid SACO)

for Newman's nickname ' Fathead',

Vibes, harp and bass give added

this rolling, mid-tempo blues has

flavours as pianist Julia Bartha deftly
whizzes through Prokofiev's 'Toccata',

agreat, gritty solo by Charles on
piano, and arich one from the
band's other hot reedman,
Hank Crawford. Tracks from

but the full quartet's sound world

Newman's later Atlantic albums

becomes enchanting in the set of Chick
Corea's ' Children's Songs' that follow.
SACD multichannel suits the group's

range unevenly from the syrupy,
string- backed ' Yesterday' ( 1968)
to the straight funk of ' Missy'

airy precision, though the placing of
instruments can become ambiguous.
There is some lack of grit as they work

(1973). But then there is always
the companion Introducing
disc. Both are treasures. SH

through ' Latin', ' Blues' and ' Boogie', the
lazzsuite by Richard Michael, but their
Piazzolla pieces are delightful too. SH
n
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HEINZ SAUER

The Journey

THE BLESSING

Shayari

Mack Avenue MAC 7036

ACT 9461-2

Cake CACO 78550

The saxophonist enters new territory

A retrospective for Sauer's 75th birthday,

That defiantly anonymous sleeve had

with this third Mack Avenue album,
with unhurried virtuosity, unhackneyed

this covers his four decades in the
forefront of German jazz. The earliest

to be stickered to tell you The Blessing

lyricism and abeautiful sound. It's a

tracks feature Sauer with the seminal

inside, you get the relentless propulsion

collaboration with the great pianist
Michael Cain, who sounds orchestrally

Albert Mangelsdorff Quintet in 1964 and

of bassist Jim Barr and drummer Clive

1970, while the newest are duets from
2005 and 2007 with wünderkind pianist,

Deamer with virtuosic grunge guitar by
Adrian Utley. You also get fabulous horn
sounds from Pete Judge (trumpet) and

RON BLAKE

florid when appropriate, yet always
arrestingly poised, and ( especially with
drummer Jack de Johnette) rhythmically
compelling. This is superbly realised
music from musicians of breathtaking
accomplishment, where complexity can
take you to acalm inner centre. SH
Bann

-

Michael Wollny. Sauer's collaboration
with pianist Bob Degen is represented
here in awell- argued ' Round Midnight'
from 1978 and ' Roses Are Black' from
1998. Sauer is also heard in the NDR
Bigband. A fascinating journey. SH
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Yes

includes members of Portishead. Once

Jake McMurchie ( saxophone), in music
that successfully runs wild over rock and
dance beats. If manic opener, ' Bleach
Cake' sounds too much like Madness,
listen again. This is agreat album. SH
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Music Rock
Album
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THE BLACK KEYS
Attack & Release

V2/CO-OP VVR 1050458

Akron duo Dan Auerbach ( vocals/
guitar) and Patrick Carney ( drums)
have been the Black Keys for ten years
and five acclaimed albums. This album
was chosen by The Observer as one
of the coming spring's 10 essential
albums, but for once the hype is
justified. Produced by Danger Mouse,
of Gorillaz fame, it's as good as rootsy
blues-folk gets. While most bluesbased artists focus on perfecting
the genre's traditional licks and
stylings ad nauseam, The Black Keys
infuse the music's vital spirit with
experimental flashes of synth,
banjo, ghostly choirs or anything
else required to restore it to
vibrant life. IB
•

Ill

•

Rana

THE KOOKS

WE ARE SCIENTISTS
Brain Thrust Mastery
OrgIn CDV 3048

As abig fan of this combo's 2005 debut
album, With Love And Squalor, Iwas
disappointed by Brain Thrust Mastery's
first two cuts, especially with the
contrived 'who-oh-oh' hook of ' Let's
See It'. Luckily, things picked up on the
powerful 'After Hours', developed a
groove on ' Lethal Enforcer', hit overdrive
on ' Impatience' and never looked back.
This is atriumph, asignificantly better
album than the first and, if they keep
improving at this rate, they deserve to
become frighteningly huge. 18
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Pegi Young

PEGI YOUNG

THE INDELICATES

Virgin CDV 3043

Warner Bros 9362499683

Weekender Records 0063

Following up atriple- platinum debut

Neil Young's missus has already been the

Ican barely describe the shiver of terror

album is never easy and The Kooks must

subject of an entire album's worth of her

that passed through me on learning

American Demo

have found it even harder knowing

hubby's songs (
Are You Passionate, 2002)

that bassist Max Rafferty was leaving.

and now, after 30 years in his shadow,

that this band compr ses two Londonbased poets who met at apoetry slam.

Reunited with producer Tony Hoffer
(Beck/Air/Fratellis), they've played safe,

it's her turn. She has adecent voice, a

Yet despite Julia Indelicate's plummily

bit lacking in character perhaps, but her

offering adozen more slabs of the
quirky, minimalist, sparkly guitar- driven

songs come from the heart. Backed by
Neil himself along with studio stalwarts

perfect enunciation, this is one cracking
debut. Their songs hit all kinds of
political and social targets from the

pop- rock that made them stars in the
first place. Devotees will love ' Gap',
'Always Where INeed To Be' and ' Shine
On' but anyone looking for signs of

including keyboardist Spooner Oldham,
steel guitarist Ben Keith and bassman
Rick Rosas, she makes apleasant enough

insidiousness of drug culture to the
delusions of romanticised fascism with

progress may be disappointed. IB

noise but neither Joni Mitchell nor Katie
Melua will be quaking in their shoes. IB

wit, panache and memorable tunes.
Sacred cows and final taboos beware.
The Indelicates will kick your butt. ./B
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MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Audiophile
Album ,. 1_
°FTHEmonin

BOB DYLAN

The Other Side Of The Mirror
Columbia Performance Series 88697144669 (WO

-

tese„, rEFoRmANct

Produced in association with BBC's
Arena, and subtitled ' Live at the
!, Newport Folk Festival 1963-1965', this
wonderful document takes hardcore
fans as well as newbies back to the
birth of alegend. Its contents?
A three-year ' vertical' of Dylan's
performances at folk music's
then- most important annual event,
allowing the viewer to see him
evolve from folkie troubadour to
political agitator to amplified
rock god. And, while not trying
to wind up Dylan worshippers,
for this alter kocker, nothing
beats seeing the bulk of Paul
Butterfield's best line-up
backing Bob in ' 65. KK
Maw

THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE
Live At Monterey

Experience Hendrix 80009844-09 DVD (63m plus extras)

Hendrix's - literally - incendiary
performance at the 1967 Monterey Pop
Festival, the gig that established him
as amajor artist. In retrospect, he just
may be the greatest guitarist who ever
lived. Keep in mind that there were no
computers, no gadgets, no electronic
wizard -yas nowadays turns third- raters
into passable players. Hendrix's playing
bordered on the magical. If anything, you
need this to see and hear his take of ' Like
A Rolling Stone', perhaps the finest cover
of aDylan song we're likely to hear. KK
fri [ - 1RECORDING
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TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS

THE TRAVELING WILBURYS

SUZANNE VEGA

The Traveling Wilburys Collection

Beauty & Crime

Warner Bros SPV 98717 3DVDs rCD (355m approx)

Rhino RHI 1224316 3LP 180g vinyl

Classic/Blue Note 09463 6827018 200g Quien I! vinyl

If, like me, you adore Tom Petty and his

The greatest supergroup ever - are you
gonna challenge the line-up of aBeatle

If my math is accurate, this is only Vega's
eighth release in two decades. For the
faithful, the gaps in between are worth
suffering for the reward: she may still
irritate those who hate pretentious,

Runnin' Down ADream

guitar- driven, truly American rock, this
massive DVD set will blow you away. The
main biographical film was directed by
the legendary Peter Bogdanovich and
that appears here in atwo- disc, four-hour
cut! While some might argue that only

and Bob Dylan? - the Wilburys didn't just
combine the talents of true greats, they
excelled in every genre they employed:
balladry, folk-rock, early alt-country,

miserable, introspective, cod- Leonard

artists of Dylan/Sinatra/Presley/Beatles

the passing of Roy Orbison, they left

Cohen whining, but this ode to New
York is gorgeous. As worthy as anything

level warrant such attention, this set
stands up as awork of unparalleled

two albums and asmattering of tracks
unissued until last year's magnificent

treatment, it possesses both majesty and

even 1950s retro. Short-lived due to

of the full- on Bernie Grundman/Quiex II

scholastic achievement. It simply tells the

CD set. This superbly packaged triple- LP

whole story, thanks to rare material, a

box replaces the bonus DVD with a 12in

intimacy. Me? Isteer well clear of anyone
who name- checks Edith Wharton - to

concert DVD and amusic-only CD too. KK

single of tracks not in the CD set. KK

novels what Vega is to snappy pop. KK
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ADVERTISEMENT

Isn't it easy to buy anew system? You read
the magazine product reviews, you find out
ells the recommendations, five-star favourites or
best buys at the cheapest price, you order the system,
get afriend who knows his onions to install
it — and live happily ever after.

This is afairly well-trodden path but it leads to dissatisfaction, endless upgrades and alot of wasted
money. It's likely that the system will help you lose interest in music pretty rapidly. The problem is that
there are more myths about hi-fi than Aesop's Fables. CD gives you perfect sound. All CD players sound
the same. A £50 CD player plays high fidelity music. All magazine reviewers are experts. Big speakers are
always better than small ones. More watts per channel is everything. MP3 format gives you high quality.
A collection of ' Best Buy' components will be agreat system. And so on and so on...ALL MYTHS!

STAR QUALITIES
VALUE FOR
MONEY
*
SERVICE

What and Where to buy

*

*

FACILITIES

Our aim must be to buy ahi-fi system that will prove
musically satisfying, reliable and deliver true value for
money. If the system doesn't excite you musically
you've wasted your money. What is even worse is that
you may not even realise you've bought abad egg —
you'll just switch the TV on instead and your
desire to listen to music will gradually
diminish. Have you ever been in apub or club
where you realise it's very difficult to conduct
aconversation, even to the extent
of being really tiring? A poor
quality system continuously
distorts but Idon't mean it
necessarily reaches the point of
audibly breaking up. With atop
quality system you can play
music very loudly and still hold a
conversation because it's free of
distortion. A poor system is tiring
to listen to even when it's played
at low volume. If you want proof,
go into ashoe or clothes shop
where they play background
'music' and try to enjoy listening.
It's odds on you'll fail.

The system you think you want

* * * * *

may not be right for you. — So
where do you start? Here's an
important tip...don't start with

VERDICT
*

*

*

*

*

WHAT, start with WHERE.
There is only one way to give yourself the best chance
of getting it right first time, and that's through a
specialist hi-fi dealer. Now it's likely you have
preconceived ideas that may put you off visiting one.
Although you would welcome the advice and
guidance, you don't know the technical jargon. You
don't want to be talked down to. Your friend has said
they only sell expensive gear and they're not
interested if you don't have abig budget. They're
expensive. Again, just myths. Most specialist hi-fi
dealers are running their business because, above all,
they love music. They spend alarge portion of their
time listening to music and comparing systems to get
the best possible result. They know the component
combinations which don't gel together and,
conversely, they know the combinations which give
the best performance within agiven price range. But
they all also know the system must suit you.

Now there's agroup of long-established specialist dealers
who are totally committed to putting the customer first.
Their idea of ' selling' is to discuss your requirements,
offer their advice, give you the best options, then play
the systems for you and allow you to be the judge.

Oscar Wilde wrote "... too many people today know the

Listening to your choice of music in apeaceful, well
organised demonstration room, you may be surprised
and, almost certainly, relieved to discover how easy it is
to hear the differences between components and between
systems. You'll be able to make aclear and informed
decision about what to buy. It comes down to trusting
your own judgement rather than the opinion of areviewer
you've never met... and who won't refund your money if
you're not satisfied or be at the end of aphone to sort out
any problem you might encounter.

more than just agood price. After all, unless you've got
money to burn, you'll be living with your new system

The story doesn't end there. These shops won't abandon
you once you've put your hand in your pocket. They
won't leave you to set up the system you've selected as
best you can. They'll install it in your home, make sure it
sounds great, and make sure you're entirely happy with
the way it works. Why? Because ahigh proportion of
these dealers' custom comes through people who have
bought from them before, either directly or by
commendation. It's vital to them to get it right for you.

price of everything and the value of nothing." Specialist
retailers know that not all potential purchasers will seek
them out. They tend to attract the more discerning,
thoughtful customers. Let's face it, agood deal is about

for years. Most of these dealers offer much longer
equipment guarantees than provided by the
manufacturer, avery worthwhile benefit, but it also
makes it in the dealer's interest to ensure high build
quality and reliability. Maybe you could save afew
pounds by buying piecemeal but you'll lose out on the
overall package. As far as the dealers are concerned,
maybe they believe that taking care of their customers
properly is anicer way of doing business than just
handing over boxes.

Listed below are 20 OF THE BEST HI-FI SHOPS

QUALITY

IN THE COUNTRY. They have been selected
because they are known to do an excellent job in
guiding customers towards hi-fi that will give them
years of musical enjoyment and total satisfaction.

ASSURED
*****

,‘• Ask our Top 20 UK Hi Fi Dealers
LONDON
N1
GRAHAMS HI-FI
190a New North Road.
020 7226 5500
SW11
ORANGES Er LEMONS
61/63 Webbs Road,
Battersea.
020 7924 2043
SOUTH
Aldermaston, Berkshire
HIFICINEMA
Mars House, Calleva Park.
0118 982 0402
Ashford, Kent

Chelmsford
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
216 Moulsham Street.
01245 265245
Colchester
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
33 Sir Isaac's Walk.
01206 577682
Kingston-upon-Thames
INFIDELITY
9 High Street Hampton Wick.
020 8943 3530
Rayleigh, Essex

SOUNDCRAFT HI-FI
40 High Street.
01233 624441
Brighton

RAYLEIGH HI- Fl
44a High Street.
01268 779762
Southend-on-Sea
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
132/4 London Road.
01702 435255
Southampton

THE POWERPLANT
40 Church Road, Hove.
01273 775542

PHASE 3 HI-FI
37 Bedford Place.
023 8022 8434

Worthing
PHASE 3 HI- Fl
213-217 Tarring Road.
01903 245577
SOUTH WEST
Bath
AUDIENCE
14 Broad Street.
01225 333310
MIDLANDS
Banbury
OVERTURE
3Church Lane.
01295 272158
Birmingham
SOUND ACADEMY
152a High Street, Bloxwich.
01922 493499
Birmingham
MUSIC MATTERS
363 Hagley Road, Edgbaston.
0121 429 2811

Coventry
FRANK HARVEY
163 Spon Street.
024 7652 5200
Leicester
CYMBIOSIS
6 Hotel Street.
0116 262 3754
Nottingham
CASELE SOUND Er VISION
48/50 Maid Mahan Way.
0115 9584404
Stafford
ACOUSTICA
114 Wolverhampton Road.
01785 258216
NORTH
Cheadle
THE AUDIO WORKS
14 Stockport Road.
0161 428 7887
Chester
ACOUSTICA
17 Hoole Road.
01244 344227

Sheffield
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS
184 Fitzwilliam St.
0114 275 6048
York
SOUND ORGANISATION
2Gillygate. 01904 627108
Gateshead
LINTONE AUDIO
7-11 Park Lane, Gateshead.
0191 477 4167
SCOTLAND
Edinburgh
LOUD Er CLEAR
Bonnington Mill,
72 Newhaven Road.
0131 555 3963
Glasgow
LOUD Er CLEAR
520 St Vincent St, Finnieston.
0141 221 0221
N. IRELAND
Belfast LYRIC HI- Fl
429-431 Lisburn Rd.
028 90 381296

KEN KESSLER

o

History in the making
Thorens, Ferrograph, Lenco, Connoisseur, and the cassette recorders still used by the
police in interviews.., two new audio books offer more than just definitive histories of the
main manufacturers involved but extensive chapters on contemporary competitors while
illustrating this country's decline as amanufacturing force. Ken Kessler is full of praise

[Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

A

active. Indeed, they may be the
most truly enthusiastic element of the
audio community: the show, after all, is

collectors. The British
Vintage Wireless Society
was there en masse,
you could spot topranking dealers from as
far away as Japan, and
people walking around
with Quad t-shirts. Icite
this because maybe it
explains the on- going
appearance of singlemake histories.

language edition of his amazing book,
Swiss Precision. A profusely illustrated
paperback first issued in 2006. it covered
the golden years of Thorens. from the

bay when necessary, so the decline of the
company is not awhitewash. If anything
this book is more than adetailed study
of amanufacturer now slipping out of
our collective memory: it's acase history

1950s through the 1960s. Concentrating

that illustrates this country's decline as a
manufacturing base.

on the idler drive decks. Bung did not
allow any constraints to prevent him from

USED IN EVIDENCE

addressing peripheral matters.

sevinced by the recent audio fair
run by John Howes in Tonbridge,
anachrophiles remain fervently

virtually asemi-annual
shrine to historians and

Probably the biggest news of all is that
Joachim Bung has produced an English

For the English edition — now
hardbound — Bung has made the related
elements akey part of the book, thus
expanding its potential readership well
beyond that of Thorens devotees. Its
sub-title, ' The Story of the Thorens TD 124

'If no brave
soul chooses
to write their
histories, we
have chapters
on Lenco and
Connoisseur'

and Other Classic Turntables',
refers to chapters on its main
competitors, so if no brave
soul chooses to write their
histories, we know we have
chapters on Lenco, Garrard.
Connoisseur and other
contemporaries of the TD

Martini deserves kudos for managing to
tell the story of amanufacturer that has
been effectively defunct ( in audio, that is)
for aquarter of acentury: the name now
lives on in electronic signage displays. As
with all good one- make histories, you also
learn about the related manufacturers. In
this case, there is an intriguing chapter on
NEAL, whose cassette reco -ders are still
used by the police for interviews.
Having written acouple of these short
histories. Iknow the labour involved. So
don't begrudge Martini the £ 11.99 he's
asking. Go to www.ferrographworld.com/
book with credit card to hand. c!)

124. This expansion nearly
triples the size of the book!
Before conspiracy theorists
make abig deal out Of it, my
contribution is strictly one
chapter plus proof-reading

and advice. This is Bung's trumpet I'm
blowing, not mine, when Isay that it's one
of the finest hi-fi books I've ever seen. I
cannot recommend it more highly: this is
amust- have for anyone who still adores
vinyl. To order, please e-mail Joachim
directly: info@redaktionsbuero-bung.de.

KEEPING IT REEL
At Howes' fair Ialso learned of Built Like
A Battleship! A History of the Ferrograph
Company. This is Terry Martini's labour of
love, a221- page chronicle of what was
probably Great Britain's best- ever line of
tape recorders.
Terry is amember of the British
Vintage Wireless Society, an electronics
engineer who has specialised in early
communications, and his passion for this
once proud British institution is evident.
Fortunately, Martini is able to keep it at
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LEFT: The Engish edition of Swiss Precision

JON THOMPSON

Welcome to
our green n,
lasfic land
Has DLP had its chis?

With HD DVD consigned to the history books could
Texas Instrument's DLP chip be looking at asimilar future?
Thin is in and demand for rear- projection TVs, which utilise
the chip, is fading fast. Jon Thompson takes alook

[Jon Thompson

If_
l

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company The Worx
Digital. He brings you
the inside view on AV

he word on the street is that
it's over. By the time you read
this there should have been an
announcement by Toshiba that

it has abandoned the HD DVD format
and - shock horror! - is now to produce
Blu-ray players [ see Investigation, p94].

'Panted: ideas to make us
greener' was one company's
plea at arecent press event
while it handed out the
press- pack equivalent of a
gas- guzzling 4x4. Barry Fox
shakes his head in despair...

latest in aseries of top retailers to rally
behind Blu-ray technology as the Full HD

[Barry Fox

source of choice.

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

As my HD-DVD discs join my
collection of other also-ran formats, like
DiVX, atechnology that also appears to
be not long for this world is DLP from
Texas Instruments. 'Although TI never
reveals sales figures for its digital light
processor chips,' reports The Dallas
Morning News, '
public disclosures show
the size of the problem. DLP revenue fell
21% from the third quarter of 2006 to
the third quarter of 2007.'
The paper continues: ' The entire
decline stems from asingle limitation

Tl

wenty years ago Panasonic was
holding annual seminars for
European journalists, and showing
off the latest high-end hi-fi under

As Iwrite this. Japanese broadcaster NHK

of the 21-year- old invention: DLP is a
projection technology, requiring

the Technics brand name. We got good
demos by engineers who knew what they
were talking about.
Around ten years ago the seminars

is reporting that the company is to close

space between chips and screens,

changed format to cover Panasonic video

its factories in Aomori
Prefecture, northern
Japan, and is looking at
losses of hundreds of
millions of US dollars.
RETAILER WOES
On top of the decision by
Warner Bros to abandon
the HD DVD format back
in January, Toshiba was
dealt ablow when
Wal-Mart became the

'Home cinema
now offers an
experience as
good as, if not
better than,
that offered in
areal cinema'

so it won't work in the

and Technics hi-fi; and we still got good

wafer-thin TVs that most

demos and technical briefings.

Americans want.'

The Technics name has been written
out of corporate history - except for
DJ turntables - and like all companies

FLAT'S THE WAY
As aprojection format
DLP still seems the best
technology on the market,
but this market is nowhere
near as big as that for
flat- screen TVs. I
have seen many new
technologies, with the

big buzz at CES this year
being lasers. However, in both the

Panasonic has had to move with the times
to keep its factories rolling.
Drawing adiscreet veil over the
shambolic organisation at this year's
seminar in Valencia ( orders from Pana's
German HQ to cover everything in one day
were left to inexperienced Spanish juniors
to execute) and glossing over the painful
ignorance of some of the demonstrators,

home projection and cinema space

there were still more than enough
interesting products to justify anews

lasers seem impractical - aside from the

spread [see FutureTech, p16].

fact that their power consumption is
relatively huge. What's more, Ihave yet

IT'S WARM IN HERE...

to see asystem that rivals DLP when it

What personally concerned me was the

comes to front projection.

emphasis on eco greenery that smacked of
lip service to earn brownie points.

Nevertheless, you never know what
the future holds. After all the gloom
we should concentrate on the fact that
following ten years of development
home cinema now offers an experience
as good as - if not better than - that
offered in areal cinema.
If Iwere acinema operator Iwould
now be looking at how Ican make my
ABOVE: Texas Instruments' DLP chip - not
the choice for making wafer-thin TVs

social space aplace that people would
like to be in! (5

Despite much talk of aheavy
commitment to ' green' issues, the press
was given information on eight CDs, one
of which contained 60MB, another 20MB
and another 3MB! [ See picture, p82.] We
were also g,ven the same information on
athick pile of paper and colour brochures,
all in aplastic briefcase. Everything would
have fitted on asingle DVD, or flash
memory stick. &.
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KEITH HOWARD

A competition promised prizes for
delegates who wrote their ideas for

plasma

making Panasonic greener. Several entries

consumption

pointed out the obvious absurdity of the

(to around 500W
for medium size

press release policy.

power

But as the winning suggestions were
picked at random from ahat, rather than

screens) because of the

judged, and not read out, it seems unlikely
that Panasonic will learn much from the

smaller picture cells to be lit.

suggestions made.

depending on picture content, with

LEAD ROLE

white: the consumption of an LCD is

Old fashioned CRT screens contained large

less, but constant because the backlights
remain on all the time. So on average

much larger number of
The plasma wattage varies wildly

Some sharp
observations

Aspeaker that plays it simple
has Keith Howard musing
on new — and old — designs

[Keith HowardL

dark scenes needing far less than bright

quantities of lead to shield the viewer from
direct radiation by the X-rays which are

there may not be much difference.

created by the high energy electron beam
hitting the CRT phosphors. A 37in CRT had

BRIGHT IDEA

3.4kg of lead. Because plasma panels also
rely on high voltages to ionize gas, there
is still some radiation risk — albeit smaller.
According to Panasonic a
37in panel has 70gm of
lead. But Panasonic has
now reduced this to zero.
So what about that
radiation risk?
'We use another heavy
metal,' the demonstrator
hastily assured us.
But heavy metals are
often toxic, aren't they?
'Not this one, but we
can't say what it is.'
Sometimes corporate
secrecy can be
counter- productive.

Keith Howard is
Consultant Technical
Editor at HiFi News and
has been writing about
all things audio since
1978. He's part scientist,
part engineer

Panasonic has now demonstrated tricks
that can be played with both types of
screen to reduce consumption. The
overall brightness of

'The industry
is encouraging
us to move from
HD Ready to
Full HD, which
nearly doubles
plasma power
consumption'

the picture can be
varied depending

J

am not someone — in audio or
anywhere else — who views the past

through rose-tinted spectacles. If you

ask me, most golden ages are mirages
induced by blinker wearing and wishful

on the strength of
the room lighting: or

thiiking. Instances: Inever thought much

an LCD screen can
continually analyse the

of the LS3 / 5A even when it was young: I
have never (yet) heard ahorn loudspeaker

picture content and

that justifies the hype that surrounds the

automatically adjust

breed ( although the Voigt corner horn is
surprisingly good); I'm no particular fan

the backlight brightness
accordingly. Because
there are several
separate backlight strip
lamps, they can be

of valve amplifiers, although to be fair I'm
exposed to few of them these days: and I
only see problems in drying astylus by a
groove, not solutions.

controlled separately to

match the parts of the
picture they illuminate.

IMMUNE TO FASHION

power consumption of both plasma and
LCD screens. This matters because the
industry is encouraging us to move from

Now here's athought. Playing CDs
does not involve the need for aTV screen

diaspora's fondness for the past because,
as part of it, nothing is taken for granted,

to see menus. How long, Iwonder,
before we see ' cheaper to run' and

HD Ready to Full HD, which nearly doubles

'greener' labels on CD players? (!

everything is questioned. New technology
is not accepted on trust, it has to prove
itelf: and marketing BS remains that until

To end on amore positive note, useful
work is now being done on reducing the

Nevertheless Itreasure the audio

justified by results. Some cynics argue
that audiophiles are often led by the
nose, and sometimes that is true. But as a
group Ireckon we are unusually immune
to feckless fashion and porkies like Perfect
Sound Forever.
Implicit in this is an Occam's Razor
view of sound reproduction: that nothing
should be unnecessarily over- elaborated.
We can probably all agree on that
in principle, but you wouldn't find a
consensus when it comes to deciding
exactly what is zoo elaborate and what is
not. Take loudspeakers, for example. Is aG>

ABOVE: Panasonic's eight- CD press pack; it would have fitted onto asingle DVD
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ABOVE: The single-driver Aurousal Al Mk2

When it comes to Vinyl,
you need the best

Prodect
•

AUDIO

SYS

TEM

Makers of
award- winning
turntables

To find out more about the full range of turntables from
Pro-Ject, and where you can buy them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

Selected ex-dem and second hand equipment

visit our web site for full second hand listing

Boston Mirco 90x, 90c and VRS spkrs.£299.00

coustic

B&W DM603 S3 ( Calvados) Sprks..£299.00
Copland CTA 305 Pre amp..£1,350.00

Acoustic Arts
moved to aresidential
demonstration facility.
Now you can park,
relax and enjoy

Copland CTA 306 5Ch Power ampli 495.00
Densen B400+ CD player.£950.00
Harman Kardon AVR7300 AV reciever..£1,275.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 706s Spkrs..£180.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 714s Spkrs..£349.00
Focal JM Labs Profile 918 Spkrs..£1499.00

Independent audio consultants

your demostration.

KEF KHT9000 Centre spkr + Stand..£450.00
Krell KAV40011 Into ampli . 875.00
Krell KSL Pre amp..£595.00
Krell KRC Pre amp..P0A
Project Tubebox Valve phono stage..£225.00
Prima Luma Prologue 2Ingt valve..£898.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Spkrs..£3,250.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor Spkrs + stands..£1,750.00
Transparent Ultra Balanced 20' cable..£999.00
Transparent Super Bi Cable 10 Spkr c,able..£950.00
Theta David CD Transport..£999.00
Theta Voyager CD/DVD/LD Transport..£1,900.00
Theta Pro Prime 2Balanced DAC..£599.00
Theta TLC Jitter buster..£99.00

sonus
large selection of ex-demo stands available,
full listing on request

faber cremona m

wilson audio system 8

martin logan summit

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM
t.01582.485.316 mail©acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach clearaudio copland denon . densen focal .
1m-tabs . grado . harman kardon hutter kef . koetsu . krell
martin logan michell. ortofon qed quadraspire rotel sonus faber theta transparent audio velodyne wilson audio

From the 'Sublimely Cheap' to
the 'Ridiculously Expensive'
At V'audio we have always aimed for the best sound within a sensible budget, which is why
we are now recommending the AVI ADM9 active speaker system ( see www.avihifi.co.uk )
shown to the left. For a mere £ 1000 for standard finishes and £ 1100 for the ' piano' finishes,
they are remarkable value. Including a built in DAC, as well as the amplification, it only
needs a CD/ OVO player with optical output to create a complete system for under £ 1500 (or
add a computer to provide either optical or USB digital input, and to download music, which
is the way things seem to be going).
For those wanting more bass, there are LJR sub-woofer outputs to get that extra bass extension that no speaker of this size can produce ( AVI supply a matching sub in black for £750).
But we appreciate that this system won't quite produce the shear scale that some, including
myself, require from full scale orchestral music, and for that we handle the Nola range of
speakers from the States, details of which can be seen on www.nolaspeakers.com.
The unit shown on the right is the Nola Viper Reference II, and aren't cheap at £ 13K, but there are 3 in the range
starting from £4k. The other two are slightly smaller, with the Viper IA having no alnico magrets in the drivers, the
Viper IIA having an alnico mid- range driver, while the Ref. has all 4 drivers with alnico, and an oLtboard X-over (
though it can be supplied with an internal X-over if space is a problem).
The Nola speakers work wonderfully with the Electrocompaniet range of amplification, which again
is a brand we have been handling for 15 years, and still has a unique sound quality, and their EMC1-UP CD
player is one of the best sounding around. Valve amplification can also be used on these unique speakers. At the CES show in Las
Vegas, I'm sure the various Nola speakers are used in more rooms than any other make! Read the reviews on the Nola web- site, and
do phone for a demonstration to really hear what Ihave been talking about

HIFI Consultants
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lEJ
1"
,
,,,!max: 0117 968 6005 mail: icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk

four-way
speaker,
in which the
frequency range
is divided between
four drive units, an
over- elaboration? A
three-way even? Ihave

White man's burden

Atrue music lover, Barry Willis Senior collected thousands of
records during his lifetime, each played hundreds of times.
With his father's passing Barry Willis has begun collating the
collection, which sees him pondering the way music mirrors life

afondness for well realised
two-ways which to me have a
cohesion of sound that commonly

[Barry Willis
Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

eludes three-ways and up.
But why stop there? The trend
suggests that aspeaker with asingle
full- range driver might fare even better.
There are good technical arguments
against this, but then there are good
technical arguments to prefer athreeway over atwo-way.
INTEREST AUROUSED
Until recently my experience of
full- range drivers did not suggest that
the technical arguments were wrong.
Whatever their benefits, all the fullrange drivers I'd heard had faults that I
couldn't live with, intrusive coloration

rii

he recent demise of my elderly
father presented me with the
task of gathering and packing his
extensive music library. A lifelong

jazz fan, he started collecting records
when he was in his teens and kept at it
steadily until well into his eighties. The
core of his collection is the period of the

being acommon failing. But then
the Aurousal Al Mk2 turned up for

late 1920s to the early 1950s — mostly
Dixieland and Swing, with bits of blues and

measurement recently [ see HFN, April

other genres. Like most music lovers of

'08] and performed so well on test that I

all periods and genres, his interest in new

determined to give it alisten.
Am Iglad that Idid! Its sound is
extraordinary. It has, yes indeed, a

music faded as adult responsibilities grew.
He remained forever focused on the music
and performers of his youth.

cohesion of sound that outstrips any
two-way I've ever heard. There is an
effortless rightness to its music- making
that rooted me to the listening chair.
Telling musical detail is effortlessly
conveyed and even orchestral climaxes
are accommodated provided you don't

ANALOGUE TO THE CORE
The record library consists
of acouple of thousand

listened politely for a

78rpm singles — heavy,

couple of minutes to

brittle, and delicate
—acouple of hundred

push too hard.

LPs, and some 45s and

There are various possible
explanations for this, not all of which are

open reel tapes, many

single- driver issues. The adapted Jordan

sales, auctions, thrift

JX92S's use of aflared aluminium cone is
almost certainly significant, eliminating

stores and the like. Even
though he had adecent

as it does both the nasty breakup

audio system — Isaw to
that — the old man wasn't

behaviour of straight- sided metal cones
and the murky viscoelastic doings
of plastic cones and paper doping
materials. Elimination of crossover phase
distortion might be
afactor too, but

purchased used at estate

afanatic about sound and
got as much enjoyment

'In an amazing
demonstration of
human memory
he -Dullec. out the
exact one from
thousands of
look- alike .orown
paper sleeves'

from his many barely playable recordings
as he did from the few in mint condition.
An analogue guy to the core, he

Isuspect that
deletion of the

never made the transition to CD despite

crossover network

clear sonic superiority of remastered
Big Band classics on CD. Among his

itself is probably
most significant,
leaving as it does an
unelaborated path

one cut then slowly rose.
'That's pretty good,'
he said, ' but Ihave the
original.'
He tottered to his
stacks of discs and, in an
amazing demonstration
of human, memory
pulled out the exact one
he wanted from among
thousands of look- alike

brown paper sleeves.
He cued up the record on his Dual 1229

and notched up the volume. The tonearm
swung from side to side on the off-centre
pressing, and from the loudspeakers G)

my insistent demonstrations of the

treasured musty old shellac and vinyl
were stacks of compact discs and DVDs
still sealed in factory wrappers. The four

to the amplifier
—of which Occam

or five digital players Igave him over the
years are like new.

himself might well
have approved. ô

Iremember visiting him with my
portable CD player and headphones,

RIGHT: No traditional
crossover in here

and adisc of Swing Era music, The
Scott Hamilton Quintet in Concert, the
wonderful 1986 Tokyo recording. He

ABOVE AND TOP: The thousands of 78s and
LPs making up the Jerry Willis collection
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AUDIO WORKSHOP NORWICH

Look,

Workshop Notes 2: Vinyl Vision
When dividing up your budget
for an LP spinner, it's tempting
to start with the cartridge (well,
it is in the signal path), then the
arm & phono stage. Then buy a
turntable with what's left over!

Listen,
Experience...

Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions.
•Two Channel Audio

•Multi Room Installation

•Home Cinema

•Turntable Workshop

•

•

11."1111

ARCAM

Mel

tree

epos

So spending 80% or more on
the turntable alone might sound
perverse, but long term it will
define your achievable vinyl
sound quality as arm and
cartridge cannot do their best
on apoor platform; and it will
sound better right from the
start. Put your money into a
quality turntable now, then
when you upgrade you will
realise all of your investment,
not just part of it.
Oh, and good quality turntables
look so much better!

kudos,
clearauclio

Visit our showroom at:
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,
Reymerston, Norfolk. Nib 40D

SOUND'

--,—.

Components

31 PRINCE OF WALES ROAD. NORWICH. NR I1
BU
01603 618520. www.audioworkshopnorwich.co.uk

AND VISION

,
N

The
choice for
Speaker Building &
speaker upgrade /
refurbishment
projects

.......„..
Audio ',. gss

Websi

are on dem at Audio Workshop Norwich. Come and hear for
yourself. Call me, Julian Musgrave on 01603 618520.
BASICALLY

tel: 01362 820800
email: enquiries basicallysound.co.uk
vvww.basicallysound.co.uk

See our

Avid Acutus, Avid Volvere, Thorens 160HD & other fine product

...and others

ww.m

ATC. AVID, AUDIO PHYSIC. BEL CANTO, DYNAVECTOR. EAR. GOLDRING GRADO. KRELL.
MARTIN LOGAN. MOON. OPERA. NAD.
ME. TORUS FABER. THORENS A. MORE

SRA Isolation Platforms
Silent By Design
Transparent By Nature TM

,
.uk

A fresh approach for those who want to save money
designing & building tneir own high- end Loudspeakers or
who want to breath new life into broken or aging Speakers
Ask about
• Crossover design
NI Speaker upgrades / rebuilds
II Open Baffle Designs
II Free advice - chat about your project

Leading brands,
Help & advice,
Wide product range,
Phone or buy on-line
FREE DELIVERY!

For Speaker Builders
II Loudspeaker Drive Units
• Crossover Components
• Enclosure Accessories
• Loudspeaker Kits
• Design & Measurement Services

Tel: 0118 989 0151
enquiries@audio-component.co.uk

www.silentrunningaudio.corn

audioplay(>)
t: +44 (0)20 73596962
m: +44(0)7966 101971
audioplay@btinternet.com

STEVE HARRIS

\\

Seeking the
perfect cut

came faint music riding
on crackling waves of noise,
like someone humming
absentmindedly before a
roaring campfire. The old man
got afaraway look in his eye. Hear
that?' He raised an emphatic finger.
'That's the real McCoy.'
That incident convinced me that
playback was mostly in his memory.
Cueing up arecord was all it took,
something aCD player could never

Is there any point in buying
avinyl version of arecording
when the music was recorded
digitally? Steve Harris is given
the opportunity to find out...

replicate. He never kept awritten
catalogue of his collection but knew

[Steve Harris

where every disc was by sight. And he

Steve Harris edited HFN
between 1986 and 2005.
Now relaxing as our jazz
music contributor, he
loves the blues, vintage
hi-fi and anything that
brings music to life

had an encyclopedic knowledge of their
back stories too — when each record was
made, who played on it ( credited or not),
where they came from and where they
went. Atrue devotee, he knew all sorts
of arcane details about his beloved jazz

birthday party concert,
matching the levels as closely
as possible by ear.
The differences were
breathtakingly small. Tonally, in fact,
there were almost none. There was a
difference of presentation, the image from
the CD forming acurved spread with its
lateral extremities more forward than the
centre, while the stereo image from the
vinyl remained more resolutely spread
behind the speakers. But the overall
character was unchanged.
DIGITAL TO VINYL
Naim's vinyl was cut from adigital source,
not from the original analogue master. It
was remarkable just how little change had
been introduced by the whole there- andback process of cutting and manufacturing
the disc, then replaying it.

years ago, the late Julian
Vereker used to show his

In the early days of CD, the best discs
were supposedly the ones marked DDD,
which meant that the recording, mixing

contempt for namby-pamby
record cleaning devices
by picking up an LP and wiping it on his

and transfer were all digital. Today, the
most enticing audiophile vinyl reissues
could be called AAA, or all analogue. I'm

HE WORE THEM WELL
And that's my problem. Iinherited his

jumper before playing it. One day last
autumn, during afascinating visit to Abbey

driven to wonder whether there is much
point in seeking out the ones that aren't.

love of music but not his knowledge of his
collection. My brother Bryan and Ihave

Road, my jaw dropped when Isaw top
mastering engineer Steve Rooke do the

long believed that there are some rarities
in it. but can't be certain. In boxing the

same thing with one of the DMM metal
blanks he was about to use.
Of course, it turned out Steve was

giants — their professional triumphs and
personal tragedies, their influences and
their legacies. He may have even known
what they had for lunch on the day of a
particularly noteworthy recording.

records Ididn't encounter any museum -

M

my

quality specimens. Most are quite worn,

only dusting off the back of the thing, not

played hundreds or thousands of times

the pristine top surface, before fitting it

over the decades. Their paper sleeves are

in position on the cutting lathe. He was

in tatters. It's what remains of one man's

cutting the masters for the vinyl version

obsession with the music of his youth.

of Naim's latest Charlie Haden issue, the

We'd love to find agood home for
the Jerry Willis collection. Readers with

excellent Private Collection.

suggestions can email me direct at
dismo@aol.com.'''

these 1987 anc 1988 Haden quartet
performances were captured on analogue
tape by Ken Christianson of Chicago. The
first of the two sets, from the bass player's

•

emb
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Ihope to go on enjoying vinyl until the
day Idie. But not if it becomes just amore
difficult and expensive way of hearing
exactly what is on aCD.

Like so many Naim jazz recordings,

50th birthday party concert, was recorded
on Christianson's True Stereo' setup, with
just acarefully- placed pair of stereo mics
feeding aNagra IV- Stape machine. The
1988 recordings sound quite different as
they come from aconcert in ala.-ge hall.
Nairn originally issued this material as
two single CDs in the mid- 1990s. Ididn't
have those, but Ireally enjoyed the new
double- CD package. Then in February

gif

78

the lavish, beautifully designed triple- LP
package arrived.

RPM

la

RR DDDDDD MITI«

HEAD TO HEAD
That very day, as it happened, Iwas
vkiting an enthusiast whose CD player
arid vinyl- playing front end were both

tr

,

as near to the state-of-the-art as you're
likely to encounter unless your friends are
all multi- millionaires. Icouldn't resist the
opportunity to try the Naim vinyl on his
system. So, we sat down to listen to the

TOP: Steve Rooke cuts masters for

CD and vinyl renditions of Charlie Haden's

Naim's Charlie Haden issue ( above)
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Pre-RIAA
stereo
MORE EXAMPLES TO BE FOUND ON CD

Send in your views to: Sound Off, Hi Fi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or e-mail your views to:
hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — please use ' Sound Off' in your subject field
Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit letters for publication.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice
will be answered in print on our Sound Off pages, but due to time constraints we regret we're unable to answer questions on
buying items of hi-fi or any other hi-fi queries by telephone, post or via e-mail

STRUGGLING WITH
SUSTAINABILITY
COULD NEW ECO LAWS CRIPPLE THE HI-FI INDUSTRY?

The lid's been lifted from awhole can of
worms judging by your report on the hi-fi
industry's struggle to keep up with calls
for a ' greener' approach [
HFN April '08].
The extra burden of the WEEE Directive,
and alike, may become the breaking
point for many specialist companies,
while the multinational conglomerates
will be forced to swallow the costs.
Paul Miller's editorial in the same
issue had me thinking about this whole
matter. To my mind the main worries
over the consumer electronic industry's
lack of ecofriendliness are two-fold.
Firstly, the fact that more and more
products seem to be designed with
in-built obsolescence and, secondly,
how so much equipment is made many
thousands of miles away from where it is
bought by the consumer and used.
There was atime when hi-fi outlived
its owner and was passed on for future
generations to enjoy. Witness the plethora
of vintage equipment being snapped
up from classified ads and at the many
specialist second-hand sales.
Today, in our throwaway
society, we are lucky if a
piece of snap-together
audio or TV lasts ten
years. The same is true
rt•

of fridges, vacuum
cleaners and other
white goods.

And how many air
miles has the average
amplifier, CD player
or loudspeakers travelled? Can it claim
environmental credibility? All too often
today, we find equipment put together
in lands with cheaper labour and then
shipped half-way around the world to be
sold. Ironically, discerning customers in
far off places are the ones who, more and
more, are choosing hand-crafted British
hi-fi which has been built to last.
How can we be assured that the
workers making these components are
not being exploited - short of apersonal
visit to see them, and that's just adding
ainniles to the whole problem.
Gareth Rowland, Surrey
Paul Miller replies: While compiling our
Investigation feature for last month's issue I
spoke to numerous hi-fi manufacturers who
were endeavouring to comply with both the
spirit and letter of this emerging legislation.
The cost of this well-meaning bureaucracy has
had areal impact on the financial performance
of some weli-known names obliging some to
out-source various manufacturing to the
Far East byl.vay of economic recovery, with all
this implies. In practice, the situation is even
more complex as ccuntries outside of the EU
typically have their cwn safety and emissions
legislation, all of which must be saisfied
before product is exported for local sale.

Can Iadd two small additions
to Barry Fox's excellent article
celebrating 50 years of stereo
[see HFN March ' 08]. The
Beecham stereo recording of
part of aMozart symphony was
issued in 1997, as part of the
EMI Classics Centenary Edition
11-CD boxed set, though the
transfer is lousy!
Some of the Stokowski Bell
Labs items were issued, together
with afew full-range mono
tests, on Iron Needle in 1998 (IN
1402). These transfers sound
very good. For awell transferred
bit of Blurnlein, recorded in
1934, there is aGuild CD (Guild
GLCD 5116), the last track
of which features Ray Noble
conducting the New Mayfair
Dance Orchestra in alight music
excerpt. This has some depth
and space to it.
Meanwhile, the Elgar
recording mentioned must
be true stereo for there is
clear separation of the various
orchestral sections. Imanaged to
demonstrate this myself with the
two takes of this recording. Ihad
one take on 78 and used the EMI
CD issued back in the 1990s,
which featured the other take. It
took ages to adjust the speed on
my Goldring turntable, which I
use for playing 78s, but when the
two recordings came together
the effect was wonderful. If two
simultaneous recordings are
made from the same feed, when
the speed of both is correct, they
form acentral sound image. This
wasn't the case with the Elgar.
Cliff Mi//ward, via e-mail

ard

GAR
•.
lama Variations

WIN A PAIR OF £ 100 HEADPHONES
As if firing off aquestion, anecdote or
hearty rant wasn't cathartic enough, those
generous people at Audio Technica are
giving away apair of award-winning ATHAD700 headphones (
HiFi News, Oct ' 07)
for the best ' Sound Off!' letter of the month
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Cockaigne Overture
Pump and Circummance

ABOVE: Two recordings exist of the
Elgar, but did they share one feed?

HEARTH OF THE MATTER

ANOTHER ENTHUSIAST DEMOLISHES HIS FIREPLACE IN SEARCH OF HOT SOUNDS

What afantastic readers' system in the
March 2008 edition! Like that couple
we have done away with our fireplace
[see Barry Fox on the 'Digital Hearth',
p16] and used that end of the room for
the sound/cinema system. Ithought I
was doing well, having recently found
an end- of-line Musical Fidelity KW250s
at agreat price to power my beloved
MartinLogan Clarity speakers, but
Richard and Anne's system leaves mine
in the shade.
Talking about the 1CW250s, Imust
compliment you on the database of
reports you now carry. When Isaw this
unit being sold off by Lintone Audio
Iremembered reading Ken Kessler's
report on it, and was able to locate

the review on your website. Being a
subscriber who doesn't have the space
to store the magazines means that
effectively I've bought that review twice.
But no matter, it's avery useful service.
Anyway, the Readers' Systems feature
is afavourite and Ihope one day to
have aset-up worthy of mention myself,
though the bar is clearly set very high
indeed. Oh for that lottery win!
Well done, keep them coming.
Stephen Bell, via e-mail
Paul Miller replies: Just to demonstrate that
you do not need alottery win to assembly a
very fine audio and home cinema system, we
will be reporting on Stephen's ' digital hearth'
in aforthcoming issue of Hi-FY News.

Pro projectors
in the home?

CONTRAST RATIOS HAS READER INTRIGUED

It's all very well for Jon Thompson to
tantalise us with talk of his work-a- day
projectors and their contrast ratios
of up to 3000:1 [ see HFN, March ' 08]
but we readers want to know if such
projectors are suitable for ahome
environment. How much do they cost,
how big are they and what do normal
DVDs look like through them?
Robin Moss, via e-mail
Jon Thompson replies: The projector I
was referring to was the BARCO DP90,
designed for use in the post-production
of films. It has alist price of £50k and
employs three 2K DLP cinema DMDs, each
with aresolution of 2048 by 1080. It has
an aperture in the light path and afeature
called constant light monitoring. This was
the projector used to grade the movie Earth.
The screen Iused was 15ft wide - not
huge in cinema terms but big in relation to
the post-production screens used around
Soho. The BARCO does not play DVDs
or Blu-ray as it does not support HDCP
However, it does support dual-link HDSI
and dual- link DVI so Ican get 12-bit images
into it or a16-bit image via dual DVI.

ABOVE: The BARCO DP90 - asnip at 50k
ABOVE: Aceiling- mounted screen drops down for an Epson LCD projector ( not pictured)

Music on the move...
IT'S QUAKE, RATTLE ' N' ROLL AS ONE READER EXPERIENCES TRULY DEEP BASS

A few weeks ago Iwas enjoying Radio
3's Late Junction in the early hours on
my 1968 BBC LS6/2A ceiling-mounted
monitor speakers, renowned for their
wonderful bass. Iwas listening to Salar
Aghili from the album The Endless
Ocean when Ibegan to marvel at
the bass, which was extended below
any frequency Ihave heard from any
loudspeaker. In fact, the whole room
appeared to shake. Impressed, Iwent
to bed. Later that day Ilearnt that we
had experienced an earthquake.
Graham Milford-Scott, via e-mail

ABOVE: Graham's135/2As; drivers are 15in
Goodmans and Rola Celestion HF100s

When grading the system Iuse aBASE
LIGHT 8from Film Light in London from
which Iget a12-bit image.
A few - very rich - people have the
BARCO in their home cinema systems.
You need abox that strips the HDCP from
the HDMI signal and this enables you to
play Blu-ray etc. The picture quality is far
superior to that offered by home cinema
projectors, but then there's that price tag!
In the later stages of working on
Earth Iused acineo30 projector from
projectiondesign, which is amodified
version of the BARCO for home use.
The colour wheel had been changed to
aversion with P3 primaries. This colour
space is much wider than the REC709
space used by most home cinema
projectors. The downside of the wider
colour space is aloss of light output.
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MAKING A POINT

[Way Back Then...]

DO CLAIMS FOR MAC- BASED VINYL RIPPING SOFTWARE STAND UP?

I'd like to respond regarding
Keith Howard's reply to a
question regarding digitally
applied RIAA equalization [
HFN
Sept ' 07]. First, my company
(Pure Vinyl) offers real-time
software that does indeed use
double- precision floating point
maths throughout the entire
signal processing chain. Mr
Howard seems to imply that this
cannot be done in real-time.

Actually, digitally applying RIAA
correction provides strikingly
improved clarity and definition
in the midrange and treble,
compared to digitising the signal
from aconventional RIAA phono
preamplifier.
Robert Robinson PhD,
Channel D Corporation

Eighteen years ago another cutting-edge KEF speaker
graced our cover. It was July 1990 and the flagship
R105/3 was reviewed with KEF's KUBE 200 equalizer

The latest floorstanding c-eati
from KEF can be regarded as
abig brother to the highly
successful R104 II. But just as
that speaker was very different
from its R104 A/I3 predecessor,
so the 105/3 bears little
resemblance to the Mk Iversio
That was atour-de-force which
redefined the art of loudsoeak
system design and spawned a
number of both obvious and
disguised imitators. The 1.05
realised three objectives which
had previously been virtually
denied to large three-way
systems possessing an extende
frequency response. These wer
sharp stereo focus, aneutral
tonal quality on and off axis, an d
genuinely low coloration.

Keith Howard replies: Iwill respond
to Dr Robinson's points in the order
he raises them. 1) Idid not say that
double-precision floating point
arithmetic cannot be applied in real
time - of course it can. What Idid say
was that it is no: possible in real time
to achieve what can be done with
mnpi ASONY CD SYSTEM:,10
post-processing, viz double-precision
floating point arithmetic followed by
normalisation, the latter being the
„
critical part in respect of maintaining
maximum dynamic range.
OINCIDENTS!
2) Yes, digital filtering does
offer great flexibility over phase
Ii -IF KEF
response. But this flexibility is
R105/3
illusory when one function of RIAA
de-emphasis filtering is to undo
the phase error introduced by
the pre-emphasis filtering. As
Dr Robinson's software uses ' a
"".• •
phase profile that is essentially
identical to that of the analogue
PrreeeeZi".....
filtering network used in a
'
conventional phono preamp' he
appears to agree.
3) In an AES paper Dr
"neimifflue.u.
At first Iwas uncertain about the correct approach for areview of this
Robinson has since presented at the
loudspeaker. KEF had loaned me aKUBE 200. anew type of universal
equalizer which seeks to address the problem of matching the R105
123K1 International Audio Engineering
more closely to the environment in which it is installed. And while the
Society Convention in New York
105/3 can work well as astandalone design, it seemed logical to install
it with the KUBE. First impressions were of atidy, coherent sound,
(Paper 7185) he does indeed daim
essentially neutral and well balanced, showing good extension at both
that with atypical musfcal signal, a
high and low frequency extremes. Focus was fine, stage depth was
above average and the bass was promisingly quick on its feet.
resolution loss of one bit or less is
expected in the extreme low bass.'
He also concedes that the worst-case
A period of positional
resolution loss is 3dB. Ihave not
experiments then ensued,
ending with the speakers 1.1
verified these figures but they
from the side walls andltheir
are certainly small compared
fronts 0.8m from the rear
wall. At this point the carpet
to the 20-bit resolution that is
piercing spikes were sec. Eve
achieved by the best 24-bit A/D
with aheavy speaker such as
this the engaged spikes gave a
converters. In the 16-bit case
greater feeling of precision,
they may be more significant.
crispness and superior
low-level detail. Now the
4) Subjective results will, of
work was becoming serious.
The effect of the grilles was
course, depend on the
investigated next and [ -ley er
analogue solution to which
subsequently discardec. The e
comparison is made.
can be no question the soun
was smoother, more open a d
If Dr Robinson cares to submit
more articulate sans grUle. NPure Vinyl for review, I'm sure
the bi-wire mode was troug
rgro DEC.

DOUBLE

ABOVE: Pure Vinyl dems software
at The Rocky Mountain Audio Fest
Second, regarding the phase
response of the RIAA filtering, it
can be anything (within reason)
that the filter designer wants it to
be: zero phase shift or otherwise.
Actually, we have chosen aphase
profile that is essentially identical
to that of the analogue filtering
network used in aconventional
phono preamp.
Finally, there seems to be a
misconception that digital RIAA
equalization ' sacrifices' dynamic
range. In fact, the low-pass part
of the digital RIAA equalization is
analogous to the low-pass filter
used in one-bit (DSD) digital
audio playback, where digital
reconstruction filtering converts
aone-bit signal to alower
sample rate, 16 or 24- bit signal.
Likewise, digital RIAA filtering
restores resolution ' lost from
the gain structure requirements
dictated by the RIAA
pre- emphasis.
Briefly, with atypical musical
signal. aresolution loss of
one bit or less is expected in
the extreme low bass. This is
negligible compared to 24- bit
A/D resolution, and also in a
frequency region where human
hearing is at its least sensitive.

a

into action. Yes, the sound
quality was lifted again.
Where would this all end?

that aHi-FY News contributor with
aMacintosh computer - which
excludes me - would be interested
to assess it.
kelffliellINA10111.1110111111fflim....—
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC
KRELL INDUSTRIES
WILSON AUDIO
SONUS FABER
MARTIN LOGAN
AUDIO RESEARCH
JADIS
If you're looking for the latest buzz,
the new kid on the block that blows
everything else away, you won't find
it at Pinewood Music. The names
you see here are the names you saw
here around a generation ago:
names that have stood the test of
time,
names that spell
lasting
excellence.
If you value enduring quality in a
throw- it-away-tomorrow society, you
are invited to call Brian Rivas or
Alison Holmes at Pinewood Music.

Agents for: Krell, Sonus faber, Jadis,
Wilson Audio, Audio Research, Copland,
Martin
Logan,
Koetsu,
Transparent,
,Crystal Cable, Finite Elemente

The Pinewood Music Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Ask for details of this superb range.

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321

fax: + 44 1011903 814269

email sa es@sme.ltd.uk or visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk

SEVEN0a<S

the experts in home entertainment

,
IF
SEVEN

Sevenoaks philosophy
The philosophy behind Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is simple,
customer-focused and hasn't changed since the day the company
started. When you shop at Sevenoaks we guarantee you:-

11111

>Superb customer service, including after-sales care and attention
to detail.

a,

An unrivalled product range, with every leading manufacturer in
stock and impartial advice on offer.

the experts
in home entertainment

Knowledgeable staff that are highly trained, dedicated to customer
service and have agenuine passion for home entertainment
>Demonstration facilities in every store, offering pleasant and
comfortable surroundings. Sevenoaks demonstration rooms are
soundproofed and acoustically designed so that visiting astore is
the closest you can get to sampling the products in your own home.

Sevenoaks HiFi began life in 1972 as asmall, specialist independent hi-fi retailer based
in Sevenoaks, Kent growing strongly with ahost of new shops throughout the next
two decades. In 1995 the company name was changed to Sevffloaks Sound & Vision,
reflecting our changing range of products as well as growing consumer interest in home
cinema.Today, Sevenoaks has over 40 retail stores nationwide and has recently launched
anew national network of Custom Installation Centres. Fuelled by the stratospheric

lounge AV System
"Many thanks to you, Ed and the
team for all the help you have given
with me purchasing my TV and Home
Entertainment system. The service
was very good indeed"
Paul 19,9111StOrP

rise of interest in flatscreen TVs, the ClCs specialise in the creation and installation of
bespoke home entertainment systems, across awide range of budgets.

>Competitive prices across the whole range of products stocked.
Leading edge expertise in Custom Installation via our associated
network of nationwide Sevenoaks Custom Installation Centres.
Ultimately, our stated aim is quite simple... to offer atotal home
entertainment solution, no matter what the customer's need.

04
INFOCUS
INEWIN82
NEW IN83
FIT

SIM2
GRAND CINEMA
HT380

01

Pioneer KURO
Plasma TV - 42,50 & 60 inch models.
HD ready.

02

Panasonic Viere NEW Ranges
New Plasma and LCD ranges with
HD ready and full 1080 HD ready models.

03

Samsung Tulip Sodas
Full 1080p HD ready LCDTV.
32. 37,40,46 and 57 inch models.

04

DLP Projectors
Choose full 1080p HD ready models from
inFocus and Sim2. NEW leocus S83.

Home
Cinema
From astraightforward high definition

Home Cinema Speakers

5Year Warranty
included with all Plasma and
LCD televisions purchased at
our normal selling price'
Choose models from Loewe, Panasonic,
Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp and Sony
with a26" screen or larger.
Sevenoaks Retail Price INICWA001

•
.:5
!WU! Mr
DVD & BLU-RAY DISC PLAYERS
Includes the award-winning De-son DVD1940 upscaling
DVD player and Pioneer BDP-IX70A 81u- ray player.

05

KEF KHT3OOSSE
Upgraded 5.1 speaker package
available in black or silver.

06

REL RSerles Subwoofers
Ideal for both hi-fi and home cinema
applications.

flatscreen TV to a1080p projector, from a
DVD Recorder to acomplete 81u- Ray based

07

solution, we can offer every conceivable
flavour of Home Cinema.
When it comes to surround sound we know
exactly how to help you achieve the effects

ONKYO AV RECEIVERS
This impressive range includes no less than time
award-winners - TX-SR875, TX-SR605 and the entrylevel model TX-SR505.

Ei

Yamaha TSP4OD
Digital sound projector - surround sound
from one speaker- ideal forarscreens
just add aDVD player.
B&W MinITheatre MT30
Award-winning 5.1 speaker system
available in silver, black or white.

you're after within the budget you've got.

SEVENOAKS HOME CINEMA RANGE INCLUDES

Want asystem that can be hidden away while

ARCAM • B&W • DENON • INFOCUS • KEF • LOEWE • MARANTZ
MONITOR AUDIO • PANASONIC • ONKYO • PANASONIC • REL • SAMSUNG

it's doing its thing? No problem... we have a
dedicated Custom Installation division that is

SHARP • SIM2 • SONY • SPEN DOR • TOSHIBA • YAMAHA

second to none... just ask for details,
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Hi Fi fk Home Cinema
All-In-One Systems

and more
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Both 2-channel hi-fi and full multi-channel
home cinema systems are available. Our
comprehensive range has models to suit all
your sound and vision needs.

Arcam Solo New
Separates performance
from these award-winning
systems. Available as Solo
Musiç Movie 5.1 or Movie
21and new Min.

New Solo Mini

SOUND

Denon S-52DAB
Combines aCD player, FM/DAB radio and Pod dock. It
can even stream
internet radio
wirelessly and play
back MP3 or WMA
files from CD, or
stored on aUSB
device plugged directly into the unit.

VISION

Can't find
what you're
looking for?
Come and visit our webs ite and see

B&W Zeorselin Ne
Hear just how good your
iPod can sound.

what's new in sound and vision.
aThe latest news and information

This new iPod docking
station ticks all the boxes: it's
beautiful, solid as arock and
sounds amazing!

aComprehensive product range
Nationwide stores
aOutstanding website only offers
Free monthly competition
Massive savings on end-of-line
stock dearance
,Cu STONI INSTALLATION CENTRES

just visit www.ssay.com today!

Hi- Fi Componenets

SEVENOAKS HI-FI RANGE INCLUDES

Music, when conveyed through awell-sorted, high-quality audio system, has the power to move the human

ARCAM • 138.W • CYRUS • DENON • KEF • MARANTZ

soul like nothing else. Choosing components/systems that will 'gel' together correctly in your home is no
easy task but our vastly experienced staff do it day in, day out so let us help...

MONITOR AUDIO. MUSICAL FIDELITY • ONKYO • PRIMARE
PROJECT • REL • ROTEL • ROKSAN • SONOS • SPENDOR • YAMAHA

Rote' & B&W RA04, RCD06, 685
B&W's 685 speakers complement Rotel's
acclaimed CD and amplifier combination.

Cyrus
Representing aquality of sound that is rare
at any price. Come and hear Cyrus' new CD
players - CD6 SE, CD8 SE & CDXt SE
/11

Pro-Ject Turntables
Revive your irreplaceable records with Pro-ject
turntables. The range includes the awardwinning RPM1 Genie which comes complete
with cartridge.
KEF iQ Series
KEF's iQ series speakers
includes bookshelf and
floorstanding models.

Roksan candy un

Primare
High quality performance
coupled with excellent bui:d
quality and sophisticated
Scandinavian design.

Marantz casoo2 & Pr46002
This CD and amplifier package gives excellent performance and offers exceptional
value for money.
Spendor New S3/5R
Asubstantial revision of Spendor's
multi-award winning S3/5 minimonitor. These versatile speakers,
available in 5real wood finishes,
perform with awide range of
systems and separates.

Monitor Audio
With achoice of sizes and
finishes, there's aMonitor
Audio speaker to complement
any system.

•
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Sets anew standard for affordable hi-end
amplifiers in its class.

Multi- Room
Audio

Don't forget!
Accessories make
the difference
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces
is determined as much by its accessories as its main
components.
At Sevenoaks, accessories are not an afterthought ,"
-our staff can demonstrate the difference the ••"",-;".,------;
right accessories can make to your home
entertainment experience.

This multi-room digital music system from
Sonos lets you play your favourite tunes all over
the house - and control them from the palm of
your hand, You can even play different songs in
different rooms.
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GRADO
QED
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HD DVD WARS

hi-finews

As consumers kiss goodbye to HD DVD as aformat, Barry Fox puts on record the true
reasons for its demise while reminding us that Blu-ray still faces big challenges ahead

T

he news on February 19th
that Toshiba had officially
killed off HD DVD and made
Blu-ray the format war

winner was followed swiftly by a
message from Samsung, the Korean
company that had hedged bets with
adual-format player
'We would like to draw your
attention to the recent news that
broke today,' said Samsung. ' Today,
Warner has announced that it will
stop making high-definition DVDs,
ending abattle with rival format
Blu-ray over which would be the
industry standard. Samsung has an
audio expert - head of digital, audio
and visual - available to comment
on the effect this will have on
consumers and the industry.'
There seemed little point
in asking Samsung's expert
for comment because the
announcement from Warner Home

ABOVE: Strangely
prescient - black,

Video that started the domino
collapse of HD DVD had actually

hastily cancelled when Warner
dropped the bombshell news that

funereal drapes
adorn the
HD DVD booth
on the eve of CES

been made six weeks earlier, just as
the Consumer Electronics Show was
opening in Las Vegas.

it would no longer release titles
on both Blu-ray and HD DVD, and

2008

If Samsung, akey member of
the Blu-ray Group and acompany
which describes itself as ' aglobal

LEFT & BELOW:
Tote bag and

leader in digital media and digital
convergence technologies', can be

CES HD DVD

so hilariously at sea over the format

signs declaring
'Toshiba

war, then it's hardly surprising the
world at large has been completely

-leading

bewildered. So, before history is

innovation'

re-written as rubbish, and to serve
as awarning reminder the next time
the electronics industry threatens
aformat war, we are locking down
what happened, both in public and
behind the scenes.
Our lock down should also be
useful background to the consumer
legal claims that look likely to ensue.

WARNER DROPS THE
BOMBSHELL
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instead commit exclusively to
Blu-ray. It was too late to replace
the huge signs rould CES, and tote
bags given to all CES delegates,
which carried the message 'Toshiba
-leading innovation - HD DVD'.
Toshiba, Microsoft and the HD
Group cancelled all press and trade
briefings, but thanks to aglorious
cock- up by the European HD DVD
Promotion Group, which sent out
apreviously prepared press release
when its office clock struck the time
of the cancelled party, we learned
what Toshiba and its partners had
planned to say.
'Recapping abreakthrough year,'
the HD Group was ready to boast,
'HD DVD is the official successor
to DVD, and the most successful
consumer electronics format ever.'
Soon after CES 2008, Sonic

The end began at CES, which had
been due to kick off with agrand
party on Sunday January 6th,

Solutions, the company which
provides the vital authoring
software that production houses

hosted by Toshiba and the HD DVD

and replicators use to produce

Promotion Group. The event was

discs, said it was ending work on

HD DVD WARS

HD DVD and would concentrate on

luckless lady who was left carrying

Blu-ray. 'The overwhelming majority

the can at CES when the 'father of

of customers want Blu-ray-based

HD DVD' Yosnihide Fujii flew back to
Toshiba in Japan after taking the

solutions,' said Sonic Solution's
Senior VP, Rolf Hartley.
The HD DVD camp had been
claiming strong support from
European independents. But Chris
Taylor, Sonic's Director Marketing
Communications, revealed:
'In Europe the majority of our
customers, even since the onset,
have been interested in and, in fact,
producing Blu-ray Disc titles.'
Blockbuster had already said
it would stock only Blu-ray. After
the Warner pull-out, Woolworths
followed. Then Netflix.
US hardware chain Best Buy
decided 'to shine aspotlight' on Bluray. 'This gives astrong signal to our
customers that we believe Blu-ray
is the right format choice for them,'
said President Brian Dunn.
Toshiba slashed the price of
players and in the UK they were
going for alittle over £ 100, with
half adozen discs thrown in.

HD DVD players.
'With DVD up-scaling, HD DVD
players bring new life to your
existing DVD library and make it

the 'father of
HD DVD'

Kiss of Death phone call from
Warner Home Video's President,
Ron Sanders.

bit the bullet and confirmed it ' will
no longer develop, manufacture

Sanders had called Toshiba only
just before the CES 2008 opening to

and market HD DVD players and
recorders.., by the end of March

But on February 19th Toshiba

avoid news leaks ahead of Warner's

2008.' Within acouple of days

The HD Promotion Group
was still promoting HD DVD
three cays after its demise
formal announcement. ' It wasn't an
easy conversation,' Sanders

players were being sold off in the
USA for S90, around £ 45.
Within hours of Toshiba's
announcement Universal, one of the
two studios which had exclusively
backed HD DVD, quietly announced
that it had joined the Blu-ray camp;

BELOW: The

the next day, Paramount, which

Xbox. If this had

Toshiba had paid to back HD DVD,

As support for HD DVD melted

offered built in
HD DVD, like

even more quietly changed sides
to Blu-ray. Onkyo said it would stop

away, Toshiba remained stubbornly

Sony's Blu-Ray

silent, ignoring my requests for
comment - on what consumers
should do. Toshiba had already

PS3 [ above], the
format war might

developing HD DVD players.
Since the first players were

later admitted.

planned alarge trade event in the
UK but - with blatantly phoney
excuses - excluded me.

Significantly, Toshiba also started to
promote the up- scaling built into

ABOVE: Toshiba's
Yoshihide Fujii,

HANGING TOUGH
For awhile it looked as if Toshiba

still be going on

launched in 2006, Toshiba has sold
atotal of roughly 1million HD DVD
recorders, players and personal
computer drives around the world
-including 600,000 or 700,000
table-top players, mainly in North
America and Europe.
In the US Toshiba is taking back

would hang tough and let HD DVD
fade away, ratner than kill it off and

around 100,000 HD DVD units from

risk law suits ( known in the USA

from consumers.

dealers, but will not accept returns

look better than ever,' said Masaaki

as Class Actions) from disgruntled

Kimura, Vice President Digital AIN/
Group, Toshiba UK.

consumers with shiny black players

Group, which was created to

but no shiny silver discs to play on
them. Leaving it to studios, record
companies and retailers to stop
supporting HD DVD might spread

encourage people to buy HD DVD
players, was still promoting the

The final nail in the HD coffin
went in when Wal-Mart in the US
turned its back on HD DVD.
'It's unfortunate,' said Toshiba's
US Vice President Jodi Sally - the

the blame so wide that there would
be no-one to sue.

In Europe the HD Promotion

format three days after Toshiba's
announcement, without any
mention of the format's demise. The
Promotion web site [ pictured over] &,
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Features
•Top- loading mechanism for best CD
playback

i

• 50 Watts/channel stereo amplifier
•AM/FM Tuner with multiple presets

r

•USB input for use with computer and
external USB memory
•One Touch Recording to USB
(FM&CD with 128 kbps)
•Aux input for portable music players
.'"" • Easy-to- read LED panel
--- • • Simple, intuitive user interface
•On/off timer
Circuitry and design highlights
•State-of-the-art internal DAC
4e*

-

•Custom-made toroidal transformer
•High-current power supply
•MOSFET output stage
•CS3310 digital volume control
•CD stabilizer
•Glass cover
•Remote control
•Classic British design
by Kenneth Grange

Hate clutter and complication?
Aura Note is the answer fiw all music
lovers who value elegance, ease of use,
and stunning sound quality.

www.hifi500.com
www.aprilmusic.com
UK : + 44 1900 813064
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HI) DVD WARS

was still listing Warner, Universal
and Paramount as supporters and
linking to aToshiba site that was
also promoting HD DVD without
any consumer warning. When
questioned, agroup spokesman
referred all questions to Toshiba.
Said Olivier Van Wynendaele,
Deputy General Manager, HD DVD
Europe: 'Toshiba will of course
continue to provide afull
after- sales service to HD DVD

YOUR DETAILS
do.
Ceeherraca
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owners, both in terms of technical

www.hddvdeurOpL011110

support and firmware upgrades, but
we do not have any plans to accept
product returns from customers.

www.hddwdeuropc corn

While we understand that some
will be frustrated by the way the

ahead of Toshiba's format chop!) I
discovered some unhappy realities.

market has developed, the players
they have purchased from us are still

Out of the box, the player would
not upscale DVDs when connected
by HDMI to aPhilips Full HD TV; the
HD-EP35 repeatedly gave the error

excellent products.
'There are over 1000 HD DVD
titles available globally, and our
HD DVD players also upscale

message ' HD output prohibited
-resolution changed to 576p'.
An ' important' note in the box
told me to check for firmware

existing DVDs to near- HD quality
-indeed, home cinema magazines
have rated them as some of the best
value upscaling machines available

updates. The EP35 has no Wi-Fi
option so the only way to download

on the market.
'With regard to Toshiba's

an update is to use an Ethernet

communications with retailers, all I

router and dig into the player's

can say for the time being is that we
are currently discussing the situation

menu to find the correct DHCP,
DNS, Proxy, NTP and Network Speed

with them in each local territory.
'As far as future HD DVD title
releases are concerned, that is
aquestion to direct to content
providers and retailers. Questions
about future HD DVD titles should
be directed to studios.'
Toshiba's failure to come clean
over loss of studio support leaves a

Ethernet settings. After the update,
Hewlett-Packard, and for Microsoft's
Xbox 360 games console. This leaves
Microsoft with no choice but to
back Blu-ray for high- definition disc
technology.
More than anything, it was
Microsoft's failure to give
HD DVD firm and meaningful

the EP35 did deliver up- scaled

It was Microsoft's failure to
give HD DVD meaningful
support that killed the format'
ABOVE: Website
of the Europe HD

video, but the whole tortuous

Promotion Group

be way beyond the capability of

every PS3 games console, Microsoft

promoting

only half-heartedly offered HD DVD

HD DVD with

many consumers.
By comparison Sony's PS3

The total manufacturing shut down

play as abolt-on optional extra for

means that Toshiba will not even be

the Xbox 360.

no mention of
the format's

bad taste, and may help consumers
who push for compensation.

CHINA: NO LONGER
IN ITS HANDS

support that killed the format. While
Sony gambled heavily on building
'out of the box' Blu-ray play into

process of internet connection will

does much of this almost
automatically - which is areminder
of another basic truth: what also

Toshiba and the HD DVD

demise and still

though the Chinese government

Group have - with justification

listing Warner,

had signed adeal to take amodified

-argued that their HDi interactivity
(developed by Microsoft) was a

Universal and
Paramount as

rock solid standard for all players,
whereas Blu-ray's interactivity is
built on fluid standard ' profiles' that
most players cannot match. But

supporters

computer games consoles.

BELOW: Toshiba's

BLU -RAY'S NEW BATTLE
What the Blu-ray Group now has

when Iwas finally offered the loan of

HD-EP35 needed
online updates

an HD DVD player ( only afew days

before use

there are real benefits to be had
from buying into Blu-ray. With the

supplying the Chinese market, even

version of HD DVD for sale only in
China. The best Toshiba can hope
for is royalties if China soldiers on
with HD DVD. Getting royalties from
China is never easy.
Toshiba will also stop making
HD DVD disc drives for PCs made by

helped kill HD DVD was the PS3. So,
for the first time, the future of audio
and video has been decided by

to do is convince consumers that

muddle over interactive profiles, the
curse of hack- proof regional coding,
the vagaries of HDMI connections
and the high cost of discs - not to
mention the difficulties of doing full
justice to the HD sound and picture
quality available - this may prove a
lot harder than beating HD DVD.
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INSIDE STORY

Continuing his examination of the problems inherent in vinyl replay, Jim Lesurf looks at
how careful stylus profiling and tip mass design help overcome at least some of them

I

nmy previous two
Investigations, published in
the January and February
2008 issues, Iproduced a

simple model which predicted
the maximum signal levels we
might expect from avinyl LP, and
then collected some measured
results. The measured velocities
agreed neatly with the theory. But
the measured acceleration levels
seemed much lower than predicted.
So what might explain this
discrepancy? Can we get an answer
by taking acloser look at the vital
link - the shapes of the groove and
playback stylus? What additional
restraints might these impose on
the signals?
EARLY DEFINITIONS
Figure 1illustrates the shapes of
the original stylii and groove as they
were defined back in the 1950s and
1960s, when the stereo LP became
acommercial reality. The drawings
in Figure 1are to scale, and show
the view looking along the groove.
The groove is the familiar ' Vee
cut', but the original microgroove
specification was that at the bottom
of the groove there would be a

The original microgroove LP
stylus (for mono pressings) was
nominally defined to be acone with
an included total angle of between
40 and 50°, with aspherical tip

ABOVE: The
introduction of
stereo playback
imposed new
conditions on

another, and even one LP/stylus to
the next. Some stylii were also made

of 25 microns radius. The stereo

stylus profiling

playing monophonic LPs.

thousandths of an inch, but Iam

stylus was defined to have asmaller
tip radius of half the mono value

to minimise
mistracking

stylii shown in Figure 1, we can

converting them all to metric as

-ie, 12.5 microns radius. In reality,

this makes them easier to deal with
when considered along with other

though, the actual details of both
the LP groove and the stylus tip

quantities, like velocities in cm/sec!)

would vary from one maker to

rounded 'valley' with aradius of
about 6.25 microns. ( Note that all
the early dimensions were given in

Mono Stylus
45 degree cone
25 micron radius spherical tip

Stereo Stylus
45 degree cone
12.5 micron radius spherical tip

with tip radii midway between 25
and 12.5 microns in order to behave
more like atraditional stylus when
Comparing the mono and stereo
see that the contact points for the
stereo tip sit lower down the groove

The cutter is essentially a
triangular chisel which has a
flat vertical front face'
walls as aresult of the smaller tip
radius. This gives more vertical
distance for upwards vertical
modulation. The mono stylus sits

Groove valley radius 6.25 microns
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Contact Points

LEFT: Figure 1

relatively close to the tops of the

shows the
groove contact

groove walls, and it would be
difficult for it to track any vertical

points of a

displacements without popping

spherical stylus
for mono and

out of the top of the groove. Note
also that - because of the way the

stereo LPs, as

spherical tip sits in the groove - the

originally defined

distance between the two contact

INSIDE STORY

points isn't equal to double the

20kHz OdB Horizontal ( mono) recorded at start of LP side

value of the tip radius. Instead, the
contact points are spaced apart by a
distance that is just over 40 percent
more than the tip radius.
Figure 2 [ below] represents what
we might see if we looked directly
downwards into the groove and
could see the stylus tip. Here the
blue circle represents the crosssection though the spherical tip at
the depth where it contacts the
groove walls, and broken red lines
show how the intended contact
points follow the walls.
For this scale illustration I
assumed the recording is of a4kHz
sinewave tone whose amplitude
corresponds to the RIM OdB level,

o

20

40

60

80

100

distance along groove (microns)

and that the modulation is in the
horizontal plane, that is, the output

Measured along adirection towards
the centre of the LP, the two broken

should be the same from both
loudspeakers, and at the same level
as the OdB lkHz reference once RIM
correction has been applied.
The figure also shows a
cross-section though the shape of

red lines that show the intended
contact points are always the same
distance apart, everywhere along
the groove. However, because of
the shape of the stylus, its actual
contact points won't always share

the cutter used to cut the groove.
The cutter is essentially atriangular
chisel which has aflat vertical front

this line to the centre of the disc. As
aresult the contact points seem to

face. But the cutting edges are not

the stylus to ' pinch together' when

absolutely sharp. Instead they have
aradius of afew microns. Viewed
from the front, the cutter forms the
shape of the groove, including the

the modulation velocity is high. This

ABOVE: Figure 3
shows how the
'pinch effect'
may be reduced

actually bad news. The cause is that
the playback stylus differs in shape
from the cutter. The unwanted
vertical movements produced by

by adopting an
elliptical profiled

the pinch effect are asource of
distortion.

stylus tip

Of course, if we were replaying
amonophonic LP we could deal

BELOW: Shure's

with this problem by pressing a
'mono' button ( if we had one!) on

V15/III as used
by the author

our preamplifier. This would then
suppress any output caused by the

shows up in Figure 3where we can
see that the broken red lines both

BELOW LEFT:
Figure 2shows

unwanted vertical movements. Alas,
that isn't much use when we want

valley rounding at the bottom.

seem to come into the circle that
represents the spherical tip.

spherical stylus
tip contacting

to listen to astereo LP in stereo...
We can see how it may be

groove walls

possible to reduce the effect when

RIDING GROOVE WALLS...
Figure 3 is similar to Figure 2, but

simple. The stylus ' rides up' in the
groove until apart of the sphere

now the signal is a20kHz tone

In practice what happens is

at the OdB level. This means that

closer to the tip is in contact
with the walls. In effect, the

the distance between the peaks

circle of the stylus in contact

of the cycles of wall displacement

gets smaller to suit the

are much closer together and the

modulation. This behaviour
is, for obvious reasons, called

curvature is much more pronounced

using astereo system by looking
again at Figure 3. In addition
to our original spherical
stylus1 have also shown
another one with an
elliptical tip.

than with the 4kHz example.
Looking at this example we can

the ' pinch effect'.

quickly see that there is aproblem.

on playing the groove, but it is

For the sake
of illustration I've
drawn one whose aspect
ratio is 0.5:1. In effect, I
have imagined simply squashing

It allows the stylus to go

our original stereo spherical stylus
by afactor of two along the
direction of travel.

4kHz OdB Horizontal (mono) recorded at start of LP side

2 20
o

If you compare this with 1he
sphere you can see that this
significantly reduces the amount
of pinch effect. This is one of the

8
co 10
co

main reasons elliptical - and other
special types of non-spherical - stylii

Cutter

became popular.

Shape

2
o

... AND SHARP CURVES
This isn't the only advantage of

8 -lo c
-o

using anon- spherical stylus shape,
as can be seen from Figure 4. Here
Ihave used the same modulation
as Figure 3, but now located at the

-20

0

20

40

60

distance along groove (microns)

80

100

end of the LP side, where the cutting
velocity is at its slowest. The result
is to scrunch up the waveform with (,->
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FREQUENCY

400 Hz

500 Hz

2kHz

Max velocity (cm/s)

26

30

38

35
t

Ref RIM (dB)

+18

+18

+15

1+8.75

10 kHz

20 kHz

26

10

+0.5

-13.5

1535

1665

1281

8kHz

5kHz

' 30

I

+3.5
t

Acceleration ( g)

66.5

96

487

,1120

End- side tip radius ( microns)

88.3

61.2

12.0

5.2

3.8

3.5

4.6

Max tip mass ( mg)

11.3

10.4

2.0

0.9

0.6

0.6

0.8

In practice, fyou look at the

the results shown. Here we can see
another problem. The ' corners' of
the curves in the groove walls now
have quite asharp curvature. Too
sharp for our 0.5:1 ellipse to reach
completely into each corner. To
deal with this we have to make the
curvature of the parts of the stylus
that contact the walls even tighter.
This is represented in Figure 4

descriptions makers give of their
stylii you will see various terms like
'elliptical', ' bi-radial', ' line contact',
'micro- ridge', and various names like
'Shibata', 'van den Hul', etc. In each
case the interest is in the shape and
size of the contact between stylus
and groove walls, and one of the

ABOVE: Table 1
data is compiled
from Shure
literature and
published
reviews of the
V15/III MM

need atip curvature with aradius
of only about one micron to track
the level of over 6000g required for
aOdB 20kHz signal if it occurred at
the end of the LP side!
The good news, of course, is that
real music has little in common with

cartridge ( shown

aOdB 20kHz sinewave. Indeed, if

on p99) set at a
1gram weight

the cutter had an edge curvature
of the order of two microns then

by the second ellipse, which has a

main factors is the effective radius
of curvature along the direction

0.1:1 ratio, and now can just fit into
the corners of the wall modulations.

of travel. (This is often called the
'minor radius' of the shape.) This

den Hul stylus on

In fact, the curvature of the corners

needs to be small enough for the

the Grasshopper

or more (-6dB at 20kHz) at the
end of the LP side. Also, in practice

II SLA

those who cut agiven LP may well

is directly related to two factors -

stylus to reach into the corners of

the peak acceleration being applied

all the bends in the groove walls it

to the stylus by the recorded
waveforms, and the cutting/replay

encounters.

velocity due to disc rotation. We

HOW SMALL?

can represent the sharpness of the

This leads to the question: how small
does the tip radius have to be in

curvature by the radius of asphere
that would just fit into the corners
and manage to reach the parts a
larger shape could not touch.

order to track agiven acceleration?
Figure 5shows the answer to this
question. The red line shows the
maximum tip radius which would fit
into the corners of the modulation
at the end of the LP side. The blue
line shows the results for the start of

BELOW: Figure 4
shows curvature
problems for
0.5:1 ellipse and

microns would be sufficient to track

could cope with

accelerations up to just over 1000g

ends of sides'
modulations

how areduced
0.1:1 ratio

20kHz OdB Horizontal ( mono) recorded at end of LP side

2 20

it would have had trouble cutting
accelerations around 3000 gravities

'The measurements Shure
quoted were often obtained
using 45rpm test discs'

the LP side.
We can see from this that atip
radius of curvature of around 5

at any place on the LP. But that we'd

143*

BELOW LEFT: van

have taken care not to cut high
accelerations because they feared
that most users would then be
unable to play them'
Looking back at the results in
my last article we found that the
largest peak accelerations observed
were around 1000g. By using these
results we can now assess what the
demands may be on areplay stylus.
Here Iwill take the Shure
V15/IIIMR Iused for the results in
my previous article as an example.
In the past, Shure gave agreat
deal of detailed information on

E

their cartridges, so Ican now

ca 10

compare this with the above, and
the observed results, to see what

o.
e
2

the various specifications mean in
practice. This is useful as away of
seeing what would be required for

o

any other stylus/cartridge to play

co

the same LPs.
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A SHUFtE THING
The top two rows of values in Table
1 [ see top of page] are taken from

TA - 20

Shure literature and some of the

o

40

20

distance along groove ( microns)
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reviews that were published when
the V1 5/11I was released. Shure used
to publish ' trackability' graphs, etc, C_+>

Gryphon
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The award- winning Cantata
loudspeaker has been replaced by
the Atlantis. Using techniques conceived for

ett
lr

the awe-inspiring Poseidon and Trident systems
is apassive loudspeaker of premium components
and exquisite cabinetwork. Performance and
value of the new Atlantis easily surpass rivals

Ob

11410111
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b•••• ; * let *
-

substantially above the £ 15,995 price per pair.

.

Reference products have now
emerged from two intensive
development projects: Mirage pre amp
and the Colosseum amplifier.The single- chassis
Mikado continues to disturb owners and makers
of two or three box CD players. Hearing is believing
and we invite seasoned sceptics and doubting
novices to bring their favourite CDs.

A Gryphon product expresses the
unique hallmark of "weight with
transparency" which challenges all
other brands. The reason Gryphon has
courageously, and even dangerously, set out to make
source, amplifiers, accessories and loudspeakers
in-house becomes all too obvious when auditioning
ANY all- Gryphon system.

As a reviewer wrote at the Munich
Hi -Fi Show, Gryphon's entry
system performs at the level of
a top reference system. There are no
words for the two upper levels.VVe call it HDHiFi.
The Gryphon is alegend in our time.

0845 4000 400
www.aud osalon.co.uk
www.gryphon-audio.dk
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How the new 550K Supercharger
from Musical Fidelity
turns most hi-fi systems
into 550w dynamic power houses.

The new 550K Supercharger
is alow gain power amp that is
connected to the system just before
the loudspeakers.
Used in asystem with an amp rated
between 50 and 200 watts, it will
increase its power to 550 watts, and
improve the system almost
beyond recognition.
It dramatically increases dynamic
range and enables the amplifier
already in the system to function
perfectly.
The 550K turns even amodest
integrated amp into astate-of-theart amplification system.
It works with any make of amp, and
it works with valve amps, transistor
amps and hybrids.
Visit musicalfidelity.com to find out
more about the 550K Supercharger,
or contact your audio dealer for an
audition.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

INSIDE STORY

that showed the peak modulation
velocities their cartridges could
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Shure itself claimed that its V15/III
stylus had atip mass of less than
0.4 milligrams.
Its chief engineer of the time,
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it could find were around 1500g,
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ABOVE: The
'Trackability'
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Indeed, the cutter used to create
the groove shape might have had
an effective contact radius of afew

than 3.5 microns.
In fact, although the Shure

the VM35MR shape might have
coped with 1500g accelerations
right up to the end of side, the

VN35MR stylus for the V15/11I had a

VN35E and some of the earlier

article from
HiFi News

'Micro Ridge' with aclaimed radius

shapes may not!

November

of 3.5 microns, earlier stylii had
larger radius values. For example
the VN35E was an elliptical shape

1966, written

to try to reach astylus radius smaller
than this. More extreme modulation

THEORY vs PRACTICALITY
Overall, the above tells us that if we

by Shure's then
Chief Engineer,

may simply never appear on real world discs of music. Although, who

wish to be able to play real-world

1H Kogen

knows, maybe it does - at least up

with aminor radius of 5 microns.
The measurements Shure quoted
were often obtained using 45rpm
test discs, and using test tones
recorded well away from the
end-of-side region.
Increasing the rotation rate
from 33rpm to 45 rpm stretches
the modulation out along the
groove, reducing the curvature of
the bends. And as you can see from
Figure 5, if we keep away from the

microns, so it simply makes no sense

until it is played for the first time!
So although theory tells us we

LPs without mistracking, we really
need atip mass of around half a
milligram or less, and aminor radius
of curvature (or equivalent) of
around 3 microns or less.

BELOW: Figure 5

Larger values may be fine for
most of the playing time of most

shows the
maximum

discs, but they could run into

tip radius

reach such extreme levels. This

trouble in extreme cases. In theory,
even lower masses and curvatures

permissable
for agiven

agrees with the results given in my
previous article [ February 2008] and

would need 6000g and very tight
curves to obtain aOdB 20kHz test
tone, the reality seems to be that
practical LPs of music simply don't
normally have modulations which

may seem desirable, but in practice

acceleration at

explains the difference between

end of the LP side we don't need

they may really be needed only for

theory and reality!

such small tip radii. So although

test tones, not real music.

the start and end
of an LP side

OTHER MATTERS
Having reached that conclusion,
though, Ishould finish by pointing

20

out that there are some ' dogs that
o

did not bark in the night' which
Ihaven't yet investigated. These
are distortion, which Ihave not
looked at in any detail, and the

Start of LP side

End of LP side

specific problem of the groove wall
deforming under the pressures

el 10
a

required to accelerate the stylus.
It is one thing to be able to play
the LP but something else for the

3
25

result to have high fidelity! Ihope
to investigate these phenomena
sometime in the future. ( I
)

co
E
O
1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

l'Trackability'. 1H Kogen,
HiFi News November 1966,
pages 586-592

acceleration ( gravities)
MAY 2008
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Hey Big
pendor
With its roots in the classic BC1 design, Spendor's range of loudspeakers reflects a
commitment to engineering excellence traceable over a37-year period. Steve Harris
takes alook round the East Sussex factory and talks to the owner Philip Swift

W

ith spectacular high-gloss finishes and a
front baffle that can be customised in any

colour or any material, the new £ 5000
ST loudspeaker looks like anew departure
for Spendor. It's not, though, adeparture from the
traditional values that have made Spendor one of the
most enduring and highly- regarded hi-fi brands.
As owner and managing director Philip Swift
explains: ' It looks and feels as good as it sounds. There
are absolutely no compromises whatsoever on the
engineering, nor will there ever be in Spendor products.'
The company's story began in 1969 when Spencer
Hughes, working on cone materials in the BBC Research
Department, first came up with his own speaker using a
Bextrene plastic cone driver, the Spendor BC1. Spendor
was soon busy supplying broadcasters around the
world with professional monitor speakers. Later, when
Spendor was acquired by studio mixing- desk specialist
Soundtracs, export sales continued but the home
market was neglected.
Then, in 2001, Spendor was acquired by Philip
Swift. With design input from Derek Hughes (son of the
Spendor founder and arespected speaker engineer too).
Swift set about reviving Spendor's sales to UK consumers
by creating anew, more modern home speaker range.
Philip Swift could well claim to know something

ABOVE: Spendor's
bass/midrange
units are all
designed and
built in-house

about branding and customer loyalty. In the early 1980s

the Audiolab name. Five years later, TAG McLaren Audio
itself closed down and its assets were sold to IAG. It
must have brought aquiet smile to Philip Swift's face
when the Hong Kong-owned company promptly revived
the Audiolab brand.
'When Itook over at Spendor,' he says, ' Icame there
very enthusiastic about all the things that needed to

he co-founded Audiolab, which eventually gained alevel
of brand loyalty comparable to that

be changed and improved. And Iwas reminded, when

of Quad. Despite this, when Swift

Italked to some of Spendor's customers, that they just
wanted to be assured that nothing was going to be

and co-owner Derek Scotland sold
the business to the TAG group in
1998, the new owners dropped

spoiled. That was their main concern.'
NEW PREMISES
FAR LEFT: Philip
Swift with one of
Spendor's highquality crossover
boards and a
precision-wound
inductor

Happily, Swift's new S- Series models were successful,
while older designs remained in the catalogue, later to
be updated as the Classic Rseries. By 2005, the time
had come to move to bigger and better premises.
'We were in three very old industrial units, and
now we have asingle modern unit so that everything
is under one roof. And this has allowed us to set up a
much more efficient and more organised operation.'
What separates the loudspeaker manufacturer from
the mere assembler is the ability to design and build

LEFT: Assembly
area, showing
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its own drive units. Walk into the Spendor factory, and

S-Series speakers
awaiting

almost the first thing you will see is ashelf unit filled
with the company's own drive units, ready to go into
future batches of loudspeakers. Turn acorner, and you

inspection

can watch those drive units being put together.

'Each of the individual parts is designed by Spendor.
For some we have our own tooling, and they are made
specifically to our requirements. But anumber of things
we do actually make in-house now. All of the plastic
cones are made here. We had tremendous trouble
finding an outside company who could do this properly,
because we use materials that are not run-of-the-mill.
'You are looking here at the heart of the loudspeaker.
These components determine what the loudspeaker will
sound like. If they aren't right, there is nothing you can
do subsequently, with crossovers or cabinets or anything
else, to get the sound right.
'We still say that our drivers are hand- made. Some
of the little details that are very important in Spendor
drivers are things that would not be easy to achieve
with automated assembly. You tend to have to
go to different materials and different adhesives,
different ways of doing things. If you optimise
that purely from the production engineering
point of view, you then start to sacrifice technical
performance and sound quality.
'We tend to build drive units in batches. Our
girls who assemble drive units can do every
The plastic material used for the

individual stage. It's more satisfying for someone
to build acomplete drive unit.'

cones is supplied in flat squares with
no directional grain pattern. ' If you

THE RIGHT GLUE

use material that comes off aroll and

One of the crucial stages is gluing the cone to the

has got anatural " set" in it, you will
find that it doesn't lose that memory,

surround. A glue- dispensing machine is used to

which is carried over into the finished
cone, putting stresses into the
cone in one direction. Our forming

give precisely the right quantity of adhesive, and
an activator spray is used to make the adhesive
cure correctly.
'The adhesive can have adramatic influence
on the sound of the driver. You can't just pick from an
industrial catalogue the one that seems to have the
best specification and is quickest and easiest to use,
because it might not measure well or sound very good.
The adhesive is atransmission interface between the
surround and the cone. Some of these materials are
quite difficult to bond, because they are waxy.'

technique ensures there : 5no stress
ABOVE:
Jean-Pierre
solders crossover

introduced into the cone.'
Just as important as the material used is the cone

components. To

profile. Spendor cones tend to have adeeper flare than
many competitors'. As Philip Swift points out, if you

his left is the
coil-winding

deeper the flare, the more rigid it will be.

imagine trying to stand on acone, you can see that the

machine used
for making

PLUG EFFECT

house is ahuge advantage when it comes to trying new
ideas and building prototypes.

inductors. Lower

A small but vital feature of Spendor bass/midrange

picture shows

drivers is aphase plug, the bullet-shaped centre

'We've got on- site facilities for experimenting. If you
wanted to experiment with anew cone, for example,

crossovers ready
for testing

projection from the front of the magnet pole piece in
the centre, which is shaped to complement the profile
of the cone and helps to smooth the response of the

Having the ability to make loudspeaker cones in-

we can do that within aday or two.'

drive unit at high frequencies.

'These components determine what
the loudspeaker will sound like. If they
aren't right, there is nothing you can do'
`Ws something that has avery significant effect
on the drivers, and it's surprising how few companies
actually use them. It was there in vestigial form even
in the or:ginal BC1. The effect is something you can
measure very easily.

LEFT: Terry Mdes,
who has had a
major role in

'In the new 15cm drive unit for the Spendor SA1, the
frequency response is remarkably good, up to almost

designing and
voicing the latest

10kHz. So we are able to cross that speaker over at a
very high frequency. We don't have the crossover down

speaker designs,
is seen here
demonstrating

at the usual 2kHz, which is generally the worst area of

Spendor's
vacuum-forming

perception of detail.
'We introduced phase plugs into the Classic series,

machine

as those models didn't have them before. We felt it was (1÷>

operation for the tweeter, and it's also right in the most
sensitive areas in terms of brightness, harshness and
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such ashame to hold back the sound quality of those
speakers. That was the main change that took place in
those models.'

CONSISTENCY
Completed drive units are tested and selected into
matching pairs before they are assembled into the
loudspeakers. However, this pair matching is amuch
easier process now than it was in the old days of the
BC1 and the LS3/5A.
'If you go back to those days, there was alot of
variation between drivers and it was very difficult to get
two drivers that were very much the same. What we've
really focused on at Spendor over the last few years, is
finding engineering solutions which give
us very consistent drive units. As they
are manufactured, they are guaranteed
to be very close to areference standard,
and we've made major progress during
this last couple of years.
'With some of the latest drive units
we have designed, you could take any
two and they would already be way
within what constitutes aperfectly
matched pair. In the most general

ABOVE: Sue is seen here preparing to

terms, we're talking about matching

assemble abass/mid drive unit.

within 1dB. However, we can then pair
two units with variations of only 0.1
or 0.2dB. Even amplifiers are no better

LEFT: Soldering the lead-out wires

matched than that! We think that's
quite an achievement.'
Like all but ahandful of the world's

buys in its tweeters from Scandinavia, but
crossovers are built in-house. For these,
Spendor winds its own precision-tapped
inductors which are assembled, along

quality speaker manufacturers, Spendor

'We can pair two units with variations
of only 0.1 or 0.2dB. Even amplifiers
are no better matched than that!'

with the other components, onto high-quality circuit
boards that have through- hole plating to give the best
conductivity in the signal path through the crossover.
The track layout also provides amulti-way edge
connector for testing.
In the early days, when drive units were more

LEFT: Aprinted

variable in their characteristics, tapped inductors were
used for matching adjustments. Spendor still uses them,

impedance plot
emerges from

but for different reasons.
'With the circuit topology we use in our crossovers,

the pen-chart
recorder. Astrict

having the facility to design the inductors like this gives
us tremendous control over the way we shape the

test regime
is applied to

frequency response of the crossover network, and has a
very powerful influence on getting it perfectly balanced

all drive units,
crossovers
and finished

through the crossover region. It's quite fascinating that
with an analogue crossover, you can still almost bend or
distort things in an artistic form. Whereas with digital

loudspeakers

crossovers ( DSP) you can think, well I'll have this here,
that there and so on, but it doesn't automatically blend
them all in anice balanced way for you - one section
starts and the other stops, and there may be abit in
between! With analogue, it's automatically smooth.'

THE CABINETS
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LEFT: In the test

Just as its drive unit development can be traced back to

booth, setting

the roots of the company, so Spendor's cabinet designs

up aspeaker for
frequency- sweep

could be said to have evolved from the early models.
However, things have moved on from the old BBC

measurement.
Measured results

concept of using, essentially, athin-walled cabinet with
damping to move the inevitable resonances down in

can be compared
instantly with

frequency and so ' out of harm's way'.

reference plots
stored in the

'In our speakers today, you have first of all areally
rigid cabinet structure. People do want the benefits
of aclean, controlled, detailed and articulate yet

computer

weighty bottom end. You achieve that best with a

REACH FOR THE STARS

Even the most fabulous homes can be improved upon when it comes to
the enjoyment of music.
Treat yourself to the ultimate:
Turn your living room into an opera house, acathedral, ajazz club or
into anything your heart desires with the unique omnidirectional MBL
music systems.
You won't believe what you have been missing.

MBL 101 Speakers, 9008 Power Amps, 6010 Pre Amp, 1621CD Transport and 1611 DA Converter

HOME IMPROVEMENT

-4100'-4111
Proudly presented by

SOUND VENTURE
High End Audio Systems
T: 01483 284 555
www.soundventure.co.uk
email: sales@soundventure.co.uk

Hear the difference
MBL systems are extremely fast and dynamic. They provide aspacious and crisp sound stage, while sounding very neutral.
The tremendous power of our amplifiers in combination with our
spectacular Radialstrahler speakers bring real life into your living
room.

Sound Venture provides home demonstrations and bespoke interior design solutions for your listening room or home cinema.

hi-fi
news

tee'
1969
Spendor BC1
created by
Spencer Hughes

1971
Spendor Audio
Systems Ltd
founded by
SPEncer and
DORcthy Hughes

1973

Spendor BC3
introduced
ABOVE: Cabinets in the storage area; all Spendor cabinets are made using real-wood veneers
ABOVE RIGHT: Work in progress - somewhere in this group of development samples lurks another forthcoming model
more rigid wall to the cabinet. With our dynamic
damping, the clever thing is that the damping material
is actually clamped between the drive unit chassis and

Spendor had afire and lost some records, but aside from
that, those records were kept, and kept very carefully,
because so many of Spendor's loudspeakers were used

the cabinet. So behind each driver is aviscoelastic
damping material, actually arigid material, which has

as reference monitors by broadcasters arouno the
world. Occasionally someone in Germany or Taiwan

two benefits. It clamps the drive units so that you don't

might need anew orive unit, and provided we still have
the parts we can make adrive unit that will match the

get any micro-vibration, which can tend to blur very
fine detail and make the sound just alittle bit coarser
or hazier than it should be. And any energy which is
flowing in the cabinet, when it reaches that point, is
dissipated silently into heat.
'We felt that this was quite an innovative element
when we first came up with it for the SSeries, because
instead of having to apply damping all over the cabinet
walls, strategically placed modern polymer-type
materials - which are also rigid materials, they
don't have to be really soft and flexible - are
just perfect for getting rid of the energy.'
This approach avoids problems of energy
storage in the cabinet.
'If you make acabinet four inches thick,

characteristic of the original.'

'We don't see the future so much in terms of making
big ranges of speakers that meet every size and physical
requirement. It's much more that we are aiming to

'A loudspeaker has
got to have alittle bit
of personality'

down to very low frequencies, but you are still
going to hear it. Even if you do push it right

create distinctive individual products, that
are hopefully alittle bit clever and alittle

down to tens of Hertz, you are still going to

bit different. Obviously the classic speakers

get second and third harmonics of that. So
getting rid of it, that's the answer!'

have retained their 1970s appearance, quite
deliberately. Then we have the modern but
relatively understated look of the S-Seiies

Testing is an important aspect of speaker

measurements are run on completed speakers.
'There is aset procedure for testing each
loudspeaker. But because the crossover has been
tested, and the drive units have been tested and
calibrated, we know for acertainty that when we
put them together, everything will be fine. The
only thing that really can go wrong is if you have
wires the wrong way round. Once in ablue moon
it happens, and that's why you always do the test.

loudspeakers. Now, with the SA1 mini- monitor
and the ST we have far more dramatic products
in modern finishes, and with the ST the potential for
actually customising.
'A loudspeaker has got to have alittle bit of
personality and character. If you wring that totally
out of the product, it's not very interesting, and that
applies to electronics also. But it's not something you
ought to be immediately able to put your finger on,
because that would be aproblem coloration.'
'However, Spendor's whole basis is performance
and engineering. And out of that, fabulous- sounding

ON RECORD
Archived records of speakers and drive units go
right back to the beginning of Spendor. ' The only

products that appeal to avery broad spectrum. It has
continued to amaze me how strong the reputation of

hiatus was about 15 years ago,' says Philip, ' when

it and try to modify it too quickly, you do that at your
peril! Ithink we are starting to move now, but
move in aposit!ve way, which retains all of the

RIGHT: Spendor's new SA1 model
on its dedicated stand

launched

1982

Spendor licensed
to manufacture
BBC LS3/5A

1989

A CLEVER FUTURE
Needless to say, though, Philip Swift spends more time
looking ahead than looking back on past glories.

what you're going to do is push the coloration

production. In routine quality control
checks, frequency response and impedance

1976

SA1 mini- monitor

Spendor is all over the world, and if you interfere witn

Spendor 5100
(successor to BC3)
introduced

1993

Spendor acquired
by Sowndtracs

1998
Spendor
introduces S3/5
as successor to
LS 3
-15A

2001

Spendor acquired
by Phil,p Swift

2002
New Spendor
Sseries introduced

2005

Spendor moves to
new premises

2007
Spendor Classic R
models launched

2007-8
Spendor launches
SA1 mini- monitor
and ST luxury
floorstander

good things which people value.'
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4. CD/DVD PLAYERS
ACCUPHASE DP85 SACD/
CD player, superb sound,
immaculate, very little use,
boxed, manual, UK purchased,
sell for £45000 ono ( RRP
£12500) pictures/demo on
request Tel: 01925 656990 or
Nema11@aol.com [ CE17]

MARANTZ SA-7S1 Reference
CD/SACD player, pristine

1. ACCESSORIES
MANA Red t/table stand

sub-woofer, perfect match

GAMUT C2R preamp, remote,

for Mezzos, micros or minis

balanced outputs, silver,

Marantz dealer invoice £ 3950

£400, Torlyte t/table stand

(€2500 new) € 900 obo, email:

incredibly transparent (£ 1495)

ono Tel: Gerald on 020 8951
3178 [ DF17]

£250, Foundation PSI speaker

barig@internet.lu or Tel: 00352

£650, excellent condition

stands £ 125 Tel: 01608 650331

407705/00352 621500756

Tel: 01296 437314 (Aylesbury,

(day), 01608 651032 (eve)

(Luxembourg) [ DE24]

Bucks) [ EF14]

CHAPTER Two plus power

3. CABLES
TOWNSHEND Isolda 4m

[EG23]

condition as brand new with

THETA Jade CD transport,
black, mint, boxed, owned from

MOTEK Titan, black (£ 1795)

amp, world's best, boxed,

new £ 990 Tel: 01304 365275
[EG17]

£12100 ono includes mains

manuals etc ( E5500) £ 2295,

biwire pair speaker cable

cable Tel: 01296 437314

Densen B100 integrated amp

terminated with WBT silver

(Aylesbury, Bucks) [ EF14]

£350, Densen B300 power

spades - 12 in total, original

player, low mileage, very good

amp £ 550, Atlas Elektra

packaging, very natural

condition £400 Tel: 01702

interconnects Tel: 07973

sounding cable £ 395

473050 [ EF14]

189538 ( London) [ CE17]

Tel: 07958 944424 [ EF14]

2. AMPS
EXPOSURE XVII preamp and
XVII mono amps with phono
£600 Bryston BP20 preamp

ROICSAN Attesa ATT DP3

SILVER Arrow hand built

7. SPEAKERS
TRIANGLE Celius 202

with MM/MC phono £ 600,

EAR 834P MM/MC Vol control

2.5 metre speaker cables £ 75

speakers (£ 1225 new), £ 520

all boxed and in very good

phono amp £400 Tel: 01525

(E250) Tel: 077296 00847

ono Tel: 01260 295804 [ CE17]

condition Tel: 0151 334 1964

630429 [ DF17]

(Littlehampton, West Sussex)

[CE17]

[EF14]

THETA Intrepid five- channel

BVI Focal Labs 937 Be Electra
Anniversary floorstanders (4

MYRYAD MP100 remote

amp, immaculate, silver,

KILMER Select 1030 black

drivers, 92db), only 300 pairs in

preamp/MA120 60w power

stunning and rarely available

pearl silver interconnects, one

the world, full range sound, no

amp (£ 600/480 new), £4251

£3000, Tel: Martin on 020 7845

metre pair. Atten. With mini

need for subs or supertweeter,

pair, all ex condition, boxed

1193 [ EG14]

flight case, mint, top sound, top

similar to the enthusiastically

reviews ( E1300) £ 590

reviewed 1007 Be. This pair is

AUDIO Research VT60 valve

Tel: 01294 829323 ( West

AMP Audio Technics

perfect having only been used

power amplifier, 50 watts per

Kilbride) [ EF14]

for 35 hours (£4500), £ 2550,

Tel: 01260 295804 [ CE17]

monoblocks ( pair) 200w

channel, mint, boxed, manual,

x80ohms, black finish,

spare valves £ 890 Tel: 01304

BRILLIANCE Hi -Fi

London, email: phfh@philiphill.

'absolute spitzenclasse' ( 57pts)

635275 [ EG17]

interconnects, unwanted prize,

com or Tel: 0208 340 9941

1mtr balanced, XLR, (340)

[EF24]

in Germanys Stereoplay,

Ican demonstrate in North

inc manuals & packaging,

NABVI NAT140 stereo amp,

£160 1mtr, pure silver (480)

perfect condition, original

Avondaled £ 350, Quad 33/303

£210, latest WBT next gen

owner, (€ 7500 new) € 3000

FM3 tuner, boxed £ 150 Tel:

plugs, will require burning in Tel:

£3600 (£ 6000), extremely

ono, Jrnlabs Sub Utopia,

01608 650331 (day), 01608

07854 266620 ( Cornwall) [ E8]

musical and very wife friendly,

high- end powered ( 200w)

651032 ( eve) [ EG23]

h
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'
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House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ
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ENSEMBLE Figura speakers

87db, elegant floorstander,
Ensemble Dirondo CD player
£3333 (£ 5000), Stereophile
rated 'class A'. Both almost
brand new, complete with
double boxes, stainless steel
remote, mains cable etc. Ialso
have Ensemble interconnect
and speaker cable. Simon Yorke
Zarathustra S5 legendary and

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code: 332U or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk
rare 40kg turntable £ 3000

TANNOY Autograph minis,

ORIGINAL owner selling Fons

5000s ( 24/96), 5000C D1500

(£8000?), Kuzma Reference

K. Kessler rated, bought Oct

CQ30 three speed turntable

(sub) Cyrus rear amp, Mission

arm with Cardas wiring and

2007, £425 (£ 1250) Tel: 07729

mounted with SME 3009 arm

rears, all excellent condition,

ltd edition bearings, boxed,

600847 ( Littlehampton, West

and Shure cartridge, good

all books, some boxes (£ 1300)

with instructions and tools,

Sussex) [ EF14]

condition, offers to Tel: 01604

£5500 Tel: 07771 508444 day

787650 [ EG17]

01205 722000 ( eve/elends)

perfect, £ 725 (£ 1500), Ican
demonstrate in North London,

^

email: phfh@philiphill.com or

PRO-JECT Xperience Xpack

THORENS t/table SME arm

Tel: 0208 340 9941 EF39]

with speedbox and Ortofon

cartridge, needs attention

rt "" w ITABLES

, WANTED
TOP quality separates and

Rondo Red cartridge, very little

offered Tel: 01608 650331 ( day) •

WILSONS Benesch Arcs,

use, mint condition and boxed,

01608 651032 ( eve) [ EG23]

birdseye maple, left, right,

bought in March 2007 for £ 620

centre £ 3250 Tel: Martin on

will accept £ 300 Tel: 01484

020 7845 1193 ( London) [ EG141

851899 ( Huddersfield) [ EG171

complete systems, Naim,
Linn, Cyrus, Meridian etc, fast,
friendly response and willing to

II. SYSTEMS
MERIDIAN digital theatre,

pay cash on collection, please

comprising, 506, 565,562, DSP

[CE17]

new

call John on 0781 5892458

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...
Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category ( eg. accessories,
amps, CD players etc) ensure that
you write the category code number
in the top left hand corner of the
box ( see our example below) and
when acomponent falls into anew
category fill in anew number in the
correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories: 2 - Amps:
3 - Cables: 4 - CD/DVD players:
5 - DACS: 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.):
7 - Speakers: 8 - Tuners:
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events:
11 - Complete Systems:
12 - AV; 13 - Miscellaneous

Tel ( to appear in advert):

cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)
card number

nnn

3 digit card security code

advertisement for
issues

UE1

Expiry date

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We

Number of issues
Please print the above

For sale or wanted?

fl

Please tick this box
if you want your
advert to go into the
WANTED category

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8
(inc. VAT) per 30-word insertion for
one issue; £14 for two issues and £ l7
for three issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word
(eg. Meridian 201 = two words).

are not responsible for clerical errors

Name:

Here's how to fill in the form.

Address:

ber indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of El (
50p for each extra word).

Postcode Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us O. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.
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Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

you bring
the music,
Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,
lsotek, Naim, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison
Research, and Wadia

o

and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin

.•

Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,
Revolver, Triangle and Usher Audio

we'll supply
the smile
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.

4111

Tel: 01325 241888 Email:

technology let loose p
apicture can say athousand words so we letthem do most of the talking

newsehifisound.co.uk

r,rrl

nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi
dealers are NOT the same

rVIADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER
BUILDERS WITH THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.
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SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

Visit our website at:
http://www.fotwyre.com
email: fotwyre@fotwyre.com
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> SEAS

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

> VIFA

THE
CCAIKE
compAny

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

> VISATON

> VOLT

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS
Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consuhation
(215) 862-4870 • fax (
215) 862-4871

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

'COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
IUPT
U
BE
S

scan.speaK

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

t.

114 ,

> LPG

C eHOKING

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.

NÔÉDOST

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 US.A.
TEL 808-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mart inInigmadisound cow
Web Page hill:, /www maMsound corn

> FOSTEX

Catalog.

feel
e
s4.

SOLEN

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC. J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax. 450.443 4949
Email solen@solen.ca
Web www.soleri.ca
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Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co,.

The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE - TEL: 01283 702875

using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of

MICHELL ORBE
MICHELL ORBE SE
MICHELL GYRO SE
MICHELL THNOARM " A"
AUDIO TECHNICA ATHW1000
AUDIO TECHNICA ATOC9ML2
CLEARA11010 CONCERTO
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
GRADO GS1000
WHEST PS3OR
DENON 01_304
EAR MASTER DISK
TOM EVANS GROOVE X
TRANSFIGURATION PHOENIX
TRANSFIGURATION AXIA
CREEK DESTINY CD
CREEK DESTINY AMPLIFIER
TRICHORD DINO MK2
TRICHORD D100

£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT
SPEAKER UNITS
CAB SIZE mm
PLUS KIT
P&P
M3tIm
571 Metal, I"Seas trebk 810x 191x 261 £215.03 £930
6.5" Kevlar, I" Seas treble
6.51FLineel"Seas treble

903 x230x 350
D20.00 £10.00
903 x230 x350 £234A4 £10.00

S3thel 6S'IPL metailtibbon treb
903 x230x 350 £33728 £10.00
S40
8"Kevlarl"Seas treble
930x276x400 238.00
£
£11.00
S511
3"Dome mitillreb 1080 x320 x400 £419.00 £12.00
Send cheque tor pasta] order) made payable to Mr IPLeslie IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Villa, T
OMS Park. Ilfracombe, Devon, EX.34 SAY, tel 01271 867439. Altemaiivly visit
our uebsite al www.iplacoustics.co.uk or send a50p SAE for catalogue detailing
Transmission Lines, HiFi and AV kits, including Active Subwoofers, drive units,

oo

too loud

way too loud

'0 a common problem. The usable range on the volume control is all down
the bottom end and fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
ssible.

The noise floor may be audible, too.

IALSO SUPPLY:
NU FORCE, THORENS, BENZ MICRO, ROKSAN,
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
GOLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, CARTRIDGE MAN,
AUDIO TECHNICA, SME, MOTH, HADCOCK,
HEED, GRAHAM SLEE, WHEST AUDIO, CREEK.
EAR., OPERA, TRIANGLE, FINAL. ELAC,
HARBETH, EPOS, MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER.
SENNHEISER, AKG, HALCRO, GAMUT, AUDIO
VALVE, GRAAF, TANNOY, MONRIO, PATHOS
ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH, BLACK RHODI UM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA, WIREWORLD, PURE
DIG ,TAL, VIRTUAL DYNAMICS, APOLLO, BDI,
ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND
ORGANISATION, CUSTOM DESIGN, jUAL, ERGO,
ACOUSTIC SOLID, USHER AUDIO, SUDDEN, RRR

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA"

Exchange price on application.

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM- IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GQ
TEL: 0I283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Is Ms yolleoblee "Merit your answer

loud

£2000
£1800
£835
£355
£320
£225
£800
£P0A
£800
£P0A
£175
£P0A
£1700
£1100
£715
£P0A
£P0A
£279
POA

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO XDEM OR EXDISPLAY GOODS NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES,

SA% er Pin cables, and Quality Accessories.

r
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IAN HARRISON HIFI

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS

KM
S3ffin

•

"this accessory
is heartily
recommended".
Gramophon

There is a simple and

ective solution - the Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
. tth pre/power or integrated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and

Oranges & Lemons

I
Ilome (' inemit
Multi- room

bring sonic benefits with even the most expensive equipment.

£39/pair - post free

01204 366133

ar.rothwellaudioproducts.co.0

in 13 issues of hi-fi news

020 7924 2040
wIsm.oandlhiti.co.uk
61 %% ebbs Read, Battergea, SNN II 612
email: oranges.lemonva nlrgln.Oet

3Save 30% today

Stockistsof:ARCAM.DENSEN.EPOS.L5. LOEWE

=

SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and get the
latest news, analysis and opinions on
new technologies, products and formats
from hi-fi to home entertainment
delivered direct to your door.

n
KleinY

CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online
at www.hifinews.co.ukiihfa

9HighStrert,Hampton llick,Kingston upon Thanks,
Surro KI111)\ Te1:0208913330

ci)
•

%b.
•_I

ra=

IMICRONIEGA.NIBIAUDIO.NEAT.REG.ROTEL
IROYEr • MAN TEAC.MÁHA MORE

indecently good hi•fi

Open Tues - SatlOam-6pm

DNM STEREO SOLID CORE PRECISION SPEAKER CABLE
The first audio cable with adesigned magnetic performance for incredible clarity and tonal
accuracy. Its L,C and R balance is precisely set to improve the amplifier's sound quality.
The compact semi-transparent ribbon contains two cables with four solid core conductors,
enabling connection of a stereo speaker pair, or a bi-wired speaker.
www.dnm.co.uk/cables.html#stereocable
or phone DNM Design on 01480 457989

MAY 2008 Iwwvv.hifinews.co.uk ,
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TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online
_ at www.hifinews.co.uk
NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by

enthusiasts

Below is just a small selection of
some of the exciting products we offer
The Denon DL110 5 a high
output moving coil cartridge.
It offers g)eat performance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
Idirectly into any MM phono
Iinput.

•
M
I

hannel i
home-cinema specialists
for those who want the very best ...
Stockists of: ALR Jordan, Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Ayre, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand Pdx Audiei, Heed, lsotek, Leema Acoustics,
McIntosh, M JAcoustics, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Nordost, Phmare, Project, Stax, Taney Prestige, TEAC
Esotenc. Toten Acoustics, Unison Research, Van Den

—

-

HU and many more.

>Free Advice in arelaxed and fherdy atmosphere

>0% Finance Available
>2 Demonstration Rooms
. > Out of Hours Appointments
>Home Demonstrations
>Open Mon - Sat: 9am - 5pm

The Denon DL-103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic, not
just because its been in
production since 1962 but
because it still offers u
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL- 103R f;200.

111

Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwooclaudio.co.uk
Call For appointment to visit us et Hanwell on
+44(0) 20 8579 7705
or fiqi + 44(0) 20 8579 7156

VISA
.)

mail: re es@lockwoodauctio.co.uk

Main dealer fin'
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

centre and rears Brand new

£5875

Dynaudlo Audience 7 speakers with stands

£395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

Denon DL- 304 This is a wonderfully
transparent sourdiag MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for it, midband
quality which is eipecially amazing
when its low £ 210 price is taken into
account.

£2895

Mission 753 speakers

£349

Mission 751 speakers

£135

Mission 75C centre speakers

£99

Mordaunt Short MSS-40 speakers

£99

Mordaunt Short 902 speakers with stands

£125

New Acoustic Zen Adajio speakers

£3495

New Alamarro M3 speakers

£ 2695

Nola Viper 11 speakers, brand new (£ 12000) only .

£8995

Quad 21L speakers

£350

RiAMPS

Mike & Caroline look forward to seeing you soon!

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hestereo.com

APEA KIFR 5-

Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the ; ame diamond and
titanium cantilever aiso used in
the 10i featured below.
It successrully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £ 425.

Call 01884 243 584

'Lockwood AudiW

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BNI4 OEJ

Acoustic Zen cinema system, Adagio fronts with Junior

The Dynavector DV- 20 is available
in both high and low output versions.
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up transfonner: £ 395.

New online
shop open,.
pfease come in
and browse.

Suite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX166BL
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestination.co.uk

Heatherdale
*audio limited

Ortofon Kontrapurdit BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £ 450, and evolve through the ' Fit
at £ 600. the '
B' at £' 50 and ultimately
to the ' C' at £ 900

Li

Music Maker 3 The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musicai presentation makes
most other ertridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard: £ 625.

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 695

Waved PRTl 3box pre-amp, bcorectras new (£23500) dnly£10750
AMPLIFIERS
ASR Emitter 1 Exclusive, as new/boxed

£995

Denon AVC-A1OSE 5 ch' amp/processor (£ 1800) only

£ 395

John Shearne Phase 11 Integrated amp

£395

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£ 3500

Goldintaxl Mr-nests 330 integrated amp, ex-derno (£4395)

£
2995

Goldmund SRM-250 monos, ex-demo (£6590).. .

£ 4995

NakamIchi Amp one with Cassette deck two and CO
player three

£795

Mark Levinson ML436 monblocks

£4250

Wavac MD- 805 monoblocks 55wpc, SET's AS NEW (
UK
retail £ 16500) only

The Lyra Argo is a high
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cartilever and line
contact diamond. Vie feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
performance.

£ 4995

Audio Research VT 60 power amp

£ 7950

, PLAYERS 6, TRANSPORTS
Audio Note DAC 4 Signature

£ 2995

Audio Note DAC 5 Signature latest model as NEW (£39000)
.

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the lot
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand craned cartridge that features Alnrco magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire.

external power supple ft's performance has te be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design. This masterpiei:e costs £ 3.950 including
power supply.

£795

Golmund Odas CD/SACO player ex-demo (£3195) only £2495
Maranta CD873 CD player

£ 65

Sorry CD pm41 CD player

£60

Weiss Jason transport with Media DAC ex-demo (£ 20000)

Its sound is transparent yet dynamic, with a mid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrelfty -£ 1.850
The top model of the range model the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead, which are poNered from an

£ 29950

DCS Purcell (
non fire wire)

only

... f8995

NEOLIS
3 ¡Mr' pair Zen Acoustics ref' speaker cable

£ 795

Isondean Power 50A 111 US power block/filter, new £850
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£75

Techniques St-610L tuner fm/mw/lw
Winds 01 stylist gauge
atc
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m+k
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
primare
sme
spendor
runcc

Ipswic

Dynavector 507 Mk 2 arm new factory sealed
Hitachi PS- 12 turntable

116

W

.

£ 1995
£ 95

Kuzma Airline toneario silver wired, new factory sealed £ 3500

signals
hi-fi for growl ups
1473)

fax (01473)
W

£ 65

New £ 495

4

1

655171

;enqsignals.uk.com
n

3

-

uk.co

www»nifinews.co.uk ! MAY 2008

We firmly believe that the way to get toe best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up
transformer.
It is for this reason that we stock a range of designs. from the
new Note Products StepNote at UCIO (
pictured above left).
the Audio Note range priced between £ 399 tabove right) to
£4.950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1.500 td £ 2,750 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances via from mounted switches.

JVC OL-Y3F direct drive turntable

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'On selected items Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
36 Buckingham Street, AylesC

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworlhyauclio.co.uk

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

ury, Bucks, HP20 2LFI

Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

£ 125

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

Evenings

—

visA

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

Riffle .
e
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Hill t,xchange
Choice

•Add your items for sale here and online
free advertising (no sale no fee)
- low 10% commission • 100's of items online update-1lv

hi — fi

100
495
120
1500
1800
£150
495
500
0

AV Receivers
.

Fl

i
I

U
Caren Au*. Standen»
Krell
Ballanced
Linn Klee
Lumley OLI_Refeneire)
Lum
Manileee;IVeifk
MOneblOcks

110
£450

CD Players and DACs
A.A ApIla•A, IA585
: Accustic Arts DA,: 1inkill
: Accustic Arts Player 1
Arcam 5
Audio Flight CD1
Audio Alchemy 200 transport • v1 0 DOE
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CD)
Audm Research CD3 inkll
Audiolab 8000 Transport/D.
Audmmeca, hone Lorne Mephisto transport
black edition alpha 3x
black edition alpha 3e
Bluenote Stibbert Tube
Burmester (10ICDP
Caym SCD-50T£1
Cavil SCD-50T
£9
CEC DX 51 DAC
1
Cyrus c075)0510
FAO I 70( Universal Transport
Exposure CUP CL) Player
Goldinund Meta iaser II

ral
n.,,U
ken KPS 25sc 24 196

desikAlle1
5)2
9
1/DA C
use PikaruiCu
al
êi a308cr cd Player

8nkyie18-1H01),CD
MSB-1
Pioneer PDS703

IDO recorder

£145
£975
£140
£500

rn

£300
fige
lioDCDT 300 30-Sonics
1
ag y_
u 20H-T2L
£695
Taàc Esoteric P-03/0-03
£9950
Theta Data Basic II + SAC DS Pro Pone 11
£ 750
Theta DSPro Basic))
Tnchord GENESIS
Trichord Genesis
£200
Wadia 2000 Diginiaster
£ 1785
Wadia 8616
£3500
1
,
i
(
lagea(6c4
0 1 Iiiir
ruirshii
£ 1295
£350
YaFt 3Alpha
£995
080 , i0 0.1;) ,' I'Sl;
£ 2495
YRA it., , ,, .,
£ 995
I.,.,
£250

£
P8

Complete Systems
A and il l, 1throce Va, IOUS rie details
£995
Dali is Epos
£2000
Lem AV 5103 8. 5125
£ 1250
Linn Classic - Ninka LK140. Wakonda. lkemi £4300
Meridian Audio Sysfem
£ 995
Nairn Audio CO3/102/180/561 £ 2350
Naim Audio C05 NAC112 NAP) 50 FLATCAP Proac
Response 15
£2995
Prunare 928 System Pre 8 2prs Monos
£ 2995
Proai nu v./a
£0
pen, Cpir ,,,I05 , II,•:5,11
£ 2000
'
i
,,, . ' ' , .,..., ouo i .. IAA, 8 more £ 2400
£650
£750
Linn Knekt Line Dime
Lein KNEKT RCU
Linn KNEKT Room Amp
Suons LYe r
Sonos
eontroller
Sonos ZP100
Sonos ZP80
DVD Players
Arcam FM.TUV27
Lexicon FIT- 20
Lunn Unidisli 11
Meridian Audio 593 CD/DVD/DVDA
Pioneer 575
Pioneer 000656A
Yamaha DVD-S540
Intergrated Amplifiers
Arcam Alpha 6 Plus_
kdia Rath) Flight One Integrated
ALM° Innovations Classic 25
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Be) Canto S300ni
Krell KAV 3001
Luard Wizard PMC
Moon il Intergrated
Naim Audio Wait 3
Roksan Kandy L3
Roksan rocksan kandy ka)
Stemloort SF 100
Technics 00-0560
Loudspeakers
Acousticliesearch AR112
Alm, Phalanx/Poseidon
Apogee Stage
Arcarn One
ART Emotion
Audio Acoustics Fundamental 62
Audio Acoustics Sapphire
Audio Acouslcs Sapphire
Mocha
Audio Note AN- E SP SPEAKE
Audio Physic Briton

iusal
c

Race

King'su
2sub- woofer
Linnnaoers
' 1
Linn Keilidh
inn Keilidh with kustones
inn Komri
£ 1(il
atlaix audio ion amaze
toxvther drive units 2 xpm2c with phase plugs
Lumley Impress 20I)
Lumley lamproSS 200
£ 1650
Lumley Loudspeakers reference âgnature
£ 1300
Ma neplanar MG 200
£ 8500
Ma neplanar M9.6/FI
£ 3600

E
,;ÎU

£2495

filliárld
e
i
nian
L°2u
arlirll'
gR100

Primate CD21
Planet

Custom Installation Products

al n Audice
t
Penises 0600

ref 90108;76S

Murrioogan Ascent i

.

Krell KPS 20e CAST 11
ell KPS2Oil
Levinson 31eS
Levinson 3i,*s
Meridian Audio 200/203 Tray/duo

£1400
£175
£300
£350
£0
£279
£349
£249
£740
£3000
£3500
£1650
£375
£150
£70
£100
£2995
£400
£995
£1450
£795
£500
£0
£450
£550
£70
£60
£10000
£1200
£300
£3500
£0
£0
£0
£1700
£1495

iggier/Supplie-list

power Amp
pros 1111
£275
Dual mono block- 200w 23 5
£ 2200
EAR 509 Mk 2Valve Monoblock Povier Amps ipaira£2000
Electrocompaniet AW 60 ITT
£ 800
Exposure 18 POWER
£ 790
Exposure 00111Powzir Amp
£ 415
Goldmund 18.4
f7365
GRAAF 55 ,50 Por
£ 1095
Haim DM 38
£ 9995
Harmon Cardon 012500/PA2200 £ 395
Jett Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks £ 4995
Jeff Rowland model 8
£ 4900
Krell FPB 600
£ 3995
Krell FP13 700cx
£7
Oteo Ag3 ;g841cx,==s
.

and DSF3100 horizontal Îeijigé
£2100
£925
Mendian Audio 05P33_
£2450
Meridian Audio OSP5000 v2
£500
Meridian Audio MI 500
1
Meridian Auclio M3100
.11
Mirage FRS 9
£100
Mission 7005
£190
Mission 773e
£95
Mission 77C1
Mission M33,
Mondor Audio Gold Ref 20 (GR20`,
Haim Audio SOL Walnut
Piela P4XL Mk2
£6995
PM, Loudspeakers 13B5
£2750
161
£2799
arre
£595
Posselt AJbatross
£995
Quad ELS 57
£ 5gig
Quad 051 57
Quad ESL 988
£2295
Quad ESL 988
£600
Rega Naos
£3800
Revel Ultimo Studio
£1750
Reynaud Offrande
£300
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£1990
Sonos lobee Electa Amer 11's «teN Stds
f3995
Sonos lober xtrema 8 Stands
£3500
Donas Faber xtremas 8 Stands
500ndLab A)

rom
d
.
;
., n
Lo,up
c
=ee
r
s

Sl iding Broadcast LS3/5a V2
ystern Audio SA2K
Talon Firebird Diamond
Tannoy Mercury MXC centre
Velochne FSH 10
Vibe Alpha 2 sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Wilson Audio MASO 2
Wilson Audio System 5 1
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5 1
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
Wilson Al,r1.,1
•
,• •,
Yarl
Multi Channel Amps
le/75
(
111,19B
I
Lexicon CX5
Linn 5125 Multi (5) Channel Amp
McIntosh MC 7104
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound A51

Multi Channel Speaker Systems
Definitive Technology OP 3000 0LCR
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
JMLab Sib8Co
McIntosh F1T1, HT2, 013
Mission Mission 77 Series + REL
Panasonic scht990
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg! Subson
Power Amplifiers
'truistic Ads Amp 2
Arcustic Ads Power 1
Aloia $ T 13 01
Alma ST 15 01
Audia Flight Flight One) DO
Audio Analogue Maestro Monet-dock
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Válve Baldur 70
Auckolab 8000 P/C
Audiolab 8000a mk111
BAT VI< 600se
BAT 00200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2 Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
CAT JL2 Signature
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Cape AOVO
Chord Electronics sprn600

E;F8g

£1595
£17500
£40
£495
£250
£475
£4500
£28990
£5900
£6495
£3750
£3295
£2895
£1400
£1400

£2590
£14e
£7
£15 5
£2895
£575
£350
£3900
£150
£3250
£195

£5?8g

£2650
£2536
£2150
£995
£1095
£4795
£4980
£12995
£3450
£1795
£785
£300
£5 o
5
£1 395
£1
£19
E)150

Plinius SA100mk3
Namara 928 Monobloclxs •
%risen GP
. :0km M Series- 1
Rotel rb1090
Ratel R8981
Ruby Chameleon
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarcle 10004
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Genise Monobloc
VAC 30/70 Monoblocks
XTC power one
YBA Passion Monoblocks
Pre
Accust gett
niE
tire
er1
1
Able
T 11.01i
PJoiaPSTlt,ütl
Arcam Delta 110
Audia Flight Flight 1Pre
Audio Note M31.11tirriate
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research 1$2 mk11
Audio Research SP16L
BAT 01(30
OAT VK3i
Boulder 1012
C AT SL) Signature MK Ill
CAT Ultimafe Reference
Cello Palette Ne
Chord Dectromes 0642200
Conrad Johnson Pei Pre Amp
DliiM 34 twin
DAM series 2/3
GRAM 15 Pre
Gryphon Prelude
Gryphon Sonata Allegro

9
encZI :nd ea
Linn Kern mm mc
o

S

na

"e tice

Lumley pre/phono 0001 Reference
Mark Levinson 380s
Mark Levinson 38s
Marsh P2000
McCormak Kt) 1
Melody Pure black 101
Meridian Audio 541 ,urround controller
Michell Argo HR 0 Hera
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Narm Audio 102
Nam Audio Nao 62
Nam Audio NAC 92 preamp
Primare 928 Pre amp
Reta Cursa
Tact RCS 20
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8 Power Supply
VAC Renaissance Signature MKII Ne
YBA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre

LI
11(1(13

Gamut

Graham Slee
Graham Tonearms
Halcro
JM Lab

Ellos
£1295
£3750
£2500
£7995
£1300
£6995
£1495
£1450

£1295
£1200
£1495
£1500
£6495
£2995
£5995
£3000
£3000
£595
£3750
£325
£1095
£2300
£3999
£3749
£898
£295
£500
£2350
£1650
£375
£1150
£2299
£250
£500
£550
££295
595
£250
£200
£
999
£0
£700
£595
£2495
£1000
f6995
£795
£3495

Sub Woofers
Celestion SI i
£ 80
REL 0 200£
£ 575
bass
£ 170
REL 0REL Strata
£ 295
Velorline D015
£ 1900
Velodme ULD 15
£ 1200
lindables/Amariddges & Phonostem
Clear Audio Accurate
uyvauecrve toua
£150
Fidelity Research FR64
£200
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Jp Arm
Graham Sloe Era Gold V
£395
£200
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£60
JVC 41:1D-5 CD- 4 Disc demodulator
£750
Koetsu Black
£3250
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Plat
£2495
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon
£850
Michell Gyro SE
Michell Orbe
£1550
Nairn Audio Phono bcards
£750
Origin Live Encounter
(Melon 510 MM
£35
£1000
Ortofon Jubilee
£650
Ortofon Kuntrapunkt B
Ortolan MC15 Super
£65
£65
Ortolon MC25FL
£1700
Oxford Crystal Reference o Graham 2
Pink Triangle PT
£90
Pro Ject RPM 4
£300
Reça Planar 3
£225
&sari
plaX
n
e
a
r
r
xe?s 10/OS) 5/Artemiz/Jubilee
£3500
l
£3120
SME Model 10A
£5450
SME Model 20/24
SME Model 30/20
£10999
£1450
SME Series VArm
£50
Stanton 500 AL II
Technics SL- L20
£50
£6500
VPI TNT 4 + Rokport km

.

£150

Accustic Arts
Air Tangent
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audia
Aurosal
Bel Canto
Burmester
CAT
Clear Audio
Denon

H

Lamm
Lexicon
Linn
Metronome
Monitor Audio
NAD
NuForce
Origin Live
Ortofon
Panasonic
Parasound
Pioneer
Plinius
Primare
Project
QED
Revel
Roksan
SME
Tivoli
Tom Evans
Townsend
Usher
Velodine
YBA
And many more...

•email: info@choice-hifi.com • Tel: 020 8392 1959 'Mobile: 07768 720456

hi-finews

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
•Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
•Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
•Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
•LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
•Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
•Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
•Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
•Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
•Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teat
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Most Road
West Midlards 1392 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Marko: Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Mid ands 873 5TD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner. Middlesex HAS 41-1R

020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30

17 Conischle Road
County Durfam DL3 7EE
01325 481418

LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on seiected items • 09,
6APR

MUSIC
MATTERS

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and

eig

lighting. Home trials are available

i
Q

CEDIA

for many products

www.musicmatters.co.uk

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

\I (' Y! •
10A Chapel Street

23A Regent Street

Stratford- Upon- Avon

Leamington Spa

Warwickshire CV37 6EP

Warwickshire CV32 5EJ

01789 414 533

01926 888 644

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Martin Logan - Vantas

60 Eturve itt,ati. London, 5W20 OTW
"9 020 894. 15213,3331 E shopeobnantteteon•
Fraie parked • Fret. menutes fr on, Al - Open Tue - Set - 5 30

Sonia Faber - Don, ne
Audio Research • . 5v rd • tSopland • Chord Company

Moon

-Supernova

1.7reek • Drearreviskei • Ovriavt99or • Epos • Cute. in" • Lyra
Krell • Martin ',clap. • Miebet1 • Moon • Nairn • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Livc • Prima Luna • Reston • Sorett9e,
%nits Faber • Stande Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Tranepanent • Unison Research • Velotdyne • Waterfall
Please contact u

fee • list et en-dern at display product
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Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man 99
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005. "BEST CARTRIDGE
UNDER £ 1000! Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadeock, E.A.R. and others. 'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
N
LE' Pitis
tridge re- tipping set-Nice

Web Site: www.eartridgeman.com

Email: thecartridgemanebtinternet.corn

020 8688 6565
118
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,COOL GALES
It's a breeze to click and buy high- end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and
brochure downloads on our
website product listings. Read how
the stunning Clearaudio Emotion,
now available in red, black, blue,
and white, " brings out the emotion
from your vinyl" (
Hi Fi Choice).

Give us a free call on 0800 043 6710 if you need
more info or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell you
the new, top- of- the- range Zyx 4D has prompted us
to have a radical rethink about what's possible in
vinyl playback.

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including the
astonishing NuForce Reference 9SE V2 monoblocs,
"with startling dynamics, a big and transparent
soundstage, and outstanding resolution... explosive
transient impact and center- of- the- earth bottom- end
solidity and power" (The Absolute Sound).

A 30- day money- back guarantee on
most products ( details on our website),
including the the essential Nordost Thor
mains conditioner. " Taking it out means no
music— it's as simple as that" (
Hi Fi+).

•
A huge selection of hi-fi components with style, like
the spectacular Eclipse TD712z, " whose clarity,
transparency, resolution, imaging, and timbrai accuracy
match or exceed those of just about every other speaker
I've had in my system or heard at shows" (
Stereophile).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

Igales.com
0043 6710

The Victoria School House z: Her

o

Road z Bath BA2 6LU

MANTRA

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

Before you leap,
always look
at the alternative
Vandersteen
Nottingham Analogue •
Music First Audio •
Art Audio .

ORDER SECURELY @ hilps://shop.mantra.audlo.co.uk

Auts•O

SEE WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS dFULL PRODUCT RANGE
ITEMS EX STOCK DELIVERY BY RETURN OTHERWISE 3. 10 DAYS

CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

HEADPHONE SELECTION

Goldring

Yoshino
Id

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

Patrol
boredcet or r

GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra £33

£24

SR- 60

£75

1006

£88

£65

SR- 80

£90

1012 GX

£ 116

£77

SR- 125

£140

1022 GX

£ 153

£97

SR- 225

£175

1042

£ 171

£120

SR- 325i

£260

Eroica LX/H £ 153 £ 122

EX

N/A

Elite

EX

N/A

£273 £ 217

Prestige Series

Reference Series

2000 Series ( new) full range in stock

£30

DR100

£40

£18

DR150

£70

NS 1000

£140

HD415

£29

EX

Active Noise Reduction

Denon
DL 103

£ 105 £95

EX

N/A

DL 103R

£ 190 £ 170

EX

N/A

DL 110

£79 £69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95 £ 83

EX

N/A

DL 304

£210 £ 190

EX

N/A

Sennhelaer Headphones
HD435

Grado

£38

HD465

£45

HD485

£54

HIFI ACCESSORIES

Prestige Black £40

£29

Prestige Gold £ 110

£77

Lyra

ARTcessoties USB Phono Plus Pre-Amp

£85

MiltyPro Super Ecstatic Brush

£13

Dorian

£495 £395

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

Argo

£795 £ 695

EX

N/A

Milty Picall II Roller plus Refill

£16

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£15

Dune J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono
plug Sm connectors

£27

Shure
M 97 XE

£98

£58

Sumlko
Blue Point Special £ 19 5

£165

EX

Blackbird £ 585 £ 500

EX

EX

www.alternativeaudio.co.uk

DR50
£16

£30

AT 0C9 MLII £ 270 £ 255

t: 01984 624242
e: peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk

£450

£ 25

AT 110E

Alternative
AUDIO

£635

RS- 2
New Goldring Headphones

Audio Technlca
AT 95 E

RS- 1

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

Exchange pric• same make moving coil cartridge

VISA

41'

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN). TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 SSO

64fribeVfe Fla— e
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Aristocratic sound for aristocratic music lovers
The audio two channel specialists

USHER

X-708

STUDIO REFERENCE SACO
This is a Musician's Tool for extracting all
the elements of music from your disc

Please Hurry... Limited Stock !

USHER

R-1.5

The best value for money class

- Victor JVC

AStereo

Classic Hi Fi reference speakers designed
for true music lovers. ( 70w - 8 ohms)

AX-SD1

Experience sweet and warm sound from

Power Amplifier in the world. BAR NONE !

our best seller JVC pure class A

Available matching preamplifier P-307 A.

Integrated Amplifier.
Available matching CD player XL-SD1.

Europe's number one for value Hybrid
Integrated class A Amplifier. Available
matching Hybrid HDCD player CD- S6.

266 Seven Sisters Road , London N4 2HY
For demonstration ( by appointment only) please call 020 8374 3958 / 07983619671

( 49S ( 245

4995

1996

LINN RABIA

1850

395

AUDIO RESEARCH 150.2 2ch Power ( New)

2300

1797

MARANTZ CD 65

349

195

AUDIO RESEARCH I50m.5 SxI50w Power ( New)

6495

4997

MERIDIAN 103 DAC

395

175

AUDIO RESEARCH MP.I ( Ex demo)

5700

3698

re:77)

200

96

999

398

PIONEER DVR7000 DUD Recorder

1299

496

OUI S2000 MA Stereo Power

1000

395

PIONEER CLD.D925 Laser Disc Player

1000

298

COPLAND ( DA535 ( 5o125 watts) ea demo

2998

2348

PRIMARE 030.2 CD Player ( Ex Demo)

1500

996

CYRUS 5Integrated

750

448

CYRUS DAC XP Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

ROMAN Atlessa CD Player

1495

595

CYRUS mono power

SHANLING CD 500

3995

2295

100

595

MUSICAL FIDELITY X.100 DAC

Vinyl

AUDIOLAB 8000C preamplifier

LEVINSON No 39

PRIMARE D20 CD Player

AVI S2000 MP Pre

275

1000

795

AUDIO INNOVATIONS S800 Power

1200

518

CYRUS PSX

400

245

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60

3000

1095

AUDIO RESEARCH VII 55 ( EN DEMO)

2895

2296

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5

2995

1495

AUDIO RESEARCH LS22 ( Non Remote)

2995

1796

1650

995

5,000

1498

THETA Jade Transport

2500

995

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quart, ( Ex Demo)

700

525

358

2955

THETA MILES ( Bal) CD Player

2895

998

CYRUS VS2 Preamplifier ( as new)

600

395

6320

4296

THETA Carman CD/DOD Transport

3500

1296

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

448

SMEIOA/309 Tonearm Ex Demo
SME20/2A S/H

Amplifiers

600

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

ARION Elearo Integrated Amplifier

1500

595

ARION Toles Integrated Amplifier

1500

798

THORENS TD 280 Mk II

SUD

145

THETA Pro Prime 11 Dto A ( merle'

1800

996

ELECTOR MEL Pre

500

118

THORENS TD 165 MKII

NA

128

THETA DS Pro Progen

1395

596

JEFF ROWLAND Model 12 Monos

14000

5998

THORENS TD 318

400

105

THETA David Tronsport

4650

1495

KRELL RAU 5Home Cinema Director

14498

2991

AUDION Sterling ETSE Monos

UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono

900

595

THOR AUDIO DC.1000

4300

2768

KRELL HTS Pre Processor ( Old Style)

5995

1998

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

2000

1496

Reference Valve DAC

1900

TRICHORD RESEARCH PULSAR IDAC

495

Digital Sources

ARCAM ( D92 CD Player

800

455

AR(M& Delto 190 CD Transport ( boxed)

500

228

5500

2996

750

395

AUDIO Aero Cookie Reference CD Player
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD Player
GUI 52000 MC Reference CD Player
CALIFORNIA LABS. SIGMA DAC

1200

498

750

328

CONRAD JOHNSON FYI 1Pre

1950

748

EAR 899 70 Woe Integrated

3660

1798

LINN Nairn Pre

1750

746

GRAAF GM100 OIL 100 WATT ( EX DEMO)

4995

4196

NA

298

JADIS DA5 Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

600

345

McINTOSH CR16 Melamine controller ( Ex Demo)

4467

3497

McINTOSH MC 58 8ch power ( Ex Demo)

1999

2497

McINTOSH MHT200 AV System Controller ( New)

5500

3997

LEAK Varislope preamplifier

N/A

96

McINTOSH MC202 Power Amp ( New)

2995

2197

PATHOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

3690

2956

895

396

PATHOS Twin Towers Integrated

3700

1995

1295

395

700

295

150

85

(UPLAND CDA288 CD Player

1999

1195

COPELAND ( DA 822

2100

1198

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CDS

600

225

CYRUS CD7C1 CD Player

1100

595

KRELL DUD Standard

8500

2998

CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

KRELL NAV280 CD Player

3999

2296

KRELL NAV 250 MK II

3500

1296

10995

2995

KRELL BPS 20i CD Ployer

NAD 116 Preamplifier
NAD 208 Power amplifier ( THX)
?MUM (A302 Int (( lassic)
PUNIUS M8 Pre — Bal — Remote ( Ex Demo)

750

1799

1397

JADIS « 200 Monos ( Ex Demo)

17500

8998

LEAK Point One Preamplifier

N/A

96

JADIS DLP2 Pre Ex Demo

PRIMA LUNA PROLOGUE 2 ( AS NEW)

1195

895

QUAD FORTY SERIES PRLMONO'S ( AS NEW)

4000

1996

395

UNISON STK (
5/E) INTEGRATED

1695

1196

VT/ (
vacuum tube logic) preamplifier

1000

345

400

195

1000

475

NA

98

1300

1896

395

115

QUAD 33 Pre Amp

249

138

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier

SECAM ALPHA 9 ( ind mm mt Board Int)

670

395

REVOX 8252 Preamplifier

ARCAM AV 50

500

198

«VOX 8242 Power Amplifier

1495

298

ARCAM Delta 110 Pre DAC ( Audioquest wired)

550

198

ROKSAN ( aspirin M Integrated Amplifier ( ex demo) 1000

796

ARCAM Delta 120 Power ( Audioquest wired)

800

298

SONY TAS 1000850 Pre

ARCAM Delta 290P

400

195

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

AUDIO ANALOGUE BELUNI Pre Amp

500

355

SPHINX Projea II Pre Amp

AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETTI Power

500

355

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm II Int

AUDIO Innovalions Alto

600

295

&RA60 ( classic) Integrated
ARCM& ALPHA 7Integraled

1/95
5998

1396

MUSICAL FIDELITY P100 preamplifier

Amplifiers

2000
16000

2195

MICHEll ARGO

125

1796
3996

2895

MERIDIAN 501 Pre Amplifier

499

2995
11500

9000

MERIDIAN 562V Video switching unit
ARUM ALPHA 8CD Player

AUDIO RESEARCH VT 200 Mk II

LINN Omsk Movie AV Receive,

LINN Majik Integroled

-.101111.eadOWilimi-.4e
-

AUDIO RESEARCH LSI 6

KRELL KRS 2.3 box Pre/Phono Slag°

LINN LK100 Power

375

78

1200

695

995

198

495

198

3000

998

1600

498

650

285

TRADING
STATION

7597

795

WILSON Whow III Sub ( without riover)

3998

NA

398

120

60

10000

3798

4997

ARISTON ONR Monitors

1100

275

BOW S(M8 TH% Effect Loudspeakers

1000

398

CASTLE Seven loudspeakers

595

295

CASTLE CONWAY 3 (Walnut)

1100

450

DALI Grand Coupe

2595

1345

DALI Grand Diva loudspeakers

2500

1298

EPOS ES22 Loudspeakers

1200

495

IMPULSE H7 block ( horn loaded)

1100

295

REF 085 ( surrounds)

300

126

REF Ref 102/2 Loudspeakers

995

180

KLIPSCH SW15(I 5"( Subwoofer

1500

798

KRELL Resolution C ( centre — es new)

2980

1996

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm/11"

NA

148

LEAK Sandwich 600 Loudspeakers

N/A

155

LINN « ben ( passive)

2500

496

LINN Kabers ( active)

3000

895

LINN Walls ( white)
LUMLEY REF 11 6IG Loudspeakers

300

148

4000

898

995

395

5350

1995

300

128

MOREL Music First 704

1000

398

LUXARAN «780 Cassette Deck

M & K590 Wall Speakers

1200

396

NAKAMICHI ZXE In Tracer ( incl. NRS)

1750

598

McINTOSH MC CS350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

NORDOST SPM 5m Pair

4500

2495

MAGNA PLANAR SMGA
MARTIN LOGAN QUESTS
MISSION 703 Floorstanders

Miscellaneous
NA

298

McINTOSH 1.5320 ( Ex Demo)

1950

1697

QUAD ACOUSTICAL FM2

NA

85

McINTOSH LS340 ( Ex Demo)

4797

3797

RONCO CL500 Projector

5,000

1995

15,000

offers

1000

398

MERIDIAN DSP5000( Mkl

1950

998

MERIDIAN DSP33 24/96 Loudspeakers

2448

1298

MISSION 737E loudspeakers

300

145

TEAC RH300 Mini ( resole Deck ( champagne)

200

65

MISSION 751 Bookshelf monitors

300

145

IDS audio irensformer

500

176

MORREL BASS MASTER 602 Oak

1600

445

MUSE 15 ( 15 — inch active Subs)

4000

1498

750

450

NAIM Intro
PRO« Super Towers ( teak)
REL 0 150 Active Sub
REVEL Perform, F30 loudspeakers

1000

445

600

185

3000

1495

495

198

SONGS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red

22000

POU

SOUNDLAB AI Electrostatics (( herry)

ROGERS LS 7monitor Loudspeakers

16000

5498

TANNOY DSO Loudspeakers

300

175

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

1295

495

The leading reseller of carefully used and mint condition

HI-FI

925

4990

(Subs need * rework)

295

MICHELL Gyro SEfTechno Arm/BPS
ORACLE DELPHI 3 ( no arm)

APOGEE Mini Greed GS ( Ex Demo)

1700

1298

SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player

ANTHONY GALI.0 Nucleus/sulepstestds Ex Demo

600

2400

WHARFDALE SFB/2 ( Classics)
WHARFEDALE Diamond IV Loudspeakers

2200

KOETSU Red Ksignature

MIDO 3Stellar 1 ( gloss blerk) Ex Show

Loudspeakers

hi-fi components and systems. Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.
www.hifitradingstation.com
The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1NA ITel: 0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat:10am - 5.30pm ICLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE'COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

SONY DLP Projedor ( large ask for details)
TUC RI DAT Recorder

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS

REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

Specialist items at great prices with
Atacama
Pro-ject
41P1

HIFI BASE
Equinox 2

CHECK
TURNTABLE

HOME THEATER

RPM1 Genie

PROJECTOR
PD7130

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Combining high pelormance with practicality and good looks,

The Pro-Ject Gene turntable offers exceptional sound and
exceptional quality. This award winning manual turntable is
fitted wth aOrtolon OM 3E cartridge arid with it's stunning

the Equitex Series offers aflexible approach to Hi Fi equipment
rack design. The Equinox has the unique ability to grow with
your Hi Fi system by allowing you to begin with a 2 shelf base
module, you then amply stack on top individual single shelf
modules to create a3, 4or even a5 shelf rack.

INFORMATION

design will without adoubt be the envy of your friends.

degree. Up until this projector, the wow factor had never officially
been located.

A FUSION OF ROCKSOLID POWER AND
HI-DEF PRECISION

DELIVERY

we a4500:1 contrast ratio, r}
Linens, and native 720p HD
resolution. thrs projector will make your eyes dilate and your heart
race. Especially when you factor in the integrator-friendty features,
such as horizontal and vertical ons shift, DLP's DarkChip tech,
ample connectivity, and menus that don't require an engineering

It UY

CHECK ONLINE
NOW- PAY

AUTUMN

2008

HD 7.1 AV AMP
Exceeding even the highest expectations, the TX-5R875
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

el - giby imueHD

NV surround sound receiver deserves all the accolades it
gets. The foundations of the 'D(-SR875 are its isolated

The new LIII Kandy integrated benefits from totally

power amplifier block (which sirxxxls adual push-pull

amplifier internals. The mans transformer and the AC

amplification design) and prearrefier. You'll also find ablend

circuitry are now moved to one sede away from the

of onboard technologies to prime your home theatre for

amplifier main circuits thus dramatically reducing AC n

high-definton playback. You're looking at the first HDMI

interference. After rectification circuitry. the power supp

equipped Onkyo receiver to take up to four components

layout, distribution and tracking to different sections of

with 1080p video and master- quality audio capabilities.

amplifier have been greatly improved.

Also evadable in black
TX-SR875

Kand

Onkyo

Roksan

L.III Int • rated Arn lifier MkIll

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

AV PACKAGE

MCube 5.1

5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

Ikon AV Speaker Package

CS SYSTEM 3

Xeno

£CALL FOR PRICE

Audica
INFORMATION

INFORMATION

NFU'' ,

•.
M- Cube consists of an active
250W subwoofer with 2x200mm (8') bass driver.
magnetically shielded centre and satellite
speakers and 5Wall brackets.

This five ,
tir What Hifi award winning speaker
package .zomprises of 2Ikon 6floor standing
speakers. 1Ikon Vokal 2centre, 2on wall rear
speakers and the Del Ikon subwoofer. Ar of
which are also available individually with free
OED speAker cable.

i
• Auda range of speakers sound as good as
they look. Each speaker is constructed from
extruded high grade aluminium. Its section is shaped
in such away as to cancel rearward firing waves
from the driver, thus increasing driver efficiency and
decreasing cabinet resonance.

MJ Acoustics
amazing new XENO system features High
Grade crossover, ability to be fed with afull range
signal. Bass driver technology, Tweeter employng
soft dome technology and Boundary effect rear
ports to enhance the refraction effects from the
lower frequencies.

CHECK ONLINE FOR MORE PRODUCTS & PRICES
13 /CioiliEbEibr

Creg.,A

MONITOR AUDIO

kaudio

osp eeeee

Jc/

1 audio pro

MIR
WWI
MIA AM

free delivery

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after- sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

£ CALL

FOR

PRICE

CHECK

ONLINE

1
111111.1111
V 7.

1

SUi-71ROuND PECEJJER

.
re Ai:P i
'5r.i8 caurh

r
i
.c.ver

STEREO PO ,A ER AMPLIFIER
r,

dri
.e ae.eri

ceeker ,
-:

'VR-15CJét

Audiolab

nenon

DCD-700AE

TX-SR505

Denon

Onkyo

Shure
Q Acoustics

Shure's SE420 sound isolating earphones feature Dual
TruAcoustic MicroSpeakers and asound isolating design,
They use dedicated tweeters and woofers to provide a
detailed sound stage that's free from outside noise. Lows
mids and highs are distinct and defined for accurate
reproduction for all the details of your music, A Premium
Fa Kit offers portablility, connectivity and acomfortable
customised fit.

CHECK
ONLINE
IN EAR HEADPHONES

SE420

BUY NOW-PAY
AUTUMN

Pioneer

BLU-RAY PLAYER

The BDP-LX70A gets the best out of high definition
media. It delivers master quality; audio and video
exactly as the film-makers intended, perfectly played
back at 1080p and 24Hz. That is. at exactly the some
speed and using the same 24 frames per second as
the film was shot, stored, mastered and screened at

BDP-LX70A

the cinema.

t umu.
FOR

OR A 3.1 SYSTE
FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

1.1 SYSTEM
QAV

PRICE

Fatman

The Carbon Edition is unique to the Fat man range in
that it uses aone piece formfactor and is finished ri a
stylish black. The amplifier and dock elements are built
into asingle piece chassis, thereby providing an alegan;
and high impact design. The specification has been
uplifted to include 2 source inputs plus the Pod dock,
aremote control which handles volume and tonal
changes for all three sources and ahuge increase in
power to 25m per channel.

The QAV LCR Speaker systemri available as a
5.1 or a3.1 system. the main LCiR Speaker is
extendable catering for the different size screens
horn 37inches to 50inches. The 5.1 system
comes with wall mountable rear speakers, which
can be located along skirting boards or along
coving to conveniently hide unsiehtry wires.

TEAC

Finance options outdid:0e
through 1/12 Finance
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So wrote Aldous Huxley some 50 years ago yet, curiously,
that vision seems strangely pertinent today when so much
information and entertainment comes to us from all
corners of the world through that ubiquitous screen within
our own homes.
In most cases what we see and hear is little more than an
illusion, but we've also come to realise and value the fact
that the television screen is like an open window onto our
world and through it, because of it, even despite it, we've
become open to many new and exciting experiences.
We all have our choices and often they're what differentiate
us from each other, but clearly there's one thing we all share,
the willingness to embrace and enjoy that beautiful illusion..
Make the right choice - Visit KJ WestOne

MOO

Front End...
Krell Showcase
DVD Player

Navigation...
Krell 1000
Pre/processor

www.kjwestone.com

Driving Force...
Krell S-1500-5
Power Amplifier

KURD
Cinema Vision... Pioneer LX 608D

Home Cinema Experience
'Seeing.. hearing.. believing'
If only the supreme manifestation of the home cinema
experience is likely to be good enough for you, you'll
discover that our latest Krell Showcase electronics driving
the high end Sonus Faber Cremona loudspeaker line up is
a truly awe inspiring system that in many ways endorses
KJ West One's own ' raison d'etrel; this is what can be
achieved, it has been achieved and that's why it's here,
now, for you to audition in our New Cavendish Street
Home Cinema Studios.
Please phone or email to arrange a private demonstration
Make the right choice... Visit KJ West One

il

Sound Servers...

Sonus Faber Cremona
Series comprising

Front (left & right)
Elipsa's, Cremona
Centre,

two Cremona
sub-woofers
& Rear (left & right)
Cremona M's.

Kl
Leaders in the worlds finest high-fidelity
KJ London

26 New Cavendish Street
42 Cowgate

London W1G 8TY

Peterborough PE1 1NA

T. 020 7486 8262/3

T 01733 341 755

W: www.kjwestone.com

F- 01733 358 141

.2ndhandhlfisco.uk

NAIM NAC82, ex boxed
999
NAIM NAP180, ex boxed
399
NAIM NAC112, current style preamp
349
NAIM NAC42.5, excellent chrome bumper
149
Pathos Classic One Mk2, ex boxed
749
Quad 77 Integrated with full remote
279
Quad 44 Preamp, 405 Power amps NOW from 99
Quad 33/303, vgc for year fully serviced
199
Quad 405/2, ex boxed
249
Radford STA25 Rennaissance and SC25
Pre/Power, excellent
999
Roksan Kandy Mk3 power
379
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Pre IL & Power 1,
749
TACT/Lyngdorf Audio SDA2175, great press, as
new
699

taL QUILE11112100

Analogue

Accessories/Cables

Ariston RD80, ex condition
99
Acos Lustre
149
Alphason Opal arm, excellent
149
AR Legend, Linn Basik LVX
149
MID Acutus, ex demo as new in Chrome
Call
Clearaudio Evolution with parallel tracking arm 999
Garrard 301, SME3009, Behrens Plinth
799
Heybrook 112 c/w Linn flasik LVX
229
Image/Dais, Dais deck, early Tom Fletcher design 199
Linn LP12, Ittok LV11 and Sumiko BPS really pretty example
899
Linn LP12, Lingo 2, Akito 2in cherry, Cirkus etc 1599
Linn LP12, Lingo, Ekos, reasonable
1499
Linn Lingo, vgc
499
Linn Ekos, vgc
749
Linn ktok 12, VERY VERY RARE ITEM,
Offers
Linn Ittok LV11, vgc in rare black
399
Michell Orbe full version a/c motor
1199
Michell Gyrodec SE
Call
Michell Orbe SE, DC/NC version RB300, cancelled
order
1599
Michell Focus One, Focus arm, excellent
299
Michell Iso c/w Hera p/s
249
Mission 774 original arm
149
Musical Fidelity XLP ex
99
Musical Fidelity XLPSv2 ex boxed monoblock
phonostage & p/s
299
NAD ( Rega Planar 2), R8250
119
Project Tubebox, excellent
179
Rega Planar 3, RB300, vgc
179
Roksan Xerxes 20/XPS7 as new
1899
Roksan TMS1.5, DSU and SME V
2999
SME 3, lovely
199
SME 3009, excellent
149
SME Model 20/2A, nr mint ex demo
Call
Systemdek IIX900, offboard p/s, acrylic platter
and RB250
379
Systemdek II (biscuit tin), ADC arm, vgc
249
Townshend Elite Rock, Excalibur arm, Merlin p/s,
plinth & lid
749
Zeta, famous heavyweight arm, excellent
499

Chord various AV cables, call for details
Call
Cyrus PSXR, Graphite Black and Silver available
from
229
Decent Audio ODW, used
149
Linn Isobarik Active Xover box
Offers

Amplifiers

Accuphase E212, mint boxed
1199
Accuphase P450, very large poner amp, ex boxed . 1749
Arcam P75, great power amp
225
ATC SIA150, excellent boxed
1199
ATC CA2 remote preamp
399
Audio Analogue Maestro Reference 150m monster
Integrated
1199
Audio Analogue Primo, mini size integrated . 299
Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta
899
Audio Innovations Series 700 integrated, excellent
boxed
499
Audio Research SP16, inc phono stage ex boxed 1299
Audio Research VS55, excellent
1399
Audiolab 8000P, excellent original grey version
boxed
149
AVI Lab Series Integrated with phono ex demo 1499
AVI S2000 Integrated
249
Bryston 4BST Power amp, excellent in black 1199
Cyrus PSXR, various from
249
Exposure 3010, as new boxed with £ 200 mm
phono stage
599
Krell KAV400xi, excellent boxed
1749
Krell KSA50 excellent
899
Krell KSA150 excellent
1199
Linn Majik Integrated
299
Linn Kolector ex boxed
329
Meridian 565 Digital Surround Sound processor 349
Meridian 562V Digital Controller
349
Meridian 518 Digital interface unit
449
Musical Fidelity kW500, excellent
2499
Nad C325BEE, excellent boxed display
199
NAIM NAC62/NAP140, excellent boxed pre/power599
NAIM 32/90 pre/power, cute chrome bumper pair 299
NAIM NAIT 5, ex boxed
399

Quad FM3, excellent
Quad FM4, excellent
Rega Radio
SONY JA2Oes minidisc, superb
TRAC TR610 FM tuner

Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy Aelite 3, sealed boxes
399
ATC SCM7, nr mint boxed in cherry
399
Audioyector M3 Sig, active crossovers, new f4k+,
amazing
Offers
Audio Pro Bravo FX04 in piano black, bargain .Offers
AVI Neutron IV, excellent ex demo units boxed in
cherry
399
AVI Pro Nine Plus Aaives, less than 6months old °Offers
AVI Trio, reasonable order, complete steal at1199
B&W 805 Nautilus, nr mint boxed in cherry 779
Castle Harlech, excellent boxed in yew
399
Dynaudio Contour 1.8 mk2 ex boxed
799
Epos ES14 c/w matching stands
199
JR149, lovely little LS3/5 derivatives
249
Linn Sara, excellent boxed with Sara stands 299
Linn Isobarik DMS or PMS/Xoverbox/Dirak Offers
Magneplanar 2.5R
599
Martin Logan Summit, ex demo slight mark, save
over £ 1000
Call
Meridian DSP5000, excellent
1199
Meridian M2500, nr mint mega sub - bargain!!! 499
Meridian DSP5000C, excellent
749
Monitor Audio RS! in Natural Oak, nr mint boxed . 299
Monitor Audio S13, ex boxed in Natural Oak 399
Monitor Audio, mint boxed GS20 in Piano Black,
used
749
Mordaunt Short, Performance 860, ex boxed 599
Neat Acoustics Petite 3SE c/w Ultimatum bass
drivers NOW
399
Neat Acoustics Motive Centre
Offers
Peak Consult Princess & Stands. ex boxed
2499
Quad ESL989, excellent boxed BARGAIN ,
1999
Quad ESL63, excellent
599
JM Reynaud Offrande, boxed superb c/w matching stands
1199
Revolver RW16, brand new last pr
249
Ruark Sabre, vgc, nice mid sized standmount 99
Spendor 58e, excellent in cherry
1199
Triangle Comete ES, ex demo nr mint boxed 329
Triangle Antal ES, nr mint boxed
599

Digital
Accuphase DP75V, excellent boxed
2999
Arcam Alpha 7, excellent
149
Arcam Alpha 5+, excellent
149
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem
899
AVI Lab Series, mint boxed used bargain
799
Cairn Fog v2, absolute steal, was f1250 ex demo 499
Chord Blu Dual Data, ex demo
3999
Chord DAC64, ex demo
1999
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain - WOW! 1499
Cyrus Quattra, c/w tuner, UNDER HALF PRICEI499
Cyrus CD8, boxed ex c/w remote
499
Esoteric UX1, brand new sealed box save 54000+4975
Lector 4 box Digidrive/Digicode and power supplies
1999
Linn Karik, ylate version ex boxed
499
Linn Numerik, ylate version
399
Linn Mimik, ex c/w remote
279
Meridian 500 Transport, excellent remote
399
Meridian 563 DAC
349
Meridian 200 Transport, excellent boxed
199
Meridian 203 DAC, excellent
199
Meridian G91DAB, good order c/w remote, boxed 2749
Micromega Stage 1. excellent
99
Musical Fidelity A308CR CD, excellent, remote,
box
799
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CR CD player, excellent,
boxed
999
Pathos Endorphin, crated ex demo unit
2999
Roksan Atessa transport
399
Shanling, CD3000, ex display
799
Shanling CDT80, ex display
399
TRAC VRDS10, good condition, boxed remote399
Wadia 302, as new, ex demo, warranty, boxed,
remote etc
2499

SPECIAL SYSTEM DEALS

AVI Lab Series Amp c/w phono, CD Player and
pair Neutron IV
Call
Audio Analogue Maestro Senanta Amp and CD
Player
Call
Arcam AVR200 and matching DVD Player
Call
Cairn Fog y2 CD player and 4808 Amplifier Call
Linn Classik K inc tuner, speakers available Call
Marantz Layla CD/Receiver and cassette In
Chelsea blue!
Call

Radio/Recorders
Arcam Alpha 7
Linn Kudos, excellent
Meridian 204, excellent
Nakamichi DR2 ex boxed
Pure 702ES, excellent multiband tuner

99
199
99
349
49

99
299
249
149
149

Tel 0845 6019390 Tues to Sat 10 Iii 5, or email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk

Wakefield 01924 255045
07970541239

1?emier Audio
We

are now demonstrating

in

Manchester - Cleveland -

the

Doncaster 01302 711528
07931524266

following areas:

Cumbria - Linconshire -

Humberside - Yorkshire - Lancashire Nottingham -

Durham - Leeds -

Birmingham -

Sheffield

A small selection below of our current line up
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High End Cable
www.hIghendcable.co.uk

For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775
Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects
Analysis Plus
Acoustic System
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse
Furutech
Hovland
Nordost
MIT
Oehlbach
Purl« Audio Design
Stereovox
Townshend
True Colour Industries
van den Hui
Wyrewixard
IsoTek
Cable Tower
Oehibach Accessories
Acoustic Resonators

c rer4 Pri.x A (4.c:
RIA.À.SOK,

Re...search

Bel Canto
Project Turntables
Audio Physic Speakers
STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arye CD - IsoTek CD
The Rock V turntable
Lyra Moving Coll
Ortofon Moving Coil
Sumlko Moving Coil
Component cables
Digital cables
MDMI
Optical cables
S video
SCART

StereoVOX

Co wsowainze
Pathos

Rtiyiito CD

PS Aucno
Au.cno Suo.tkesis
A good

range

of

used

h ex dem always

For latest deals & info

Ty-me-sport

vLcs

available

at

DAC

(-04.4.01SpeakerS

affordable prices

www.premier-audio.net

Firewtre
XLR cables
Sub woofer cables
Chord 1Pod cables
Nordost 1Pod cables
DIN cables
Chord cables for Nairn
Mains & Power cables
Jumpers

CHORD
-
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TRUE COLOURS
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upto
25% OFF
when you trade In
your old cable
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Previously owned cables.

Reference Cables include free Burn In.
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30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634 880037

7Catisonce
-

UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR ALL RAYSON IC & ORACLE PRODUCTS.
ANATEK, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD COMPANY,
CHORD ELECTRONICS, CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI, EDGAR, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE,
FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT, LSA, METRONOME, NORTHSTAR,
NOTTINGHAM, ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, PARTINGTON,
PRO-JECT, QUAD, QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE,
TANNOY PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

the abso!ute sound
2007 Golden Ear
Award Winner

MIT Oracle MA loudspeaker cable:
2007 Golden Ear Award winner.
"Instrumental images within the
soundstage were presented
with more air and space around
them... Had I
not heard the Oracle MA,
Magnum MA would be my reference."
Robert Harley— The Absolute Sound
Distributed by:

Amasterful cable that will cause astir.
P.O. Box 988, Cheltenham, Glos., GL50 9FJ

FAIITMusic Interface Techn ol
ogi es

www.audiobility.co.uk

Telephone: 0870 777 2991

'TOTAL NALL'

Well it may not be the year 2084, however all of us at KJ are waxing lyrical about this
truly amazing

Sci-Fi Sound' system combination. It is light years ahead in every

conceivable way. Here are just afew unique benefits on ' offer' when choosing this system
•

The worlds finest subjective performance from your treasured i
pod device

•

The world's finest fully differential output from an internal DAC

•

The world's finest active hybrid Active Electrostatic loudspeakers.

•

The world's finest futuristic looking sound system

•

The world's most affordable Reference music library playback set-up

Yes the

KID & Martin Logan Purity combination is simply a futuristic system

capable of achieving a' total recall' of all your treasured musical material.
Make the right choice... Visi

KJ Vvoct One fo

-1audition

www.kjwestone.com

Leaders in the worlds finest high-fidelity
KJ London

26 New Cavendish Street
42 Cowgate

London W1G 8TY

Peterborough PE1 1NA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

W: www.kjwestone.com

F: 01733 358 141

R

ode Audio

sensible hi-fi since 1973

Audio Physics
Bryston
Chord Caple
Dynavector
EAR/Yoshino
Helius
lsotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Nairn Audio
Neat
Npttingham Analogue
Rega Research
Spendor
Tannoy
Iron
TW Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ AcoU
Monitor Au
MordauntNAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primate
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

Near SaffroftWdden. Essex. Please contect before visiting
'AeiddlettaLidio@hotrnail.co.uk www. radlettaudio.co.uk.

A

All Chord Electronics available

with up to 3yrs 0% finapt

•

24 Gillygate. York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Specialists in HieeicWiry ee.ieed Repèrvauctrtm - Since .1967
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Serious sound from serious retailers...

NAP 500

-Amplifier

CD555 - CD Player

...experience the

...

500 series for yourself
THE RETAILERS

NAC 552 - Preamplifier

LONDON

EAST

WEST

The Sound

Audio Venue Ltd

Signals

Audience

Organisation

020 8567 8703

01473 655 171

01225 333 310

01904 627 108

Billy Vee

Tom Tom Audio

Gulliford Hi Fi

Sound Systems

01727 893 928

Grahams Hi Fi

01392 491 194

NORTH WEST

Mike Manning Audio

Acoustica

SOUTH CENTRAL

01935 479 361

01244 344 227

020 8318 5755
020 7226 5500

HiFi Cinema
0118 982 0402

Ultimate Home
Entertainment

Adventures In Hi Fi

Oranges and Lemons
020 7924 2040

Overture

Solutions

Audio Counsel

Robed Taussig Co Ltd

01295 272 158

0845 6780 787

0161 4916 090
Fortissimo

MIDLANDS

NORTH EAST

0161 8325 060

Cymbiosis

Audio Republic

020 7487 3455
SOUTH EAST

01244 345 576

PJ Hi Fi

0116 262 3754

0113 2177 294

01483 304 756

Honeydale Audio

Audio Room

SCOTLAND
Loud & Clear Ltd

Soundcraft Hi Fi

01694 771 351

01482 891 375

0141 2210 221
Robert Ritchie

01233 624 441

01674 673 765
AUDIO EXCELLENCE GROUP
01179 264 975

world class sound...

AUDIO TGROUP
01372 748 888

www.naim500.com

KSL Kondo Neiro Line IreNrated Valve Amplifier

T. +44 (0) 115 973 3222 E. shourgdefinitiveaudio.co.uk www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
Tel
VINYL

MICHELL ORBE SE(NEW IN BOX)
£ 1575
MICHELL GYRODEC EXCLT/BOXED
£795
ORACLE DELPHI V/TURBO PSUNPI JMW ARM/FULL COVER MINT £2795
SIMON YORKE SERIES VTURNTABLE & MK 7ARM/SUMIKO BPS MINT/BOXED£3450
ORACLE DELPHI V & TURBO POWER SUPPLY (£4000 7)MINT
£2250
CLEARAUDIO EVOLUTION & TANGENT PARALLEL ARM MINT/BOXED £ 1895
ACCOUSTIC SIGNATURE SAMBA MK II & ARM (£2300?) NEW
£1595
ZETA TONE/AIM MINT/BOXED!
TBA
VPI JMW MEMORIAL ARM DIS/BOXED
f695
GRAHAM 2TONEARM MINT/BOXED
£995
HELIUS CYALINE TONEARM EXCT
£ 595
FIDELITY RESEARCH 64S? (SILVER WIRED) EXCLT
£ 695
NVA TWO BOX MC PHONO STAGE EXCLT
£ 395
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX EX.DEM
f299
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED £ 299
BILL BEARD MM/MC PHONO STAGE EXCLT
£ 375
McCORMACK MINI PHONO DRIVE (MM/MC £600?) EX DEM
£ 349
MUSIC FIRST SILVER STEP UP BNIB
£2450
£ 1250
MUSIC FIRST COPPER STEP UP BNIB
LEHMAN SILVER CUBE MINT/BOXED
TUA

TRANSPORTS/CD/DACS

MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA 3D CD MINT/BOXED
TUA
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSENO TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED £ 1995
McKINTOSH MCD-201 SACD/CDNOLUME (£ 3500) NEW/BOXED £2995
MARANTZ SA11-51 SACO/CO PLAYER (£ 2K*1 MINT
£ 1275
PERP TECH P3A 24/96 MODWRIGHT SIG.2 NEW/BOXED
£895
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO ( NEW MECH £ 1500+) MINT/BOXED £ 795
MERIDIAN 200T TRANSPORT EXCLT
£ 350
MERIDIAN 602/606 TRANS/DAC EXCLT
£995
CONSONANCE 120 LINEAR CD PLAYER NEW/BOXED
£ 595
ORELLE OVO 100 Cl) PLAYER MINT/BOXED
£ 795
RESOLUTION AUDIO CESCIUM TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED
£ 995
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO XLR/RCA (NEW MECH) EXCLT/BOXED £ 895
EINSTEIN THE CD PLAYER
EXCLT
£ 1500
PROCEED PDT- 1TRANSPORT & 20 BIT DAC MINT/BOXED £ 895
THETA CARMEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED
£ 1295
PRIMARE V-25 CD/DUD PLAYER (£ 1000 NE1M NEW/BOXED £ 475
ARCAM CD 82 MINT/BOXED
£295
DPA LITTLE BIT- 3VGC
£ 149
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.0 & PSU EXCLT
£ 149
MUSICAL FIDELITY 010 V3 TUBE BUFFER MINT/BOXED £225
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- 10D TUBE BUFFER
£ 125

SOLID STATE

MUSICAL FIDELITY NU- VISTA PRE MINT/BOXED
£795
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA 300 POWER BOXED
TUA
MUSIC FIRST SILVER PRE AMP BNIB
£2495
MUSIC FIRST COPPER PRE BNIB
£ 1250
RATEL RB-1090 ( 50 KG? 2X400 WATTS)I DCLT
£995

07860 51111 1

ROTEL RB-870BX 2OFF MINT
£ 299
CONRAD JOHNSON PER PR/MF-25006 (£6500+?! MINT/BOXED.
£ 2995
PASS LABS ALEPH PPRE AMP EXCLT
£995
PASS LABS ALEPH PPRE/ 0MONOS MIT/CRATED
£ 3250
All S-2000 MONOBLOCS MINT
£650
PLINIUS SB-300 ( NEW £5K) EX.DEM/DIS
£ 2495
PLINIUS SA- 201 ( RETAIL £3600) EX.DIS
f2295
McCORMACK RLD-I & DNA- 125 ( 4.5x) MINT/BOXED
£2250
ORELLE EVO 100 PRE /POWER (£ 3.5K) MINT/BOXED £ 1195
XTC PRE- 1POWER- I
AMPS GLOSS BLACK MINT/BOXED £ 1795
ATC SCA-2 PRE AMP MINT/BOXED
£ 1795
ADVANTAGE i200 INTEGRATED AMP EXCLT/BOXED £995
MARANTZ PM66 KI-SIG AMP MINT/BOXED£275
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI 2BOX PRE & POWER MINI/BOXED
£ 1595
KRELL KMA-I00 MONOBLOCS ( 3YEARS USE) MINT/BOXED £2750
AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 39 PRE AMP MINT/BOXED
£995
KRELL FPB-200 POWER AMP EXCLT
£2750

VALVE AMPS

MUSICAL FIDELITY NU-VISTA PRE (SPARE VALVE SIMINT/BOXED £ 795
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA 300 POWER BOXED
TUA
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A01000DT TWIN 845 MONOBLOCS (£50(0) EXCLT £2795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS AQ1001DT INTEGRATE° EXLT
£ 795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS LHOI PRE AMP/HEADPHONE AMP MINT/BOXED £295
ANTIQUE SOUNDLN35 MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX E)I.DEM £249
ROGUE AUDIO METIS PRE AMP ( REMOTE) EX.DEM£595
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAMP MINT/BOXED £895
GRASP 50/50 POWER AMP ( NEW KT88'S) MINT
£ 1295
COUNTERPOINT SA- 5000A LEGENDARY PEE/PHONO STAGE ( 2BONSERVICED/BOXED
£ 1995
GAMMA REF 211 MONOBLOCS (SERVICEDNALLIED SUPERB) EXCLT £ 1295
UNISON RESEARCH 845 MONOBLOCS (SERVICED) EXCLT
£ 1995
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY PRE EXCLT
£ 750
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER PRE/35 POWER MINT/BOXED
£ 1495
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INTAMP MINT
£ 2999
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 9CAN PHONO STAGE (RARE BLACK) MINT/BOXED£995
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED£299
MUSICAL FIDELITY XI 0-V3 TUBE BUFFER MINI/BOXED
f225
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- 10D TUBE BUFFER£125

LOUDSPEAKERS

LIVING VOICE AVATAR ONT MINT/BOXED
£ 1995
KEF 203 REFERENCE 4WAY (CHERRY) EX/BOXEO
£ 1795
REFERENCE 3A VEENA ( SUPERB £3000) EX.DEM
£ 1850
REFERENCE 29 DULCET ( £ 1700) EX.DIS
£ 1150
AURUM CANTUS V3M GLOSS BLACK (£ 1700) DIMS
£ 1150
AURUM CANTUS M-103 ( £ 1300) EX.DEM
£795
AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (AWESOME! £ 10.00°) BRAND NEW
£6995
MARTEN MILES II CHERRY (8k. NEW) EXCLT
£3750
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID ( £2800) MINT/BOXED
£ 1395
REGA XEL (ROSEWOOD £ 1250) EXCLT
£475

MONITOR AUDIO GS 10 & STANDS (£ 1000) MINT
£595
CELESTION A-3 SLACK ASH MINT/BOXED
£ 1250
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD (£ 15/1600?) BRAND NEW
£995
FAB AUDIO MODEL- ONE FERRARI RED) EX DEM
£4750
AURUM CANTUS 1/CILLA (RETAIL £2500) EX.DISPLAY £1750
AURIIM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS £2500 NEW
£1795
AURI1M CANTUS LEISURE 3SE (£ 1250) EX.DIS
£ 795
AURIIM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE (£900) EX.DIS
£595
AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID ( £ 1200) EX.DIS
£ 795
PROAC STUDIO 150 EXCLT
£695

TUNERS/MISC

MUSICAL FIDELITY AS DAB TUNER AS NEW
£ 795
AVI 7BAND TURER ROS (SSERIES VERY RARE) MINT
£395
HITACHI FT-55{UMKII EXCLT
£ 175
SOW ST 5950 SD TUNER AM/FM GC
£ 175
MERIDIAN 101 BPRE & MATCHING TUNER VGC
£395

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC

TARA LABS RS( AIR- 26FT POWER CORDS BRAND NEW
BLA.7.K RHODIUM SUPER MAINS POWER CORDS BRAND NEW
ISOTEK POWER I:ORD

£225
£65
£65

INTERCONNECT CABLE

SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR BALANCED (£ 1200) MINT
£450
XL() PRO RCA IMETRE/0.5 METRE 6OFF EACH
95/85
VAN DEN HUL SECOND 1METRE RCA
£ 125
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE OLE EX.DEM
£275
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 1METRE RCA(E180) NEW
£95
BLACK RHODILW SYMPHONY 1METRE RCA NEW
£ 50
QED SILVER SERAL 1METRE RCA EXCLT
£ 50
DEC SILVER SPIRAL 0.8 METRE EXCLT
£40
CHORD CO.COMINCOBRA2/SILVER SIREN DIN TO RCA
RING

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

SILVER SOUNDS 6METRE BI- WIRE (EXPENSIVE!) MINT
£ 550
SILVER SOUNDS 4METRE BI WIRE MINT
£395
TARA LABS RSCNR 2METRE PAIR NEW
TUA
TARA LABS PRIME RSC 18 FEET BIWIRE !! MINT/BOXED £ 595
DPA BLACK SUNK (£ 100 PER M.) 4.5 METRE EXCLT
£ 395
SONORAN PLATEAU 4METRE. PAIR EXCLT
£500
MIT MH-750 BI WIRE 3METRE PAIR EXCLT
£ 595
TRANPARENTIAJSIC WAVE ULTRA 8Ff PAIR EXCLT
£ 1250
TRANSPARENT SUPER BI CABLE 10 FT PAIR EXCLT
£995
RENAISANCE SILVER SIG. 3METRE PAIR (£ 1300) EXCLT
£ 795
RENAISANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR EXCLT
£750
PS AUDIO X- STREAM 3METRE PAIR EXCLT
£ 500
DIAMOND HI SILVER 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£500
AUOIONOTE AN- L3METRE PAIR NEW
£ 175
CHORD RUMOUR 2 4METRE PAIR EXCLT
£ 50

WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE 07860 51 1111

NOW ff0111 ;•_c_cret_
Stereo GO IVIK II

Analogue Seduction are dedicated towards two
channel Hi Fi, specialising in vinyl replay.
As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration
retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshre and we
can offer our customers home demonstrations.
We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital repray and speakers.
We also specialise in acable termination and cable burn in service.
Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse
or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.
New vinyl records now stocked

Tel: +44 (0)1733 344768

Kelease the Magic
After

5 years in

production, the Dino is still one of the

best phono stages around.

Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of
cartridge and gain settings.

Stereo 60 MKII

Read the fantastic review on Hi Fi Choice! (04.08)
Looking for " high end" performance from avalve amplifier that
will drive moden speakers well? Our new Stereo 60 MKII is ideal
for you. An extremely capable amplifier, it has warmth, power and
an incredibly detailed 3D sound stage that only pure valve
amplifiers can cive. Absolutely no listening fatigue! Our solid
build quality, reliability and excellent UK back up service all make
an obvious choice. Designed, finished and tested in Leicester.

All these ft, sires

ie improved sonics and renal

• Switchabie " Integrated" or " Power Amplifier" modes
• Improved "Leak" inspired front end with lovely 6SN7/6SL7 valves
• Complete with "Standby/warm-up" circuit at no extra charge
• Polished Stainless Steel chassis with our " Retro" style valve cover
• Now with 4and 8ohm output taps for improved speaking matching
• Huge 65+65 watts for dynamics, headroom and low distortion
• Switchable to " Pure Triode" mode with 30+30 watts
• Improved "Alps" motorised remote control
• Fabulous KT88 valves by Russian Electro Harmonix
• Choke regulated power supply for driver and output stages
• Hand wired " point to point" without using " printed circuit boards"
• Custom "Hand wound" mains and output transformers
• Silver Tef}on audio cable and gold plated connectors
• Jensen Capacitor and others upgrades available
"Distinct& large sourul& generous Imse: 'long listening sessions enjoyable'
age could not eve in, nettlichartI
Black III fi Choice
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REAd ThE REVIEWS ON OUR WEbSITE:
WWW.TRIChORdRESEt‘RCh.COM

sNe

_ ' Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology available
for this product further enhances
Never-Clanweeted
sound quality.

TRicho Rd

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
sales@trichordresearch.com

RESEARCh

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trichordresearch.com

From

£1,599

Inc Russian valves

(
Various upgrades available)

Ask your local dealer or contact direct We are an "All Tube" UK
company making affordable "High End" tube amplifiers that are
practical, easy to maintain with full in and out of warranty back up.
Integrated, pre & power amplifiers. Phono stages. buffer amps from £ 249 to £ 3000
Not in the UK? Ask étout our low cost export shipping and NO VAT schemes'

Get the lullsloe irebsite a1inviviconaudio.com
Or ask for an illustrated leaflet Auditions by appointment
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.com
;cum_ ceu_dio— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Conditions apply

Vria , MasterCard accepted

CE compliant

:msb technology
A truly class
leading DAC with DC battery power
supply for superior performance.
With automatic digital input selection
and optional volume control.
'

The Flagship

DAC gives definitive performance.
Features include: optional stepped
attenuator volume control and 5digital
and one analogue input. Upgradable to
'Signature level. An ideal partner for the
MSB Transport, offering revelatory CD
reproduction.
for audiophiles. With
the MSB modified Pod, an iPod will
provide your DAC with abit perfect data
stream that is identical to any high end
CD Transport.

11111 ABC- Audio
UK Distributor for MSB
Tel: +44 (0)208 819 4274
info@abc-audio.co.uk Iwww.abc-audio.co.uk

which
way
to
hifisound?
0845 6019390
to find out

Manger Speakers • ASR Amplifiers • Cables

ASR Basis Exclusive Phono Stage
Two piece battery powered phono preamp. Gain adjustable
from 32dB to ,70dB, infinitely adjustable loading from 5Ohms
to 50kOhms. Extremely iow noise
floor with explosive dynamics.

"rhythmic snap; among the deepest, cleanest, most dynamic bass
I've heard; midrange and high frequency transparency without
etch, grain or brightness. Iabsolutely love the ASR Basis Exclusive!"
Michael Fremer

Stereophile

103 zero box

swing

t: 0161 304 0099 m:07970 908 619
e: info@manger-audio.co.uk
109 zerobox

www.manger-audio.co.uk

T

he Moth Record Cleaning
Package that we first put

The Moth RCM has received
glowing approbation from a

together in 2006 was so

multitude of sources over the

well received by our dear

years and is aproven, effective

customers that we thought that it

cleaner of LP, EP, single and 78

would be an excellent idea to

records that is accepted and used

re- introduce it.

by both retail and trade customers

The offer consists of either the

across the world. Here are just a

Moth MKII Record Cleaning Machine

few of the fine words written about

or the MKII PRO version at our

the Moth RCM over the years:

regular prices of £ 450.00 or £ 500.00

'After years of fannying about with

respectively, with acomplimentary

cloths and brushes and sticky

package of 200 ' Nagaoka"- style

rollers and sprays and magic

record inner sleeves plus a5litre

potions I've finally got clean

pot of Moth RCM fluid. That's a

records' ( Anon: TNT Audio)

saving of £ 73.00 on the regular

'Visually and audibly the Moth

price of the complete package.

proved excellent, no visible surface

The MKII Pro RCM from Moth

damage ( lines, marks or scuffs) was

is the latest incarnation of its

apparent... surface noise was lower

excellent system. It differs from the

too - both loud clicks and pops

PRODUCT

pieces of Nagaoka- style inner

and general background mush'
(Audiophile)

Machine Package Including 200

afeature that allows the user to

'The cleaning process has made

pieces of Nagaoka- style inner

operate the machine continually for

them ( my records) sound noticeably

sleeves & 5Ltrs RCM Fluid

longer periods of time.

better...1 can hear the tunes and
individual notes more clearly... I
was very pleased' ( Audiophile)

professional users and those

YOU MUST BUY THIS MACHINE!

among us who have particularly

(TNT Audio)

large collections of vinyl, the

To complete the record cleaning

standard MKII machine only differs

picture, as well as this particular

in that one respect and is perfectly

package, we have listed awhole

adequate for the needs of most

tranche of products applicable to

audio enthusiasts!

the subject. Good cleaning!

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Name

Moth MKII PRO Record Cleaning

£27.50

Last Record Preservative

£27.50

Last record Cleaner

£15.00

Last Stylast Stylus Treatment

£22.50

Last Stylus Cleaner

£15.00

ClearAudio Stylus Cleaning Brush

£7.00

Zerostat Antistatic Gun

£37.50

Goldring Exstatic Cleaning Brush

£13.00

Decca Deram Carbon Fibre
Record Brush
Sleeves Per 25
HFN Nagaoka- style LP Inner

Telephone

Sleeves Per 50

Post Code

HFN Poly/Paper LP Inner Sleeves
Per 100

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN Accessories

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)
Card Number

rn

Expiry (date)
Signature

£500.00

Last Power Clean LP Cleaning Fluid

Goldring Exstatic Record Inner

Address

£450.00

sleeves & 5Ltrs RCM Fluid

MKII version in that it has forced

While this facility has been

QUANTITY

Moth MKII Record Cleaning
Machine Package Including 200

air cooling on the vacuum motor,

proven to be invaluable for

PRICE

SRM Tech RCM 45 Adaptor Kit

£7.00
£13.00
£20.00
£15.00
£30.00

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy of the form) to: HEN

I
FIDOE1111

Iin
HE

Accessories Club 8. CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK OR Fax your completed
order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccesso
riesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All

CV Security Number

prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever
their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT (Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.
Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E8.0E.

All products online at hifiaccessoriesclub.com

o
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technology let loose

I tell uk com

apicture can say athousand words so we let them do most of the talking
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CLASSIC KIT

RETRO

ROUNDUP
Great value, unique design,
and one of the world's most
famous speakers. It's Rogers.
John Howes has the story...

ABOVE: Adverts from the ' 60s and ' 70s for stereo amps, matching tuners and speakers
BELOW LEFT: Rogers' Model RD 1284 three-way loudspeaker

B

orn in Boulogne on 17th
November 1917, James Dale

'Cadet' series of amplifiers was released. This
utilised push-pull ECL83 valves producing

Rogers grew up bilingual,

an output of five watts. The Cadet range

returning to England with

of amplifiers had along and successful
life, culminating in the Mark Three stereo,

UNDER LICENCE...

which was produced from 1964 to 1970.

1975, being manufactured under licence
from the BBC. This model has since gained

his French mother and English father
when he was 15. After an engineering
apprenticeship his working life began
in gun manufacture at the Woolwich
Arsenal. Always having akeen interest
in sound reproduction, after the war he

Available for under £ 200 secondhand
nowadays, the Mark Three offers amazing
value for money, and makes aperfect

began building amplifiers from small

introduction to valve amplification.
Also introduced in 1958 was the HG88

premises in Blackheath, London.

integrated stereo amplifier: this went

MAKING A MARK
Within afew years he moved
to afactory in Catford, to
supply increasing
demand. Between
1949 and 1951
Rogers produced
a 15W monoblock
amplifier based on
the classic Williamson
circuit, which sold for
£27.105 Od.
In the following
years the ' Junior' and
'Senior' ranges of
mono amplifiers and
control units were
marketed, being easily
recognisable by their
maroon paintwork.
In 1958 the first of the

une

138

aworldwide following and must rank as
one of Rogers' most famous products [see
new LS3/5a, p50].
Due to fierce competition from
imported goods, the company ceased

trading in October 1975. Jim Rogers went
on to form JR Speakers in Sevenoaks.

Many interesting loudspeakers were
designed by Jim Rogers, several being nomn

Kent, introducing the JR149 cylindrical
speaker in 1977. This revolutionary design

loaded. The Rogers Junior corner horn,

minimised internal cabinet reflections and
had excellent sound quality.
A matching subwoofer followed to
compliment its smaller brother, which was

manufactured from 1956 to 1959, utilised
a6in full- range driver mounted horizontally
in the top of the cabinet. Later Rogers
released his flagship ' RD Senior Reproducer',
which sold for £ 96.1656d ( compared to
aQuad electrostatic at £ 52.0s Od). This
cabinet housed two Goodmans Axiom 80s
and aKelly ribbon tweeter. Ibet it sounded
awesome! Iwould love to see one.
From the late 1960s onwards the
Ravensbrook and Ravensbourne integrated
solid state stereo amplifiers were released
•

World exclusive: Meridian 808.2 CD player
—3 Group Test: £ 800 floorstanding speakers
McIntosh C2300/MC501 pre/power
London Reference air- bearing tonearm
-+ Super (second) Systems: Arcam Solo Mini

MAY 2008

The Rogers L53/5a monitor appeared in

through several circuit and cosmetic
changes until being withdrawn in 1969.

N TEST:

www.hifinews.co.uk

range of loudspeakers.

'Available for under £ 200 secondhand, the
Mark Three offers amazing value for money'

issue :oes on sale
th

alongside several matching tuners and a

also cylindrical in appearance.
ihave always had ahuge admiration
for Rogers products because of their
high build quality, original design and
extremely good value for money when
originally sold. And it's certainly wortn
seeking out good clean examples today.
Jim Rogers passed away on 23rd
August 2002.()

Audio Exposed:
Amplifier clipping — can we
always hear it?
PLUS:
We interview Touraj Moghaddam of
Roksan Audio

pre-eminent...
the new KX-R preamplifier

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

KRELLS ANGELS
THE

EVOLUTION

CHAPTER

Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago, Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the audio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high
end, and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power
amplifiers - plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
I
Out go the sharp heatsinks, in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music,
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CD/SACD player, the Evolution 525
audio-video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolution 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor, a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates Krells' passion for unparalleled performance and innovaticln.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
performance of the long-established Class ' A' Krell FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
of all integrated amplifiers.
the badge of prestige, passion and excellence. Call Absolute Sounds for full details.

absolute sounds ltd

et.
EVOLUTION 402

«ma,
FVOL UTION 505

EVOLUTION 222

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

